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EPIGRAPH
The fair breeze blew, the white foam flew,
The furrow followed free;
We were the first that ever burst
Into that silent sea.
Down dropt the breeze, the sails dropt down,
’Twas sad as sad could be;
And we did speak only to break
The silence of the sea!
All in a hot and copper sky,
The bloody Sun, at noon,
Right up above the mast did stand,
No bigger than the Moon.
Day after day, day after day,
We stuck, nor breath nor motion;
As idle as a painted ship
Upon a painted ocean.
Water, water, every where,
And all the boards did shrink;
Water, water, every where,
Nor any drop to drink.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
‘The time has come,’ the Walrus said,
‘To talk of many things:
Of shoes – and ships – and sealing-wax –
Of cabbages – and kings –
And why the sea is boiling hot –
And whether pigs have wings.’
Lewis Carroll, The Walrus and the Carpenter
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
The global meridional overturning circulation in an idealized two-basin model
by
C. Spencer Jones
Doctor of Philosophy
University of California San Diego, 2018
Professor Paola Cessi, Chair
This dissertation investigates the influence of ocean basin geometry on the strat-
ification, circulation and salinity of the global ocean. This problem is studied using an
idealized-geometry primitive-equation ocean-only model, in which two basins of different
widths are connected by a re-entrant channel at the southern edge of the domain.
In addition to the primitive-equation model, we develop a conceptual model of the
meridional overturning circulation (MOC). The conceptual model shows that if there is no
deep-water formed in the wide basin, the northward Ekman transport into that basin must
be returned southward by a geostrophic current. This geostrophic current flows southwards
from the wide basin into the channel, and northwards from the channel into the narrow
basin, balanced by the difference in the depth of isopycnals at the eastern boundaries of
xvi
each basin. The predictions of the conceptual model are confirmed in our primitive-equation
model.
Under zonally uniform wind stress, temperature relaxation and freshwater flux, the
primitive-equation model shows a preference for sinking in the narrower basin (which repre-
sents the Atlantic). The velocity field above a mid-depth isopycnal is a superposition of the
wind-driven gyres and the MOC’s upper branch in a western boundary current. This velocity
field transports salt northward more efficiently in a narrower basin, causing the preference
for narrow-basin sinking.
Characterizing the flow in the upper branch of the MOC using a pseudostream-
function, we divide the salt transport into two components: transport by flow along open
streamlines (which represents the warm-route transport) and transport by the gyres. We
find that for larger interbasin flow, the northward salt transport along open streamlines in
the sinking basin increases. We conclude that increasing the warm-route transport would
bring more salt into the north of the Atlantic basin.
In the same idealized geometry, we explore the connection between the mid-depth and
abyssal cells of the MOC. A ROC budget is used to visualize the pathway of the residual
circulation: 40% of deep water formed in the north of the narrow basin is recycled through
the abyss before returning to the upper ocean of the narrow basin.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The meridional overturning circulation (MOC) is a key component of the Earth’s
climate system. It transports heat northwards at all latitudes in the Atlantic. In equilibrium,
this effect must be balanced by the atmosphere. At the equator, a southward atmospheric
heat transport is achieved by a northward shift of the average position of the Inter-Tropical
Convergence Zone, a region of low atmospheric pressure and high precipitation (Zhang &
Delworth, 2005; Kang et al., 2008). Weakening of Atlantic MOC (AMOC), which is predicted
in the next 100 years (Collins et al., 2013), may lead to regional dynamic sea level rise in the
Atlantic (Levermann et al., 2005), in addition to thermosteric and halosteric sea-level change
caused by a reduction in northward heat and salt transport. The MOC also slowly flushes
carbon-saturated water from above the thermocline into the deep ocean, allowing more
anthropogenic carbon to be removed from the atmosphere (Maier-Reimer & Hasselmann,
1987) and reducing the strength of the greenhouse effect.
1.1 Background
In the Atlantic, Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) flows northward, contributing
to deep-water formation in the Labrador and Nordic Seas. Newly formed North Atlantic
1
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Figure 1.1: The mid-depth cell (green line) and abyssal cell (blue line) in the zonal average (left). A schematic
of the continuous pathway (right), in which deep water is formed in the North Atlantic, flows southward and
upwells in the Southern Ocean, where it feeds AABW formation (green line). This AABW then enters the
Pacific and upwells across isopycnals (blue line), before returning to the Atlantic. The vertical dashed line
indicates the latitude of the southern tip of Africa. Adapted from Thompson et al. (2016).
Deep Water (NADW) flows southward in a deep western boundary current (Stommel &
Arons, 1959) and spreads eastward: NADW is found throughout the Atlantic basin between
about 1500m and 3500m. Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) is formed in the Weddell and
Ross Seas and around Antarctica, proceeding northward into the basins below 3500m (Talley
et al., 2011).
The meridional overturning circulation (MOC) describes the three dimensional path-
way water from the surface to depth and back again. In the zonal average, the MOC appears
as two cells: 1) a mid-depth cell, in which AAIW flows northward, sinks in the North At-
lantic to form NADW, flows southward at depth and upwells in the Southern Ocean; and
2) an abyssal cell, with formation of AABW in the Southern Ocean, diapycnal upwelling to
intermediate depths and epipycnal return to the surface of the Southern Ocean (Lumpkin &
Speer, 2007). A schematic of these two cells is shown in the left panel of figure 1.1.
Historically, it was thought that all deep water was returned to the surface by diapy-
cnal diffusion (Stommel, 1958; Munk, 1966). Munk (1966) assumed that the ocean interior
has uniform vertical diffusivity and that the downward diffusion of buoyancy is balanced by
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upward advection. This implies that at low latitudes there is slow upwelling of cold deep
water towards the surface. Munk (1966) found that in order for this diffusive upwelling to
balance deep-water formation, the effective vertical diffusivity in the interior must be about
10−4 m2 s−1, but measurements indicate that it is of the order 10−5 m2 s−1 above 2000m depth
and away from topography (Osborn, 1980; Whalen et al., 2012; Waterhouse et al., 2014).
Assuming these estimates are representative of the whole ocean above 2000m, NADW cannot
return to the surface by diapycnal diffusion alone.
Toggweiler & Samuels (1993, 1995) found that winds over the Southern Ocean set
the strength of the mid-depth cell in a global ocean general circulation model with a more
realistic vertical diffusivity of 3×10−5 m2 s−1. This brought about the more modern view that
NADW follows isopycnals as it moves southward, upwelling adiabatically in the Southern
Ocean where these isopycnals outcrop (Toggweiler & Samuels, 1998), as shown in figure 1.2.
In this paradigm, NADW can return to the surface even if there is no vertical diffusion below
the mixed layer. Toggweiler & Samuels (1995) argue that the mid-depth cell is driven by
westerly winds over the Southern Ocean, which create a divergent Ekman transport at the
surface, causing local upwelling.
Below 2000m, the vertical diffusivity is closer to 10−4 m2 s−1 (Garabato et al., 2004;
Waterhouse et al., 2014), allowing AABW to return to the surface by a combination of
diapycnal upwelling below about 2000m and adiabatic upwelling in the Southern Ocean
(dark blue region in figure 1.2).
Modern observations suggest that NADW is returned to the surface by a combination
of wind-driven upwelling in the Southern Ocean and global diapycnal upwelling (Lumpkin &
Speer, 2007; Talley, 2013). Upwelled water returns to the North Atlantic through the warm
route via the Indonesian Throughflow (ITF; Gordon 1985), through the cold route via Drake
Passage (Rintoul, 1991), and through the Tasman leakage (Speich et al., 2002). Water from
the ITF and Tasman leakage crosses the Indian Ocean and proceeds into the Atlantic via
3
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the mid-depth cell and the abyssal cell in the Atlantic basin. In the light blue region,
the isopycnals outcrop both in the Southern Ocean and in the North Atlantic. In this figure, the mid-depth
cell is adiabatic, following isopycnals below the mixed layer. The isopycnals in the dark blue region outcrop
in the Southern Ocean, but not in the North Atlantic, so the abyssal cell is closed by diapycnal upwelling at
depth. Adapted from Wolfe & Cessi (2011)
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Figure 1.3: A schematic of the mid-depth cell of the meridional overturning circulation. North Atlantic Deep
Water (blue lines) upwells along isopycnals in the Southern Ocean, and across isopycnals in the Indian and
Pacific oceans. It then returns to the North Atlantic as intermediate water (pink lines), to sink again. The
brown box indicates deep-water formation, the green boxes indicate upwelling and the pink boxes show the
various pathways of the return flow.
the warm route. A schematic of these pathways is shown in figure 1.3.
The current view of the MOC is that strong westerly winds over the Southern Ocean
drive northward Ekman transport. At the latitudes of Drake Passage, this transport is
returned southward by geostrophic flow below the level of topography. This Eulerian cir-
culation acts to steepen isopycnals, leading to baroclinic instability. The resulting eddies
transport buoyancy across the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), releasing potential
energy and reducing the isopycnal slope. The total buoyancy transport by the Eulerian
circulation and the eddies is often described by the residual overturning circulation (ROC),
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defined as the time and zonally averaged meridional transport at constant buoyancy, rather
than at fixed depth levels (Marshall & Radko, 2003). Below the mixed layer of the Southern
Ocean, the residual circulation is approximately adiabatic.
1.2 Conceptual models of the overturning circulation
Gent & McWilliams (1990) parametrized the tracer transport by mesoscale eddies
to be proportional to the local slope of the isopycnals. Using this scaling, Gnanadesikan
(1999) developed a conceptual model of the ROC for the mid-depth cell in a single basin. A
schematic is shown in figure 1.4. This model parameterizes the Ekman, eddy, and diffusive
transports, and deep water formation in the north of the basin, as a function of pycnocline
depth. Then it predicts the strength of the overturning by applying volume conservation
above the pycnocline. Both Gnanadesikan (1999)’s model and modern global circulation
models predict that if Southern Ocean winds increase, the residual overturning strengthens
and the pycnocline deepens. However in eddy-resolving models, the residual overturning
is much less responsive to wind forcing, because an increase in Southern Ocean Ekman
transport is compensated by an opposing increase in the eddy-induced transport (Hallberg
& Gnanadesikan, 2006).
Another shortcoming of the Gnanadesikan (1999) model is that it divides the ocean
circulation into the bulk transport by the winds, eddies, and diffusive upwelling across the
pycnocline, but does not give any further information about the stratification or the vertical
structure of the circulation. Marshall & Radko (2003) developed a continuous model for the
stratification and the residual overturning circulation in the Southern Ocean. They average
the buoyancy equation in time and along the streamlines of the ACC, to give
v
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+
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of Gnanadesikan (1999)’s model of the AMOC. The vertical dashed line represents
the northern edge of the Southern Ocean. h represents the depth of the pycnocline, ψEk represents the
Ekman transport out of the Southern Ocean, ψed represents the southward eddy transport, ψD is the cross-
pycnocline transport due to diapycnal upwelling, and ψN represents the transport across the pycnocline due
to deep water formation in the north of the basin. The vertical dashed line represents the northern edge of
the re-entrant region. Adapted from Gnanadesikan (1999).
where b is the buoyancy, (v, w) are the meridional and vertical velocities, B is the surface
buoyancy forcing, denotes the average along streamlines and in time, and ′ denotes
deviations from that average. Combining the Eulerian and eddy terms gives
Jy,z,(Ψres, b) =
∂B
∂z
− ∂
∂y
[
(1− µ)v′b′] , (1.2)
where Ψres = Ψ + Ψ
∗ is the residual overturning streamfunction, Ψ is the Eulerian stream-
function, Ψ∗ = w′b′/by is the eddy streamfunction and µ =
(
w′b′/v′b′
) (
by/bz
)
(Held &
Schneider, 1999; Marshall & Radko, 2003). In the interior, B = 0 and the eddies are ap-
proximately adiabatic, so µ ≈ 1. Hence, the buoyancy is advected by the residual transport
Ψres.
The Eulerian transport per unit width in the interior is given by Ψ = τ/ρ0f , where
τ is the time-averaged wind stress along closed streamlines, f is the Coriolis parameter, and
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Figure 1.5: The residual overturning circulation, Ψres, in the Southern Ocean is a sum of the transport by
the wind-driven Eulerian circulation, Ψ (red) and the eddies, Ψ∗(blue). The thinner black lines represent
the isopycnals and the thick black line represents the surface. τ is the westerly wind stress over the ACC. B
is the surface buoyancy flux. Adapted from Marshall & Radko (2003).
ρ0 is the density, with Ekman layers at the surface and bottom and vertical transport in the
interior (Karsten et al., 2002).
Marshall & Radko (2003) solved equation (1.2), assuming that the eddy transport is
proportional to the slope of the isopycnals. They found that the depth of the pycnocline
is mostly determined by the wind stress and eddy strength, and the residual overturning
circulation is approximately set by the buoyancy flux into the mixed layer. A schematic of
the residual overturning in the Southern Ocean is shown in figure 1.5.
Marshall & Radko (2003)’s model only describes the ACC region, and only includes
isopycnals that outcrop both in the Southern Ocean and in the North Atlantic. Wolfe &
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Cessi (2011) proposed a continuous conceptual model of the mid-depth cell of the ROC in the
adiabatic limit for a single basin. In this model, all diabatic processes take place in the mixed
layer, and the transport of the eddies and the gyres are parameterized to be proportional
to the isopycnal slope (though the eddy diffusivity in the basin is ten times that in the
channel). This was the first conceptual model to parameterize the effects of the wind-driven
gyres within the basin. There is no diffusive cell in this model, so the wind and eddies set
the slope of isopycnals that outcrop in the Southern Ocean but not in the North Atlantic.
The resulting stratification has thermostads that are representative of AAIW, NADW and
AABW.
Nikurashin & Vallis (2012) introduced another continuous model of the ROC, mod-
eling both the mid-depth and abyssal cells. The transport in the channel, basin and sinking
region are parameterized and then matched where these regions meet. The models of both
Wolfe & Cessi (2011) and Nikurashin & Vallis (2012) illustrate that a pole-to-pole circulation
is only possible if 1) there are westerly winds over the Southern Ocean and 2) isopycnals
exist that outcrop both in the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern Ocean.
Zonally averaged conceptual models do not describe the exchanges of volume, salt
and heat between ocean basins. In particular, these models do not portray how mass is
conserved in the Indo-Pacific: there is a northward Ekman transport into that basin but
no deep water formation there, so mass must exit the Indo-Pacific sector and enter the
Atlantic. In chapter 2, we address this question by extending Gnanadesikan (1999)’s model
to two basins. We find that the Ekman transport into the Pacific is returned southward by
a geostrophic transport, which then enters the Atlantic basin.
In our conceptual model, this geostrophic transport is balanced by the difference in
pycnocline depth between the Atlantic and the Pacific. This difference provides an expla-
nation for a long-held question in physical oceanography: why is the sea surface higher in
the Pacific than in the Atlantic (e.g. Reid 1961)? We find that in order to balance the
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geostrophic interbasin transport, mid-depth isopycnals in the Pacific must be deeper than in
the Atlantic. Hence there is a larger volume of light water in the Pacific, leading to a higher
sea surface.
Weakening of the AMOC due to climate change may lead to a reduction of the
interbasin transport and hence a smaller difference in sea-surface height between the basins.
Approximating the ocean as a two-layer system, changes in sea surface height, ∆h, relate to
changes in pycnocline depth, ∆D, by the relation
∆h = ∆D
∆ρ
ρ
, (1.3)
where ∆ρ/ρ is the relative density difference across the pycnocline. Wyrtki & Kendall (1967)
find that ∆ρ/ρ ≈ 5 × 10−3 in the tropics. In the conceptual model discussed in chapter 2,
reducing the number of isopycnals shared between the north of the narrow basin and the
channel enough to give a 10% weakening in the overturning (which is the predicted weakening
over the 21st century; Collins et al. 2013) causes the narrow basin’s pycnocline to deepen by
about 180m. This corresponds to a 90cm increase in sea-level, which is of the same order as
the thermosteric and halosteric contributions to sea level change (Landerer et al., 2007).
1.3 Salinity and deep water formation
To a good approximation, the temperature at the ocean surface is relaxed to the
atmospheric temperature on a timescale of days, whereas the salt flux at the ocean surface
is fixed. Therefore the velocity field controls the surface distribution of salt but has little
influence on the surface temperature. A stronger AMOC transports more salt to high lat-
itudes, strengthening the overturning, which transports more salt to high latitudes, and so
on. This reinforcement is called the salt-advection feedback (Stommel, 1961).
Currently, deep water formation occurs in the North Atlantic because of the high
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salinity (and density) there, but not in the North Pacific, where surface water at the same
latitudes is much fresher (Warren, 1983; Broecker, 1991). Some isopycnals outcrop both
in the Southern Ocean and in the North Atlantic: NADW flows southward along these
isopycnals to replace surface waters driven northward by Southern Ocean winds. No such
isopycnals connect the Southern Ocean with the North Pacific, so there is no significant deep
water formation there. Weaver et al. (1999) summarizes a large number of explanations for
the higher salinity of the North Atlantic.
In particular, evaporation and precipitation are thought to influence the location of
sinking. The net freshwater flux into the North Atlantic is smaller than the flux into the
North Pacific, causing an asymmetry in salinity between basins (Geay et al., 2003). The
different widths of the ocean basins may explain the lower surface freshwater flux in the
Atlantic (Ferreira et al., 2010; Nilsson et al., 2013): the precipitation footprint of water that
evaporates from the Atlantic extends into the Pacific, whereas the precipitation footprint of
water that evaporates from the Pacific is contained completely within that basin.
Ferreira et al. (2010) and Nilsson et al. (2013) find a preference for narrow-basin
sinking in coupled models, in which there are a large number of feedbacks between the
ocean and the atmosphere. For example, the overturning transports heat northward more
efficiently in the basin where deep-water formation occurs, causing more evaporation from
the western boundary current, increasing the salinity and reinforcing the overturning. As a
result of such feedbacks, it is difficult to separate the role of the atmosphere from that of the
ocean in setting the location of deep-water formation. Thus, until now it was unclear how
the width of the basins directly influences ocean velocities and how this affects the salinity
distribution. In chapter 3, an ocean-only model is used to isolate the ocean’s response to
differences in basin width.
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1.4 Warm-route salt transport
There may also be a preference for Atlantic sinking because the tip of Africa is at a
much lower latitude than the tip of South America. The winds immediately south of Africa
are westward, enabling warm-route flow into the Atlantic basin (Reid, 1961; Gordon, 1986;
Nilsson et al., 2013; Cessi & Jones, 2017), and allowing a supergyre to pass south of that
continent. This supergyre joins the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific basins by passing south of
Africa and Australia (Ridgway & Dunn, 2007).
Both the warm route and the supergyre may transport salt from the Indo-Pacific to
the Atlantic (Gordon et al., 1992; Ridgway & Dunn, 2007). No such salt transport into the
Pacific is possible: the Americas end south of the zero-wind-stress-curl-line, which reduces
the amount of westward transport possible in that region (Cessi & Jones, 2017). In addition,
the high precipitation in Drake Passage would freshen any westward transport into the
Pacific. This is one reason why the Pacific is fresher than the Atlantic, and why deep water
is not formed in the Pacific.
In an idealized two-basin model, shortening the continent to the east of one of the
basins increases that basin’s salinity (Nilsson et al., 2013; Cessi & Jones, 2017). This suggests
that the northward salt transport intensifies, but it is not clear whether this change is
effected by the gyres or by the MOC. Nilsson et al. (2013) partitioned the salt transport
into a component effected by the gyres and a component effected by the overturning using
Rahmstorf (1996)’s decomposition. This decomposition does not take into account that the
upper branch of the overturning snakes around the gyres, as described by Stommel (1957),
but rather approximates the northward transport as zonally uniform. In chapter 4, the salt
transport in the idealized model is partitioned between the gyres and the interbasin flow as
it snakes around the gyres. The effects of changing the strength of the warm-route interbasin
transport are investigated.
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1.5 Connections between the two cells
In the zonal average, the mid-depth and abyssal cells appear separate. However, re-
cent work (Talley, 2013; Ferrari et al., 2014, 2017) suggests that under present day conditions
a portion of upwelled NADW contributes to abyssal-water formation in the Southern Ocean.
From there, this abyssal water flows northward, upwelling in the Pacific before returning to
the Atlantic and closing the circulation. This continuous pathway is shown in the right panel
of figure 1.1. Analysis of observed tracer distributions suggests that about 25% of water in
the deep Pacific originated in the North Atlantic (Gebbie et al., 2010), but tracer analysis
does not show the pathway of this water between basins.
The pathway of the circulation seems to be controlled by several factors. Ferrari et al.
(2014) proposed that the MOC’s mid-depth cell and abyssal cell were separated at the last
glacial maximum (LGM). Upwelling of NADW is confined to the area north of the Antarctic
sea-ice line, which was much further north during the LGM. Assuming the isopycnal slope
in the Southern Ocean has not changed significantly, the maximum depth of NADW shoals
as the sea ice line moves northward. The return flow of the abyssal cell is enabled by high
diapycnal diffusivity below 2000m, so the cell cannot extend above this level. Thus the two
cells were likely decoupled during the LGM.
Thompson et al. (2016)’s conceptual model builds on the work in chapter 2. In
Thompson’s model, NADW is usually recycled through the abyss (see the right panel of
figure 1.1). However, if the vertical diffusivity is reduced above 2000m, the MOC transitions
to the two-cell configuration for high rates of NADW formation. Chapter 5 examines the
pathway of the MOC for parameters that give two-cell flow in Thompson’s conceptual model.
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1.6 Outline of this dissertation
1.6.1 Interbasin transport
Building on the work of Gnanadesikan (1999) and Allison (2009), chapter 2 advances
a conceptual model of the mid-depth cell of the MOC. The geometry is shown in figure 1.6.
Observations show that mid-depth isopycnals are deeper in the Pacific than in the Atlantic
(e.g. Wolfe & Cessi 2011). Our conceptual model shows that this difference in isopycnal
height is a consequence of deep water formation in the north of the Atlantic basin but not in
the Pacific basin: it balances a geostrophic current that returns water from the Indo-Pacific
to the Atlantic, completing the upper branch of the MOC.
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Figure 1.6: Geometry of the idealized model. The ridge is shown in grey and the land in black. The western
20◦ is repeated to the right of the figure. In chapters 2 and 3, the continents have equal length, extending
to 52.5◦S. In chapter 4, two experiments are performed in which one continent is shortened to end at 21◦S.
In chapter 5, the continent to the east of the narrow basin is shortened to end at 35◦S.
Another important result of the conceptual model is that for both geometries the
upper branch has about the same northward transport across the equator in the basin where
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deep water is formed, regardless of its location. In other words, the transport-per-unit-width
of the MOC is smaller in a wider basin.
We validated our conceptual model against a primitive equation model in the same
geometry. This primitive equation model is further explored in chapter 3.
1.6.2 Basin width
Chapter 3 examines the effects of basin width on velocity and salinity in an ocean-
only primitive-equation model. The model has two basins of different widths joined by a
re-entrant channel south of 52.5◦S, as shown in figure 1.6. It uses a vertical diffusivity of
2×10−5 m2 s−1, which is lower than the vertical diffusivity used in previous idealized models
that explored the location of deep-water formation. For example, Marotzke & Willebrand
(1991) use 5×10−5 m2 s−1 and Hughes & Weaver (1994) use a vertical diffusivity that increases
with depth, exceeding 10−4 m2 s−1 at 1000m. In this chapter, the narrow basin represents
the Atlantic and the wide basin represents the Indo-Pacific. A preference for sinking in the
narrower basin is found even for zonally uniform surface freshwater flux.
The sum of the gyres and the upper branch of the MOC (which is in a western
boundary current) approximates the horizontal flow above a mid-depth isopycnal well in our
primitive equation model (as predicted by Stommel 1957).
The transport in the interior of the subpolar gyre (SPG) is governed by the wind-
stress-curl,
β
∫ 0
−H
vI dz =
1
ρ0
kˆ · ∇ × τ , (1.4)
where ρ0 is the density of the fluid, H is the depth of the basin and τ is the vector wind stress
field (e.g. Vallis 2006). This interior transport is returned by a western boundary current.
Assuming the wind stress in the meridional direction is small, the western boundary current
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transport is proportional to the width of the basin, Lx:
Ψwbc = −
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
vI dz dx = Lx
1
βρ0
∂τx
∂y
, (1.5)
where Ψwbc is the transport of the western boundary current, τ
x is the wind stress in the
zonal direction and vI is the meridional velocity in the interior. The northward upper branch
of the MOC cancels the southward western-boundary current of the SPG in a narrow basin.
In a wider basin, the southward SPG western boundary current brings freshwater southward
and eastward, reducing the surface density of the wide basin and causing a preference for
narrow-basin sinking, as shown in chapter 3.
1.6.3 Salt transport by the warm route
In the idealized model from chapters 2 and 3, the return flow of the MOC follows
the cold route into the narrow basin, passing eastward south of its western continent. When
one continent is shortened to end north of the zero-wind-stress-curl line, most of the return
flow follows the warm route westward south of the short continent (Cessi & Jones, 2017).
Strengthening the warm route increases the salinity of the basin to the west of the short
continent, causing deep-water formation in the north of that basin, regardless of its width.
Chapter 4 quantifies the salt transport of the warm-route interbasin current as it
flows into the sinking basin and proceeds northward. Two experiments are performed: one
in which the continent east of the narrow basin is shortened and one in which the conti-
nent east of the wide basin is shortened. The strength of interbasin transport is different
in these two configurations. Characterizing the flow above a mid-depth isopycnal using a
pseudostreamfunction, we divide the salt transport into two components: salt transport by
flow along open streamlines (which represents the warm-route interbasin transport) and salt
transport by the gyres. In the sinking basin, the flow along open streamlines transports salt
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northward more efficiently in the geometry with the larger interbasin transport ie. when
sinking occurs in the narrow basin, with the short continent positioned to the east of that
basin.
The partition of the salt transport in these two configurations also supports the
conclusions of chapter 3: when sinking occurs in the wide basin, the salt transport along
streamlines is reduced between 40◦N and 60◦N. The pathway of the flow is pushed further
south by the wind-driven subpolar gyre, which has a stronger western boundary current for
a wider basin. As a result, there is an increased cross-streamline salt transport away from
the sinking location at 40◦N, freshening the north of the basin and inhibiting sinking.
1.6.4 Characterizing the global MOC
In chapter 5, a budget of the residual circulation is used to characterize the connection
between the mid-depth and abyssal cells of the global overturning. Again, we use a primitive
equation model with the domain shown in figure 1.6. The continent to the west of the narrow
basin extends from 52.5◦S to 70◦N and the continent to the east of the narrow basin extends
from 35◦S to 70◦N. In the southernmost 2◦ of the domain, a heat flux out of the ocean is
added to the model used in the previous chapters. This heat flux models the effects of sea ice
(Ferrari et al., 2014). The diffusivity below 2000m is increased to 2× 10−4 m2 s−1, allowing
an abyssal cell to form (Jansen & Nadeau, 2016).
A thickness-weighted average residual budget finds that about 40% (about 5Sv) of
newly-formed deep water leaving the narrow basin sinks into the abyss before returning to
the surface (see figure 1.1). Of this 5Sv, about 2Sv travels through the abyss of the narrow
basin and about 3Sv travels through the abyss of the wide basin. An adjoint tracer is released
in the abyss of the wide basin: the adjoint tracer content of the upper ocean suggests that
2.5Sv of deep water formed in the narrow basin is recycled through the abyss of the wide
basin.
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Chapter 2
Interbasin transport of the meridional
overturning circulation
2.1 Introduction
In the current climate system, deep water is formed in the North Atlantic, but not
in the North Pacific, resulting in a global meridional overturning circulation (MOC) which
transports heat northward in the Atlantic and contributes to a more marked southward
heat flux in the South Indo-Pacific. The MOC is a global cell, driven by the wind-induced
upwelling in the circumpolar region (Toggweiler & Samuels, 1993; Wolfe & Cessi, 2011), as
well as by diffusive upwelling at the interface between the deep and abyssal waters (Stommel
& Arons, 1959; Munk, 1966), dominated by the contribution in the Indo-Pacific sector. The
upwelling in the circumpolar portion of the domain and in the passive basin – the Pacific –
is balanced by downwelling near the northern end of the active basin – the Atlantic. This
global circulation implies a transfer of intermediate water from the passive into the active
basin (with a transfer of deep water in the opposite direction). This transfer occurs in the
circumpolar region, as detailed in Talley (2013) (there is also a small exchange through the
Bering Strait, which we neglect henceforth). The transfer of water between the basins is
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geostrophically balanced at the southern boundary of each semi-enclosed basin, requiring
a difference in the depth of the isopycnals separating the intermediate and deep waters at
the eastern boundary of each basin. Specifically, these isopycnals are deeper in the South
Pacific than in the South Atlantic in the present day MOC as noted by Reid (1961). More
recent observations from the World Ocean Altas (Locarnini et al., 2006; Antonov et al.,
2006) confirm that isopycnals near 1000m depth are shallower in the Atlantic than in the
Indo-Pacific (see figure 2.1). The strength of the inter basin flow is set by the amount of
Ekman transport and the upwelling into the intermediate waters of the Indo-Pacific. The
interbasin transfer is only one component of the total transport that forms the upper branch
of the MOC: in addition to the interbasin flow, the MOC, or more precisely the residual
overturning circulation (ROC), must carry all of the Ekman transport that occurs along the
northern boundary of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) region, minus the eddy-flux
of buoyancy at this boundary, as well as the diapycnal upwelling in the Atlantic.
The mechanism for size-dependent interbasin transport is illustrated here by consid-
ering a generalization of the model by Gnanadesikan (1999) to two basins connected by a
circumpolar region. A geostrophically balanced interbasin flow, ψg, which transfers water
from the passive basin to the active basin, is necessary to satisfy the buoyancy budget (as
shown in figure 2.2). The depth of the intermediate water layer must be deeper in the pas-
sive basin than in the active basin in order to geostrophically balance the interbasin flow.
The transfer from the passive to the active basin is fed by diffusive upwelling and Ekman
transport into the passive basin, and therefore the transfer is larger when the passive basin
is wider. This simple model does not capture the richness of the horizontal and vertical
structure of the ROC velocity field, spanning both the active and the passive basins, which
we diagnose from three-dimensional numerical integrations.
These three-dimensional integrations follow the approach of Hughes & Weaver (1994)
and Marotzke & Willebrand (1991), that is we use an ocean-only model with drastically
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Figure 2.1: Depth of three middepth neutral density γn surfaces as a function of latitude at three longitudes
corresponding to the Atlantic (30◦W), Indian (90◦E), and Pacific (150◦W) Oceans. Lines that are the same
color represent the same value of γn , whereas lines that are the same style represent the same longitude.
From Wolfe & Cessi (2011).
simplified geometry and forcing. There is a two-basin geometry in which the latitudinal
extent of the two basins is the same. In this, we differ from the basic configuration of
Hughes & Weaver (1994), who specified that the Atlantic-like basin extends further north
than the Pacific-like basin. The purpose of our configuration is to determine the consequences
of differences in the longitudinal extent of the Atlantic- and Pacific-like basins. We confine
our analysis to the weakly diffusive regime, where the ROC has a substantial adiabatic
component associated with the wind-driven upwelling in the circumpolar portion of the
domain (Toggweiler & Samuels, 1993; Wolfe & Cessi, 2011).
The partition of the MOC between the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific sector in an idealized
domain was also studied by Stocker & Wright (1991), using a zonally averaged model, with
a parametrization relating the East-West pressure gradient to the North-South one. They
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the two-basin box model, showing the transport budget above the isopycnal bound-
ing the upper branch of the residual overturning circulation (ROC) for sinking in the narrow basin (top) and
wide basin (bottom). ⊗ denotes sinking (transport from the upper layer into the lower layer) and  denotes
upwelling (transport from the lower layer into the upper layer). ψN represents northern sinking in the active
basin, ψκ diapycnal upwelling, ψEk the Ekman transport at the northern edge of the channel region, ψed
the eddy-fluxes at the northern edge of the channel region, and ψg a geostrophic exchange transport, which
flows out of the passive and into the active basin in the upper layer.
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found that under zonally symmetric forcing, the system settles into a state with two separate
overturning cells with sinking at the northern edge of both the North Atlantic and the North
Pacific, and little transfer between the two basins. Some ocean-only studies (Seidov & Haupt,
2005) find that it is necessary to impose an asymmetry in the surface salinity or freshwater
flux to achieve a conveyor-like global overturning circulation, while others find that multiple
states exist depending on the initial conditions (Huisman et al., 2009). Nilsson et al. (2013)
find that in a coupled model, conveyor-like states exist (in which sinking in occurs in only one
basin) as well as a northern-sinking state (in which sinking occurs in the north of both basins).
In the quasi-adiabatic regime, we find that under longitudinally symmetric forcing, stable
sinking is obtained only at the northern end of the narrow basin, a state which maximizes
the inter-basin exchange of the ROC. No other states exist for symmetric forcing. In order
to achieve sinking in the wide basin, the surface forcing is modified to decrease precipitation
over the wide basin. The interbasin transport ψg in each of these states compares well to
the predictions of the two-basin zonally-average model.
Section 2 proposes an idealized zonally average model adapted from Gnanadesikan
(1999). The numerical model setup and some of the diagnostics are described in section
3. Section 4 describes the numerical model states and section 5 illustrates the horizontal
structure of the flow in the ROC. A summary and concluding remarks are given in section
6.
2.2 A minimal model of two basins exchanging trans-
port
Here, we consider an extension of Gnanadesikan (1999) model of the ROC to two
basins coupled by a circumpolar connection, as sketched in figures 2.2 and 2.3. This model
is very similar to that developed in Allison (2009); however in that model the lengths of
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the two-basin box model, showing the transport budget above the isopycnal bound-
ing the upper branch of the ROC for the active basin (top) and passive basin (bottom). bm is the isopycnal
that divides the upper layer and the lower layer and ha,p denotes the height of the upper layer. The other
symbols are defined in figure 2.2.
the boundaries are different. It crudely captures the circulation in the upper branch of the
ROC; the upper branch is defined to be the layer above the isopycnal bm, that divides the
intermediate water from the deep water. In the context of this model, the layer above bm
is referred to as the upper layer and the layer below bm is referred to as the lower layer.
Thickness is transferred between the layers through northern sinking, diapycnal upwelling,
Ekman and eddy fluxes.
From figure 2.2, we can see that the buoyancy budget of the upper layer for the
semienclosed portions of each basin is given by
ψaEk − ψaed + ψaκ + ψg = ψN , (2.1)
ψpEk − ψped + ψpκ − ψg = 0 , (2.2)
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where ψEk denotes the Ekman transport entering the basins from the circumpolar region, ψed
is the transport of buoyancy by eddy fluxes southward into the channel region (modeled here
using the Gent-McWilliams parametrization: see section 2.3), ψκ is a diapycnal exchange of
buoyancy across the isopycnal bm, ψg is the geostrophically balanced exchange that results
from the difference in zonal flow in the two sectors of the circumpolar domain and ψN is
the transport due to sinking at the northern edge of the domain. We choose to explore the
special case in which sinking ψN only occurs in one basin or the other. The superscripts “a”
and “p” refer to the active and passive basins respectively.
In this model the depth of the isopycnal bm is given by ha in the active basin and hp in
the passive basin, as shown in figure 2.3. Following Gnanadesikan (1999), we can substitute
standard expressions for Ekman, eddy, diapycnal and geostrophic transports into equations
(2.1,2.2), to arrive at the system
−τsLa
ρ0fs︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψaEk
− κGMhaLa
Lc︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψaed
+
κAa
ha︸︷︷︸
ψaκ
− g
′(h2p − h2a)
2fs︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψg
= g′
h2a
2fn︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψN
, (2.3)
−τsLp
ρ0fs︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψpEk
− κGMhpLp
Lc︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψaed
+
κAp
hp︸︷︷︸
ψpκ
+
g′(h2p − h2a)
2fs︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψg
= 0 . (2.4)
We have denoted the widths of the basins with La,p, τs is the wind-stress that drives Ekman
transport out of the re-entrant channel, fs is the Coriolis parameter at the southern boundary
of the semi-enclosed portion of the domain, fn is the Coriolis parameter at 57.5
◦N, LC is
the meridional extent of the circumpolar channel, κGM is the coefficient of Gent-McWilliams
eddy-fluxes parametrization, κ is the interior diapycnal diffusivity, Aa,p is the area of the semi-
enclosed basins, g′ is the range of surface buoyancies shared by the sinking and circumpolar
regions. τs is the average wind-stress along the northern-most closed barotropic streamline
in the circumpolar region. This is the most appropriate definition of the northern edge of
the re-entrant channel (Marshall et al., 2016). The values of the prescribed parameters are
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Table 2.1: The external parameters for the simplified two-basin transport budget, as deduced from the
numerical simulations.
Parameter Value Notes
κGM 500 m
2 s−1 Value used in the numerical model.
Lp 10000km Width of the wide basin at the channel edge.
La 5000km Width of the narrow basin at the channel edge.
Lc 2000km North-South extent of the channel.
Aa 4× 1013m2 Area of the narrow basin north of the channel
and south of the equator.
Ap 8× 1013m2 Area of the wide basin north of the channel
and south of the equator.
ρ0 1000kg m
3 The average density.
fn = −fs 1.2× 10−4 s−1 |f | at 57.5◦S, the northern edge of the channel.
κ 2× 10−5 m2 s−1 Value used in the numerical model.
τ 0.1 Average wind stress along the northernmost
barotropic contour in the re-entrant channel
g′ 0.004 m s−2 Approximate range of buoyancy shared between
the channel and the northern end of the active basin.
given in table 2.1.
The novel term here is the geostrophic transport ψg exchanged between the two
basins, proportional to the difference between the squared heights of the upper layer at
the eastern boundaries of each basin. At the southern edge of the semi-enclosed region,
the height of the upper layer at the eastern boundary of one basin must be equal to the
height of the upper layer at the western boundary of the other basin, in order to ensure no
normal flow into the southern edge of the continent. In the system (2.3,2.4) we identify the
characteristic depth of the isopycnal bm in each basin with its depth at the eastern boundary.
Therefore the geostrophic transport ψg into the upper layer of the active basin is proportional
to the squared height of the upper layer at the eastern edge of the active basin, ha, minus
the squared height of the upper layer at the eastern edge of the passive basin, hp. The
geostrophic transport into the passive basin is −ψg, because the two heights are switched.
The system (2.3,2.4) can be solved for ha,p, given the external parameters for geom-
etry, forcing and diffusion. With the formulation (2.3,2.4), sinking in the narrow basin and
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sinking in the wide basin can be studied by simply exchanging the values of La, Aa with
Lp, Ap.
Taking the sum of (2.3) and (2.4), ψg cancels out and we find
ψaEk − ψaed + ψpEk − ψaed + ψaκ + ψpκ = ψN . (2.5)
Assuming that the difference in isopycnal heights is small compared with their total depth,
i.e. hp = ha + , with   ha, it is clear that the total amount of sinking ψN is, to leading
order in , the same as that obtained in a single basin whose width is La + Lp and whose
area is Aa + Ap. In the same limit, the difference in isopycnal heights,  ≡ hp − ha, is given
by

[
κGM
Lc
+
κLc
h2a
+
g′ha(La + Lp)
LaLp|fs|
]
= g′
h2a
2fnLa
. (2.6)
This shows that  > 0, i.e. the isopycnal bm is always deeper in the passive basin, because
the term inside the square bracket on the left hand side (lhs) of (2.6) is always positive, as
is the right hand side (rhs). In addition (2.6) shows that  and ψg are larger when sinking
occurs in the narrow basin: if we exchange La with Lp, the term inside the square bracket on
the lhs remains the same, while the rhs decreases. The resulting depths, ha,p, and associated
transport for sinking in the narrow or wide basin are given in table 2.2, for the parameters
used listed in table 1. We choose the cases La = 2Lp and Lp = 2La. However, it is of interest
to note that if Aa → 0, ha ∼ hp/
√
2 and when Ap → 0, ha ∼ hp.
The essential point is that sinking in the narrow basin leads to a larger inter-basin
flow, and a larger residual circulation per unit width, than sinking in the wide basin. The
reason for this asymmetry is simple: if sinking occurs in the narrow basin then all of the
residual flow entering the upper layer in the wide basin, through Ekman transport (minus
the eddy contribution) and diapycnal mixing, must enter the narrow basin to sink, adding
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Table 2.2: Results of the simplified two-basin model, based on equations (2.3,2.4), compared to the numerical
MITgcm simulations.
Sinking in the MITgcm in Sinking in the MITgcm
narrow basin narrow sinking wide basin wide sinking
ψN 11.3Sv 11.8Sv 11.9Sv 11.9Sv
ψg 7.2Sv 8.2Sv 3.8Sv 3.1Sv
ψpEk 8.3Sv 4.2Sv
ψaEk 4.2Sv 8.3Sv
ψped 2.6Sv 1.2Sv
ψaed 1.0Sv 2.1Sv
ψpκ 1.5Sv 0.8Sv
ψaκ 1.0Sv 1.8Sv
ha 824m 841m 845m 821m
hp 1055m 1016m 970m 882m
to the Ekman transport directly entering the active basin. Regardless of the location of
sinking the residual transport is given by the sum of the Ekman transport at the northern
edge of the channel (minus the eddy transport), and the diapycnal upwelling throughout
both basins. Thus, the transport per unit width, is larger when sinking occurs in the narrow
basin.
In the following section the predictions of this simple box model are examined with
a three-dimensional primitive equation GCM.
2.3 Model and diagnostics
The numerical model employed is the Massachusetts Institute of Technology gen-
eral circulation model (MITgcm, Marshall et al., 1997a,b), which integrates the hydrostatic,
Boussinesq primitive equations. The domain is a spherical sector spanning 140◦ in latitude
and 210◦ in longitude with a 1◦ horizontal resolution. The geometrical configuration com-
prises two idealized basins, one twice as wide as the other, joined by a re-entrant channel
of latitudinal width 17.5◦ at the southern edge of the domain as shown in Figure 2.4. The
bottom is flat and 4000m deep, except for a sill in the periodic channel, one-grid point wide
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Figure 2.4: Barotropic streamfunction and geometry of the domain used in the computations. The domain
is 210◦-periodic and 4000m deep.
and 1333m high, located immediately south of the narrow basin’s western boundary.1 There
are 32 unequally spaced levels in the vertical, ranging from a minimum spacing of 13.6m at
the top to a maximum of 286m at the bottom.
The equation of state is linear, so that the buoyancy is described by
b = g[αTT − βS(S − Sref )] , (2.7)
where αT = 2× 10−4 ◦C−1, βS = 7.4× 10−4 and Sref = 35. Salinity is given on the practical
salinity scale and therefore it is quoted without units.
1The experiments described here have been repeated in a domain with two sills, one at the southern end
of each boundary. The qualitative properties of these experiments are the same, confirming that the sill does
not cause the preference for narrow basin sinking.
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The surface forcings are steady and zonally-uniform: the expressions for the wind
stress, τ , freshwater flux, F , and distribution to which the surface temperature is relaxed,
T ∗ are given by
τ = τMax
(
− cos(3piθ/140) + e−θ2/σ2
)
, (2.8)
F = Fs0
(
cos(7piθ/8Θ)− 2e−(θ/Θ).2/(2σ2F )
)
− F0 , (2.9)
T ∗ = Teq
(
cos(piθ/140)2 + 0.1e−(θ/2Θ−1)
2
)
. (2.10)
We adopt the following notation: θ is latitude in ◦, τMax = 0.11 Pa, σ = 10◦, Fs0 = 2 ×
10−8 m s−1, σF = 0.128, Θ = 60◦ and Teq = 25◦C. The relaxation time-scale for the surface
temperature is 10 days. The constant F0 is defined such that the area averaged freshwater
flux 〈F 〉 = 0. The freshwater flux is then turned into a virtual salt flux by multiplying F by
−35. The distributions of τ , F , and T ∗ as a function of latitude are shown in figure 3.2.
Momentum is dissipated via Laplacian viscosity with horizontal and vertical coeffi-
cients νh = 4×104 m2 s−1 and νv = 1×10−4 m2 s−1, respectively; we employ no-slip sidewalls
and a free-slip bottom augmented by a linear bottom drag with coefficient r = 3.5×10−6 s−1
applied over the bottom grid cell. Because of the coarse model resolution, baroclinic eddies
are parameterized using the advective form of Gent & McWilliams (1990, hereafter GM)
and Redi (1982) isopycnal mixing with equal mixing coefficients KGM = 500 m
2 s−1. GM is
implemented using the boundary value problem scheme of Ferrari et al. (2010) with vertical
mode number m = 2 and minimum wavespeed cmin = 0.1 m s
−1. The Redi tensor is tapered
exponentially to horizontal diffusion in regions of weak stratification using the method of
Danabasoglu & McWilliams (1995).
Tracers are advected using the second-order-moments (SOM) scheme of Prather
(1986) and diffused using a vertical diffusivity, κ, which is surface intensified to mimic an
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Figure 2.5: Forcing fields as a function of latitude: wind-stress (top), relaxation temperature (middle),
freshwater flux (bottom). The dashed lines show the freshwater flux applied to induce a sinking in the wide
basin. Where these lines split, the upper dashed line is applied to the narrow basin and the lower is applied
to the wide basin.
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idealized mixed layer such that
κ = κν + κm(1 + tanh(z + d)/d)/2 , (2.11)
where κν = 2 × 10−5 m2 s−1 is the diffusivity in the deep ocean, κm = 10−2 m2 s−1 is the
diffusivity at the surface and d = 20 m is the characteristic depth of the mixed layer.
2.3.1 Residual overturning streamfunction
The overturning circulation is quantified using the zonally integrated residual over-
turning streamfunction (cf. Wolfe and Cessi, 2015)
ψ(y, b˜) ≡ 1
T
∫ T
0
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
v†H
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz dx dt, (2.12)
where T = 100 years, v† = v + vGM is the total meridional velocity (the sum of the resolved
velocity v and the eddy velocity from the GM parameterization vGM), and H is the Heaviside
step function. ψ is the zonally integrated transport of water above the isopycnal b(x, y, z, t) =
b˜. The “vertical” coordinate b˜ is buoyancy; the tilde distinguishes the coordinate “buoyancy”
from the buoyancy field.
For presentation purposes, ψ is remapped into height coordinates using the mean
isopycnal height
ζ(y, b˜) ≡ − 1
T
∫ T
0
1
Lx
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
H
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz dx dt. (2.13)
In height coordinates, ψ advects a modified buoyancy b](y, z) that satisfies ζ
[
y, b](y, z)
]
= z;
that is, ψ is constant on b] contours for purely adiabatic flow.
Because of zonal buoyancy gradients, the remapping distorts the vertical extent of the
mixed layer. Buoyancies higher than 40 × 10−3 m s−2 are not plotted because the contours
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are too close together.
2.4 Pacific and Atlantic overturnings
With the forcing in figure 3.2, the model settles into a narrow-sinking state where
sinking occurs at the northern end of the narrow basin. The resulting overturning circulation
is shown in Figure 3.3 (colors and gray contours), together with b] (black contours). The
maximum ψ is 15 Sv near the northern end of the narrow basin and the interhemispheric
circulation is quasi-adiabatic: the northward flow at intermediate depths follows isopycnals
fairly well in the southern hemisphere, while the quasi-adiabatic residual flow in the northern
hemisphere is augmented by a diffusively-driven positive cell. The circulation has the same
pattern as estimates of observed transport for upper, intermediate and deep water (Talley
et al., 2011), but the transports from the model shown here are about 30% smaller than
observed transports, because the maximum wind-stress in the southern hemisphere is about
half of the value observed in nature, and the domain is only 210◦ wide. The deep overturning
in the wide basin is characterized by two weak diffusively-driven counter-rotating cells each
confined to a single hemisphere with maximum residual transport of about 6Sv.
We also force a wide-sinking circulation with sinking in the wide basin and upwelling
in the narrow basin. This state is achieved by decreasing the freshwater flux in the North-
ern Hemisphere of the wide basin by about 0.06Sv, with a corresponding uniform increase
elsewhere, until the circulation reverses (figure 2.7). Even though the active basin for wide
sinking is twice as big as the active basin for narrow sinking, the amplitude of the ROC is
about the same in the two cases, in agreement with the simple model described earlier. Once
a new steady state is achieved, the freshwater flux can be brought back to the symmetric
profile shown in figure 3.2, and eventually, in about 3000 years, the circulation reverts to
sinking in the narrow basin.
In addition to the thickness weighted average fields as a function of latitude and
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Figure 2.6: Residual overturning streamfunction in Sverdrups (color contours, interval 2Sv), and b] ×
103 m s−2, the buoyancy of the surface whose average depth is z (black contours) in the narrow basin (top)
and the wide basin (bottom). Sinking is in the narrow basin. In both plots, the re-entrant channel region
(left of the thick black dotted line) shows the total stream function over all longitudes. The thick black
contour denotes the isopycnal bm = 0.0076 m s
−2 which bounds the upper branch of the ROC.
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Figure 2.7: Residual overturning streamfunction in Sverdrups (color contours, interval 2Sv), and b] ×
103 m s−2, the buoyancy of the surface whose average depth is z (black contours) in the narrow basin (top)
and the wide basin (bottom). Sinking is in the wide basin. In both plots, the re-entrant channel region (left
of the thick black dotted line) shows the total stream function over all longitudes. The thick black contour
denotes the isopycnal bm = 0.0076 m s
−2 which bounds the upper branch of the ROC.
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buoyancy, we consider the cumulative transports above a given buoyancy surface, which
are a good measure of the bulk transport by the upper branch of the overturning. The
bounding buoyancy surface, bm, is chosen to be 0.0076 m s
−2: this choice captures most of
the transport of the intermediate water cell, while avoiding the diffusive abyssal cell (which
forms only small amounts of bottom water in this model). The zonally averaged position
of this surface is shown by the thick black lines in figures 3.3 and 2.7, and its height as
a function of latitude and longitude is shown in figure 2.8 for both narrow sinking (top
panels) and wide sinking (bottom panels). It is clear that the isopycnals, especially at the
eastern boundary, are shallower in the active basin. This is consistent with the results of the
simple model (table 2.2), and with observations, which show that neutral density surfaces
with maximum depths of around 1000m are deeper in the Indo-Pacific than in the Atlantic
(figure 2.1).
In the channel, the barotropic flow has a wave-like structure that is asymmetric
between basins. Therefore, to illustrate the transports in the narrow and wide sectors of
the southern part of the domain, it is best to use a pseudo-streamwise horizontal coordinate
system, which follows the barotropic streamlines, Ψ, near the channel edge and relaxes to
latitude circles both near the southern boundary of the domain, and into the basin (32S is
the latitude chosen). This tapering is necessary to avoid closed contours in the streamlines of
Ψ, which would make the coordinate system unusable. Contours of the pseudo-streamwise
coordinate system are shown in figure 2.9. This coordinate system allows us to visualize
the across-stream transport in each sector by considering the divergence out of a volume
bounded by an isopycnal and the surface in the vertical direction, by the southern boundary
and a barotropic streamline in the meridional direction, by the longitudes of the western and
eastern boundaries of the narrow and wide sectors in the zonal direction. To calculate the
across-stream transport, it is easier and numerically more accurate to integrate the horizontal
divergence of the vertically integrated velocity over a surface in the latitude longitude plane
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Figure 2.8: Contours of the height (m) of the isopycnal bm = 0.0076 m s
−2 for narrow-basin sinking (top)
(the thick black line in figure 3.3) and wide-basin sinking (bottom) (the thick black line in figure 2.7). The
domain is 210◦-periodic: the western 20◦ of the wide basin is repeated to the right of the figure. Contour
interval is 50 m.
as shown in figure 2.9 and use Gauss’s theorem. In order for vector calculus to be valid in
this context, it is necessary to introduce a dual set of non-orthogonal unit vectors (Young,
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2012) such that
e1 = iˆ and e2 = ∇Ψ (2.14)
e1 =
Ψy iˆ−Ψxjˆ
Ψy
and e2 =
jˆ
Ψy
. (2.15)
The velocity divergence can then be calculated in the coordinate system most appropriate
for the model’s output and this gives the result:
∫
A(Ψ)
∇·u dA =
∫
C(Ψ)
u · e2 dl −
∫ y(Ψ)
−L
u · e1 dy
∣∣∣∣∣
left
+
∫ y(Ψ)
−L
u · e1 dy
∣∣∣∣∣
right
. (2.16)
where u = u1e1 + v
1e2 = ui + vj. The northward transport across the barotropic streamline
segment C(Ψ) is balanced by the zonal transport of the east-west velocity (and not the along-
stream velocity), as well as the small diapycnal velocity associated with the area-integrated
horizontal divergence.
The cross-stream transport is then taken to be the first term on the right hand side
of (2.16) and is shown in figure 2.10, where the equivalent latitude is defined to span the
same area enclosed by A(Ψ) within each sector. North of 32S the meridional transport is
plotted instead.
The transports shown in figure 2.10 can be interpreted in the context of the simple
model. There is more diffusive upwelling in the wide basin than in the narrow basin and by
volume conservation,
(∫ ∫ 0
−h v dz dx
)
y
=
∫
w dx, so the gradient of the lines in figure 2.10
is bigger for the wide basin than for the narrow basin. In the simple model, it is assumed
that in the northern hemisphere of each basin, the diffusive upwelling north of the equator is
balanced by buoyancy-driven sinking at the northern end of the basin. Therefore ψN for the
MITgcm simulations should be measured at the equator. About 12Sv of transport crosses
the equator in the active basin of both the narrow-sinking and wide-sinking states. Table
2.2 compares the results of the numerical study to the simple model described in section 2.
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South of the edge of the semi-enclosed basin, the pressure and buoyancy is continuous
in longitude. The difference in eastern boundary isopycnal heights at the southern edge
of the basins leads to an east-west height difference within each basin. This difference is
associated with the geostrophically balanced meridional transport ψg at the northern edge
of the channel, which is out of the passive basin and into the active basin. At the latitude
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Figure 2.10: The zonally average thickness weighted meridional transports integrated above the isopycnal
b = 0.0076 m s−2 for narrow basin sinking (black lines) and wide basin sinking (grey lines). The thin vertical
line denotes the northern edge of the circumpolar region.
where the continental boundaries terminate, the meridional exchange velocity turns from
meridional to zonal in a narrow quasi-zonal jet connecting the two basins. The transport
through 0E and 70E/140W is shown in figure 2.11. In both the narrow-sinking and wide-
sinking states, the flow in the channel is westward, but there is a difference in transport
between the eastern and western sides of the active basin, due to this quasi-zonal jet. The
exchange flow ψg causes the transport on the western side of the active basin to be larger by
8.2Sv in the case of narrow sinking, but only 3.1Sv in the case of wide sinking.
There are three important differences between the narrow-sinking and wide-sinking
states illustrated here: 1) Although the width of the wide basin is twice that of the narrow
basin, the wide-sinking ROC is only slightly bigger than the narrow-sinking ROC (figure
2.10); 2) The net zonal inflow in the circumpolar region is from the wide to the narrow
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Figure 2.11: Zonal transport, U , integrated above the isopycnal b = 0.0076 m s−2 at the eastern boundaries
of the wide basin (solid line) and the narrow basin (dashed line) and their difference (dashed-dotted line)
for narrow sinking (top) and wide sinking (bottom). The differenceintegrated across the whole channel in
the Atlantic sinking case is 8.2Sv (top) and in the Pacific sinking case it is -3.1Sv (bottom).
basin in the narrow-sinking ROC and opposite in the wide-sinking ROC (cf. the difference
between the zonal transport entering at the western boundary and the flow exiting at the
eastern boundary in figure 2.11); 3) The net zonal flow exchanged between the two basins is
larger for the narrow-sinking ROC. The difference in the zonal flows at the southern edges of
the basins is associated with a change in the depths of isopycnals at the eastern boundaries:
an example of this difference in depths is shown in figure 2.8.
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2.5 Horizontal structure of the flow
The zonally averaged view of the upper branch of the ROC hides the rich zonal
structure of the flow, which is strongly shaped by the wind-driven gyres. In figure 2.12, to
visualize the horizontal distribution of the ROC, we contour the streamfunction associated
with the zonal transport above the isopycnal bm (shown by a thick line in figures 3.3 and
2.7). The streamfunction is obtained by integrating the vertically integrated zonal transport
northward starting from the southern boundary of the domain. The flow is horizontally
divergent due to diapycnal flow in the interior and in the outcrop regions, so not all of
the ROC transport is captured. This view of the ROC clearly shows the exchange flow
between the two basins, highlighted by thick contours in figure 2.12. The exchange flow
exits the passive basin on the western boundary, immediately turns east in a narrow zonal
jet and enters the active basin on the western boundary. From there, the wind-driven gyres
induce large-scale meanders, modulating the meridional transport into alternating broad
flows around the anti-clockwise gyres and narrow western boundary currents to the west of
clockwise gyres. Finally the exchange flow sinks in the north-east sector of the active basin.
Comparing narrow-basin sinking with wide-basin sinking is it clear that the exchange flow
is less in the latter case, but the pathways are qualitatively similar.
To visualize all of the transport, including the horizontally divergent portion, figure
2.13 shows the contours of a pseudo-streamline, φd, constructed by adding the diapycnal
contribution to the integrated zonal transport, that is
φd = −
∫ y
−L
dyˆ
[
U(x, yˆ)−
∫ x
0
dxˆ$(xˆ, yˆ)
]
, (2.17)
where U is the zonal transport above the isopycnal bm, and $ is the diapycnal velocity
across the same isopycnal. This construction gives some apparent flow through the solid
boundaries, but it has the advantage of illustrating the contribution of all the components of
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Figure 2.12: Streamlines of the transport (Sv) above bm = 0.0076 m s
−2 for narrow-basin sinking (top) and
wide-basin sinking (bottom). The streamlines are constructed by integrating the thickness weighted zonal
flow in latitude. The contour interval is 8Sv for the thin lines and 2Sv for the thick lines, which denote the
interbasin exchange flow. Negative streamlines are dashed. The domain is 210◦-periodic: the western 20◦ of
the wide basin is repeated to the right of the figure.
the ROC. In particular it shows that the ROC in the active basin is primarily connected to
the diffusive overturning in the southern hemisphere of the active basin, while the northern
hemisphere of the passive basin does not participate in the upper branch, in accordance with
the zonally averaged view of figures 3.3 and 2.7. In both views of the flow, the meridional
“throughflow” velocity in the regions of anti-clockwise circulation is larger for narrow-basin
sinking.
To characterize the lower branch of the ROC, a streamfunction is constructed by
integrating the zonal transport between bm and the bottom. The streamlines thus obtained
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Figure 2.13: Isolines of φd defined in (2.17) (Sv) for narrow-basin sinking (top) and wide-basin sinking
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◦-periodic: the western 20◦
of the wide basin is repeated to the right of the figure.
are shown in figure 2.14. In the active basin the exchange flow is almost entirely confined
to the western boundary, except at the southern boundary of the basin, where it turns
into a quasi-zonal flow before entering the passive basin at the eastern boundary, and at the
boundary between the subpolar and subtropical gyres, where excursions in the interior occur,
as observed by Bower et al. (2009). The interior flow in the active basin is a mixture of the
classical Stommel-Arons poleward flow, modified by the wind-driven gyres, more prominently
so in the wide basin, where the wind-gyres are stronger. The view of the return flow of the
ROC offered by φd (not shown), defined in (2.17), shows that the meridional connection
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between the two basins does not extend to the northern hemisphere of the passive basin, as
already seen in figures 3.3, 2.7 and 2.13.
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Figure 2.14: Streamlines of the transport (Sv) between b = 0.0076 m s−2 and the bottom for narrow-basin
sinking (top) and wide-basin sinking (bottom). The streamline are constructed by integrating the thickness
weighted zonal flow in latitude. The contour interval is 8 Sv for the thin lines and 2Sv for the thick lines,
which denote the interbasin exchange flow. Negative streamlines are dashed.
Finally, the three dimensional structure of the ROC can be partially visualized using
particle trajectories. Figure 2.15 shows the paths of particles that are initialized at the surface
at the northern edge of the channel in the passive sector. The particle trajectories shown are
chosen to highlight the path of the Ekman transport ψpEk as it enters the passive basin, turns,
and becomes the interbasin flow ψg which flows around the continental boundary and into the
active basin. The particles initially move northward in the Ekman layer, then are subducted
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in the passive basin, getting caught in both the tropical and subtropical gyres. The particles
do not cross the equator in the passive basin, but move approximately adiabatically into
the active basin. There, they go northward until they sink in the north-east part of the
sub polar gyre. The transit-time from entering the active basin to the sinking location is
highly dependent on particle initialization: particle transit-time varies with the depth of
the particle and with the number of times it goes around in the gyres. In figure 2.15, the
transit-time from the channel to the sinking location is 125yrs for the narrow sinking case
and about 175yrs for the wide sinking case.
2.6 Conclusions
In a two-basin simplified configuration of the world ocean, with one wide and one nar-
row basin connected by a re-entrant channel, the meridional overturning circulation prefers a
state with sinking at the northern edge of the narrow basin balanced by upwelling elsewhere.
The salt-advection feedback reinforces this preference. A wide-sinking circulation with sink-
ing at the northern edge of the wide basin can be coerced by imposing reduced freshwater
flux in this region, but this state is unstable to forcing that is zonally symmetric. The ex-
change flow between the basins is maximized in the narrow-basin sinking state, leading to a
larger average depth of intermediate isopycnals in the passive versus the active basin. This
difference in isopycnal depths between basins results in a higher sea surface height in the
passive basin compared to the active basin.
The total residual transport is essentially fixed by the strength of the wind-stress
and the eddies in the ACC, and by the diapycnal upwelling into the upper branch of the
ROC. These quantities are approximately independent of the location of the sinking: if
sinking were to occur in the North Pacific rather than the North Atlantic, the strength of
the ROC transport would be about the same, even though the Indo-Pacific is much larger
than the Atlantic. Consequently, the transport per unit width, or the typical meridional
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Figure 2.15: The depth (m) of the isopycnal bm = 0.0076 m
2 s−1 is plotted in greyscale for narrow sinking
(top) and wide sinking (bottom). This isopycnal divides the upper branch of the ROC from the lower branch.
The location of the trajectory of a particle is shown in rainbow colors, with one point plotted every 14 days,
and the color indicates particle depth (m). The active basin is plotted on the left in both cases, so that a
continuous particle track is visible. The particles are initialized at the surface and at the northern edge of
the channel in the passive sector. Trajectories that pass first into the passive basin and then into the active
basin are chosen. The domain is 210◦-periodic.
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velocity associated with the upper (and lower) branch of the ROC would be smaller for
North Pacific sinking compared to North Atlantic sinking, unless the meridional transport
is all concentrated in a narrow boundary current.
The approximate independence of the ROC transport on the sinking location implies
that the through-flow velocity is faster when sinking occurs in the narrow basin. In addition,
a plan view of the upper branch of the overturning circulation reveals that the northward
path of the ROC “snakes” around the gyres. When passing clockwise gyres, the overturning
streamlines follow the western boundary, and so the velocity on these streamlines is high
and there is little time for exchange of salinity with the atmosphere. When passing anti-
clockwise gyres, the streamlines move to the eastern side of the gyre and the flow is slower
so there is more time for exchange of salinity with the atmosphere. The complexities of
the three dimensional circulation may be important in setting the distribution of tracers,
especially salinity, which strongly controls the range of surface buoyancy shared between the
sinking region and the upwelling region in the circumpolar current. Maximizing this range
of shared buoyancies allows efficient adiabatic transport along the isopycnals connecting the
two hemispheres. Further analysis of the implications of this flow field to tracer transport is
deferred to a subsequent study.
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Chapter 3
Size matters: another reason why the
Atlantic is saltier than the Pacific
3.1 Introduction
In the current climate system, deep water is formed in the North Atlantic, but not in
the North Pacific, resulting in a meridional overturning circulation (MOC) that transports
heat northward everywhere in the Atlantic. Deep-water formation in the North Pacific is
prevented by fresh, buoyant surface waters, much fresher than surface waters at comparable
latitudes in the Atlantic (Warren, 1983; Broecker, 1991), with the salinity component domi-
nating over the temperature component (the colder and fresher North Pacific surface water
is lighter than the warmer and saltier North Atlantic surface water). Several reasons have
been advanced for the salinity difference between the Atlantic and the Pacific [see Weaver
et al. (1999) for a review].
The flux of fresh water into the atmosphere from the ocean may be expressed as the
evaporation-minus-precipitation rate per unit area (E − P ). Craig et al. (2016) show that
E−P , integrated over each basin north of 35S, is greater in the Atlantic than in the Pacific
by 0.4 Sv: the net E − P out of the Atlantic is about 0.4 Sv and approximately zero out of
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the Pacific. Several mechanisms contribute to the difference in E−P between oceans, some
involving the atmosphere alone, and others involving the ocean circulation. The North Pacific
experiences slightly higher precipitation because of the more effective orographic blockage
of moist air in the Pacific sector (Broecker et al., 1990; Schmittner et al., 2011). However,
Kamphuis et al. (2011) show that Atlantic sinking still occurs on a retrograde-rotating earth,
where the direction of the winds across the American continent are reversed. This implies
that the orographic blockage of moisture transport by the American continent alone does not
set the location of deep-water formation. The northward transport of moisture by the Asian
monsoon (Geay et al., 2003) in the Pacific sector may contribute to the higher precipitation
in the north of that basin, suppressing local sinking. The precipitation footprint of water
evaporating from the narrow Atlantic basin extends into the wider Pacific basin, while most
of the water evaporating from the Pacific precipitates in the same sector (Ferreira et al.,
2010; Wills & Schneider, 2015). In addition, a larger fraction of the area of the Atlantic is
exposed to dry air coming off the continents, which may also increase evaporation over the
Atlantic (Schmitt et al., 1989).
Some of the geographical differences between the two ocean basins are thought to favor
deep water formation in the North Atlantic. Most obviously, the Atlantic extends farther
north than the Pacific, and it is more connected to the Arctic, where cold dense water is
formed during winter (Warren, 1983). Mixing with the outflow from the Mediterranean
Sea( a semi-enclosed basin with net evaporation) may increase the salinity of the northward
branch of the MOC (Reid, 1979; Warren, 1981), although the importance of this process
has been questioned (McCartney & Mauritzen, 2001; Talley, 2008). The larger width of the
Pacific, and associated stronger wind-driven circulation and east-west temperature contrasts,
may produce a larger poleward heat transport by the gyres in the Pacific relative to the
Atlantic, removing the need for a MOC-mediated heat transport (Wang et al., 1995). The
lower-latitude position of the tip of South Africa relative to the tip of South America is a
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favorable configuration for transporting high-salinity water from the Indo-Pacific sector into
the Atlantic (Reid, 1961; Gordon et al., 1987; Cessi & Jones, 2017). Finally, the surface
branch of the MOC advects higher salinity waters from the subtropics to the high latitudes,
further enhancing the salinity in the North Atlantic relative to the North Pacific. This
process is termed “the salt-advection feedback” (Stommel, 1961).
At least some of the explanations for a saltier Atlantic rely on the Atlantic merid-
ional overturning circulation (AMOC), which is itself enabled by increased salinity in the
North Atlantic. Salt- (and heat-) advection feedbacks act to maintain the MOC and higher
salinity (and temperature) in the region where the deep-water formation takes place. Higher
temperatures decrease the surface density and thus tend to reduce the overturning rate, i.e.
a negative feedback. Higher salinities increase the surface density and thus directly increase
the overturning rate, while higher temperature tends to decrease the overturning rate. In
principle, the salt-advection feedback could act to produce deep overturning in the Pacific
(PMOC), rather than in the Atlantic. However, both coupled (Ferreira et al., 2010; Nilsson
et al., 2013) and ocean-only idealized models (Stocker et al., 1992; Hughes & Weaver, 1994)
show a preference for sinking in the narrower basin. Huisman et al. (2012) even find that
Atlantic sinking occurs when E − P is higher in the Pacific than in the Atlantic, indicating
that the oceanic transport of salt controls the location of sinking.
It is important to understand the reasons why the Atlantic is saltier than the Pacific,
in order to predict the fate of the MOC under global climate change. The Atlantic salinity
is determined by the transport of fresh water both by the atmosphere (through E − P ) and
by the ocean, and the relative importance of each is unclear. Even if atmospheric transport
were the most important factor today, this may change in the future due to greenhouse gas
forcing (Seager et al., 2010, 2014). Our work will be useful in understanding future climates,
and may elucidate the role of the MOC in past climates, when the distribution of E−P was
different from today (Hewitt et al., 2003).
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In this study, we focus on one of the more obvious asymmetries between the Atlantic
and the Pacific: the difference in basin widths. Specifically, we examine the consequences
of this geometrical asymmetry on the oceanic flow and its repercussions on the salinity
distribution. The impacts of atmosphere-only processes or atmosphere-ocean feedbacks on
the asymmetry in salinity distribution between the basins have been examined using ocean-
atmosphere models (e.g. Ferreira et al. (2010); Nilsson et al. (2013)). These processes are
excluded here by applying fixed surface forcings.
Few studies on the location of deep-water formation have considered the role of the
wind-driven gyres. Warren (1983) attributes low salinities in the North Pacific to the small
rate of northward flow between the subtropical and subpolar gyres, but he does not consider
a scenario with deep-water formation in the North Pacific. Observations show a salinity
increase in the North Atlantic correlated with a decreased strength of the subpolar gyre
(SPG) during the period from 1965 to 2003 (Ha´tu´n et al., 2005; Ha¨kkinen & Rhines, 2004).
In this study, we advanced an additional mechanism for why the AMOC is preferred
to the PMOC, based on the relative strengths of the western boundary currents associated
with the MOC and with the SPG in the basin where sinking occurs. An important result
relevant for this work is that the transport of the MOC is essentially independent of the
sinking location (Jones & Cessi, 2016). This is because the MOC transport is determined
by three sources – the northward Ekman transport entering the basins from the Southern
Ocean, minus the southward eddy-thickness transport exiting the same region, plus the
global diapycnal upwelling into the upper branch of the MOC. All these sources add up to
the total sinking, regardless of its location.
Upon entering the sinking basin, the northward flow of the upper branch of the MOC
forms a western boundary current, with a velocity that is independent of the sinking location.
This western boundary current is superimposed on the western boundary current associated
with the wind-driven gyres. Although the Sverdrup interior meridional velocity in the SPG
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is the same in both basins, for zonally uniform winds, the western boundary current and the
gyre’s zonal velocity are faster in a wider basin. In the simplified geometry presented here,
the MOC northward velocity is larger than the southward SPG western boundary current
in the narrow basin (with width similar to the Atlantic), but not in the wide basin (with
width similar to the Pacific). The net result is that salty water from the subtropical gyre is
carried into the western portion of the SPG when sinking occurs in the narrow basin, but not
when sinking occurs in the wide basin. Instead, in the wide basin, the southward western
boundary current in the SPG brings fresh water from the far north, where the freshwater
flux is maximum. The resulting fresh pool suppresses local deep-water formation and the
faster zonal velocity efficiently spreads the freshwater eastward, causing the water in the
SPG of the wide basin to become fresher than the water in the SPG of the narrow basin.
This process, diagnosed in the 3-D model experiments, is documented in section 3.2.
In section 3.3, a 2-D advection-diffusion model of the upper branch of the MOC is
used to explore the salinity distribution for various flow fields and zonal arrangements of deep
water formation. Further idealized experiments with the same 2-D model show that neither
the MOC western boundary current alone nor the wind-driven gyres alone can produce
different salinity fields based on the basin width. However, salt advection by the combined
velocity fields, and the associated feedback on deep water formation, select the narrow basin
as the preferred deep water mass formation site. Section 3.4 provides a summary and draws
conclusions.
3.2 3-D model and diagnostics
We use a 3-D primitive-equation version of the MITgcm. The domain consists of
two boxes of different widths connected by a re-entrant channel occupying the southernmost
17.5◦ of latitude (figure 3.1). The bottom of the basin is flat and 4000m deep, except for a sill
in the periodic channel, one-grid point wide and 1333m high, located immediately south of
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the narrow basin’s western boundary.1 The continents that separate the basins are one-grid
point wide and have the same length, extending from −52.5◦ to 70◦. The equation of state
is linear, with the buoyancy described by:
b = g [αTT − βS(S − Sref )] , (3.1)
where αT = 2× 10−4 ◦C−1, βS = 7.4× 10−4 and Sref = 35. Salinity is given on the practical
salinity scale and is therefore presented without units. Temperature is in Celsius.
The model is forced at the surface by zonally-uniform wind stress, τ , freshwater flux,
F , and temperature relaxation to a profile, T ∗, given by
τ = τMax
(
− cos(3piθ/140) + e−θ2/σ2
)
, (3.2)
F = Fs
(
cos(7piθ/8Θ)− 2e−(θ/Θ).2/(2σ2F )
)
− F0 , (3.3)
T ∗ = Teq
(
cos(piθ/140)2 + 0.1e−(θ/2Θ−1)
2
)
, (3.4)
where θ is latitude in degrees, τMax = 0.1 Nm
−2, σ = 10◦, Fs = 2 × 10−8 m s−1, σF =
0.128, Θ = 60◦ and Teq = 25◦C (see figure 3.2). The relaxation time-scale for the surface
temperature is 10 days. The constant F0 is chosen so that the net freshwater flux into the
ocean is zero. The freshwater flux is multiplied by the negative reference salinity −Sref in
order to obtain the salinity flux into the ocean.
Baroclinic eddies are parameterized using the Gent-McWilliams advective form (Gent
& McWilliams, 1990) and Redi (1982) isopycnal tracer mixing with equal mixing coefficients
κGM = 500 m
2 s−1. The Gent-McWilliams scheme (GM henceforth) is implemented using
the boundary value problem framework described by Ferrari et al. (2010). The Redi tensor is
tapered to horizontal diffusion in regions of weak stratification, as described by Danabasoglu
1The W2N experiment described here was repeated with sills at the end of both of the continents and
this lead to no qualitative changes to the overturning.
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Figure 3.1: Surface salinity anomaly, referenced to 35 PSU, for zonally symmetric surface forcing in the
W2N geometry (top) and the W3N geometry (bottom). Thick grey lines represent boundaries. Contours
are every 0.2 PSU. The domain is periodic and the western 20 degrees of the domain are repeated to the
right of the figure.
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Figure 3.2: Surface wind stress in Pa (top), the profile of temperature used for temperature relaxation in
◦C (middle) and surface freshwater flux forcing in m s−1 (bottom) . The dashed lines show the freshwater
flux used to induce sinking in the wide basin in the W2N geometry and the dotted lines show the freshwater
flux used to induce sinking in the wide basin in the W3N geometry. Where these lines split, the upper
dashed/dotted line is applied to the narrow basin and the lower one is applied to the wide basin. For wide
sinking, the wide-basin freshwater flux is reduced by 0.06 Sv in the W2N geometry and by 0.1 Sv in the
W3N geometry.
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& McWilliams (1995). The vertical diffusivity is set to 2×10−5 m2 s−1 in the interior, tapering
to 10−2 m2 s−1 at the surface over a depth of 20m to model the mixed layer. Each simulation
was run for at least 3000 years, until equilibrium was reached. Additional details of the
model configuration are given in Jones & Cessi (2016).
Two configurations are considered in the 3-D model: one in which the wide basin is
twice as wide as the narrow basin (W2N), and one in which the wide basin is three times as
wide as the narrow basin (W3N). These geometries are shown in figure 2.4, together with the
surface salinity obtained under zonally uniform surface forcing: in both geometries, the wide
basin is 140◦ wide, with the narrow basin 70◦ wide for W2N, and 47◦ wide for W3N. Under
zonally uniform forcing, deep water formation occurs in the narrow basin only, regardless of
the initial condition, and the surface salinity in the SPG of the narrow basin is higher for
W3N than for W2N.
Sinking in the wide basin can be coerced by reducing the freshwater flux at the
northern end of the wide-basin sector, while compensating this reduction by a uniform
freshwater flux increase everywhere else. A larger asymmetry in fresh water flux is needed to
force wide sinking in the W3N geometry than in the W2N geometry (see the bottom panel of
figure 3.2), suggesting that the larger the ratio of basin widths, the greater the preference for
narrow sinking. For both W2N and W3N, the wide sinking state reverts to narrow sinking
when the forcing is slowly (over 20000 years) returned to zonal symmetry. In summary, wide
sinking is unstable under zonally-uniform freshwater forcing.
We frame the discussion of the meridional transport in terms of the residual overturn-
ing circulation (ROC), rather than the eulerian circulation. The ROC is defined as the time
and zonally-averaged meridional transport at constant buoyancy, rather than at fixed depth
levels. Thus it measures the transport of buoyancy, rather than the transport of volume. The
ROC is more representative of the transport of tracers than the eulerian transport (Andrews
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& McIntyre, 1978). The ROC streamfunction is defined as
ψ(y, b˜) ≡ 1
T
∫ T
0
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
vH
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz dx dt , (3.5)
where v is the Eulerian plus parameterized eddy velocity, H is the total depth, Lx is the
width of the basin, T is the averaging timescale (100yrs is chosen here) andH is the Heaviside
function. ψ is the zonally integrated transport of water above b = b˜. In figures 3.3 and 3.4
(filled color contours), the ROC streamfunction is remapped into z-coordinates using the
zonal-mean isopycnal height, which is defined as
Z(y, b˜) ≡ − 1
T
∫ T
0
1
Lx
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
H
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz dx dt. (3.6)
In z-coordinates, it is useful to define the modified buoyancy b](y, z) where Z [y, b](y, z)] = z.
The field b] is advected by the ROC streamfunction ψ, and thus ψ is constant on b] contours
for adiabatic flow. In figures 3.3 and 3.4, contours of b] show the stratification: isopycnals
outcropping in the north of the sinking basin also outcrop in the channel, and flow parallel
to these contours is adiabatic below the mixed layer. Because of longitudinal buoyancy
gradients, the zonally-averaged remapping (5.7) distorts the vertical extent of the mixed
layer. Values of b] higher than 40 × 10−3 m s−2 are not plotted because the contours would
be too close together.
The buoyancy value bm = 0.0085 m s
−2 (thick black line in figure 3.3 and 3.4) is chosen
to divide the upper and lower branches of the overturning. In practice, this isopycnal contour
is chosen to pass as close as possible through the maxima of both the deep overturning
cell in the sinking basin and the shallow overturning cell in the non-sinking basin. The
upwelling across this isopycnal contour is approximately fixed by wind stress in the Southern
Ocean (plus eddy transport of buoyancy) and global diapycnal diffusion (Gnanadesikan, 1999;
Allison, 2009; Jones & Cessi, 2016), setting the cross-equatorial northward transport of the
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Figure 3.3: Residual overturning streamfunction in Sverdrups (color contours, spacing 2Sv), and b] ×
103 m s−2, the buoyancy of the surface whose average depth is Z (black contours) in the narrow basin
(top) and the wide basin (bottom), of narrow sinking (left) and wide sinking (right) for the W2N geometry.
In all plots, the re-entrant channel region (left of the thick black vertical line) shows the total streamfunc-
tion integrated over all longitudes. The thick black contour denotes the isopycnal bm = 0.0085 m s
−2 which
bounds the upper branch of the MOC from below.
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Figure 3.4: Residual overturning streamfunction in Sverdrups (color contours, spacing 2Sv), and b] ×
103 m s−2, the buoyancy of the surface whose average depth is Z (black contours) in the narrow basin
(top) and the wide basin (bottom), of narrow sinking (left) and wide sinking (right) for the W3N geometry.
In all plots, the re-entrant channel region (left of the thick black vertical line) shows the total streamfunc-
tion integrated over all longitudes. The thick black contour denotes the isopycnal bm = 0.0085 m s
−2 which
bounds the upper branch of the MOC from below.
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upper branch of the MOC in the sinking basin to approximately 11Sv regardless of the
location of sinking (figure 3.5, red lines). This cross-equatorial transport, augmented by the
diapycnal upwelling across bm in the northern hemisphere of the sinking basin, determines
the maximum transport of the MOC.
In the non-sinking basin, diffusive upwelling feeds a shallow cell in the northern hemi-
sphere and an abyssal cell (mostly in the southern hemisphere). The upwelled water flows
northward, sinking to about 1000m at high northern latitudes, and then returns southward.
The meridional transport in the non-sinking basin integrated zonally and above bm is shown
in figure 3.5 (blue lines).
The numerical simulations indicate why wide sinking is unstable when the surface
freshwater flux is symmetric: figure 3.6 (top panels) shows the salinity zonally and vertically
averaged above bm. The values in the sinking region of the wide basin (red dashed lines in the
grey box of figures 3.6 and 3.7) are only slightly above the values in the narrow, non-sinking
basin at the same latitudes (blue dashed lines in the grey box of figures 3.6 and 3.7): this is
despite the decreased surface freshwater flux in the wide basin relative to the narrow basin.
In other words, it appears that it is the zonal asymmetry in freshwater forcing that keeps
the wide basin slightly saltier than the narrow basin. Without this asymmetry, the salinities
of the basins reverse and narrow sinking occurs.
In order to quantify how the salinity might be distributed under zonally uniform
forcing for wide sinking, we advect and diffuse a passive tracer with the velocity, diffusivity
and convective adjustment time series from the wide sinking state. Unlike salt, the tracer is
forced with the zonally uniform surface flux given by the solid line in figure 3.2. The resulting
tracer field vertically averaged above bm is shown in the bottom panel of figure 3.8. Compared
to the salinity anomaly (middle panel of fig. 3.8), the tracer is lower in the wide basin and
higher in the narrow basin, and comparable to the values encountered in the narrow sinking
case (top panel of fig. 3.8). To make a more quantitave comparison between the three cases,
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Figure 3.5: Meridional transport, zonally and vertically integrated within each sector above the isopycnal
bm for W2N (top) and W3N (bottom).
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Figure 3.6: The depth and zonally averaged salinity anomaly (referenced to 35 PSU) above bm = 0.0085 m s
−2
(top) and the depth and zonally averaged tracer anomaly above bm = 0.0085 m s
−2 (bottom) for W2N (left)
and W3N (right). The solid lines are for narrow sinking and the dashed lines are for wide sinking. The grey
box marks the location of sinking.
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Figure 3.7: The zonally averaged buoyancy averaged above bm = 0.0085 m s
−2 using the salinity (top) and
using the passive tracer instead of salinity (bottom) for W2N (left) and W3N (right). For tracer buoyancy,
the depth of bm is still calculated using the salinity. The solid lines are for narrow sinking and the dashed
lines are for wide sinking. The grey box marks the location of sinking.
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it is useful to examine the salinity and tracer concentrations averaged above bm, and then
zonally averaged. Figure 3.6 shows that, for wide sinking, the tracer concentration anomaly
at the latitudes of sinking is larger in the narrow basin than in the wide basin (compare the
dashed lines in the gray box in the bottom panels of figure 3.6).
At high latitudes, the temperature is approximately independent of the location of
sinking, and thus does not contribute directly to the preference for narrow over wide sinking.
However, at the sinking latitudes, the temperature of the sinking basin is slightly higher than
the temperature of the non-sinking basin, so it partially counteracts the effects of salinity
on the buoyancy. Consequently, when the salinity in the sinking region is only marginally
larger than the salinity in the non-sinking basin, the negative temperature advection feedback
destabilizes the wide sinking state.
The buoyancy is displayed in the top panels of figure 3.7, vertically averaged above
the isopycnal bm, and then zonally averaged. For wide sinking, the buoyancy in the sinking
region is lower than at the same latitudes of the narrow basin (compare the dashed lines
in the gray box in the top panels of figure 3.7): wide sinking is obtained under zonally
asymmetric forcing. In the bottom panels of figure 3.7, the symmetrically forced tracer
is used instead of the salinity to find “tracer-buoyancy”, i.e. the hypothetical buoyancy
obtained if wide sinking occurred with zonally uniform salinity forcing. For wide sinking,
the “tracer-buoyancy” at high latitudes is indeed lower in the narrow basin than in the wide
basin (compare the dashed lines in the gray box in the bottom panels of figure 3.7). This
confirms that the wide sinking solution is unstable under zonally uniform surface salt-flux
forcing.
Salinity in turn affects the distribution of convective adjustment2, which is rather
different for narrow and wide sinking. Convective adjustment is the main process determining
the diapycnal velocity across the buoyancy bm. Thus, we use the diapcynal velocity, denoted
2In this 3-D model, convection is parameterized by convective adjustment: when the stratification is
unstable, the vertical diffusivity is increased to κv = 10 m
2 s−1 until the buoyancy profile becomes stable.
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Figure 3.8: Salinity anomaly, referenced to 35 PSU, vertically averaged above the isopycnal bm = 0.0085 m s
−2
for narrow sinking (top) and for wide sinking (middle) in the W2N geometry. Anomaly of the tracer advected
and diffused as for wide sinking, vertically averaged over the same depth range as the middle panel (bottom).
The isopycnal bm outcrops in the white area.
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with $/bz following the notation of Young (2012) (henceforth referred to as WRY12), as a
measure of deep water formation. As illustrated in figure 3.9, $/bz occurs predominantly at
the northern end of the sinking basin. For wide sinking, $/bz is confined to the eastern two
thirds of the domain, whereas for narrow sinking, it is spread throughout the whole width
of the basin. This pattern reflects the zonal distribution of salinity (cf. figures 3.9 and 3.8).
In the western third of the wide sinking basin, the surface is especially fresh, while it is
relatively salty almost everywhere in the narrow sinking basin.
We now demonstrate that the contrast in the zonal distribution of salinity results
from differences in the velocities near the western boundary of the sinking basin. As shown
in figure 3.10, for narrow sinking, the western boundary current is northward in the narrow
basin south of about 57◦. North of 57◦ the velocity is near zero. For wide sinking, the velocity
on the western boundary of the wide basin is southward north of 45◦, and northward south
of 45◦, i.e. the change of sign of the western boundary current coincides with the boundary
between the subtropical gyre and the SPG. Therefore, salinity is transported farther north
into the western portion of the SPG for narrow sinking. The resulting high salinity in the
narrow basin enables deep convection (figure 3.9, top panel). In the north of the wide basin,
deep water formation is suppressed on the western side of the SPG by the low salinities
carried southward by the western boundary current, and the isopycnal bm does not outcrop
there (figure 3.9, bottom panel).
The western boundary velocity in the sinking basin is the sum of the northward flow
of the MOC plus the western boundary current associated with the locally wind-driven,
Sverdrupian gyre, which is northward in the subtropical gyre and southward in the SPG.
For the W2N geometry, the Sverdrup transport of the SPG at 58◦ (halfway between the
zero-wind-stress-curl line and 70◦) is about 30 Sv in the wide basin and about 15 Sv in the
narrow basin, as shown in figure 3.12. This interior transport produces a southward western
boundary current in the SPG which is twice as fast in the wide basin than in the narrow
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Figure 3.9: The diapycnal velocity $/bz × 106 m s−1 at isopycnal bm = 0.0085 m s−2 from the 3-D model for
narrow sinking (top) and for wide sinking (bottom) in the W2N geometry. The isopycnal bm outcrops in the
yellow area.
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basin. The zonal velocity associated with the Sverdrup gyre is also faster in the wide basin.
However, the MOC transport, largely confined to a western boundary current within each
basin, is about 15 Sv, independent of the width of the sinking basin. The total flow above bm
is approximately a linear combination of the gyres and the MOC western boundary current
(Stommel, 1957). The MOC velocity is of similar amplitude to the SPG western boundary
current in the narrow basin and in the opposite direction, but it is half of the velocity of the
SPG western boundary current in the wide basin. As a result, the western boundary current
is strong and southward in all the SPG of the wide basin but not in the narrow basin (as
shown in figure 3.10). The difference in velocities on the western side of the basins leads to
different salinity distributions in the SPG region: fresher in the wide sinking basin than in
the narrow sinking basin. The halocline that forms on the western side of the wide basin
suppresses deep water formation, localizing the diapycnal velocity to the eastern side of the
wide basin. This localization, given a zonally uniform freshwater flux, reduces the efficiency
of the salt feedback on water mass formation in the wide basin, giving a preference to narrow-
basin sinking. To further demonstrate this process, in the following section we examine the
salinity distribution obtained with zonally uniform fresh-water fluxes and velocities that are
simplified relative to the full 3-D field.
3.3 2-D model and diagnostics
To understand the role of the epipcynal and diapycnal velocity in the salinity distri-
bution we simplify the salinity equation in three dimensions. The MITgcm solves the three
dimensional advection-diffusion equation3
∂S
∂t
+ (uS)x + (vS)y + (wS)z =∇ · (K∇S) + (κvSz)z , (3.7)
3In this section we use Cartesian coordinates, but the actual computations are in the spherical coordinates
appropriate for the sector shown in figure 2.4.
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Figure 3.10: Magnitude (color) and direction (arrows) of the mean plus GM velocity vertically integrated
above isopycnal bm = 0.0085 m s
−2 for narrow sinking (top) and for wide sinking (bottom). Each arrow
represents the mean direction over a 3◦ × 3◦ box, while the magnitude is on the model’s grid. The contour
color scale is in m2 s−1 and is spaced logarithmically to visualize both boundary and interior currents. The
isopycnal bm outcrops in the white area.
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where S is the salinity and (u, v, w) is the eulerian plus GM velocity in the (x, y, z)-direction
respectively. K is the Redi (1982) tensor defined in (5.9) and κv is the vertical diffusivity.
A reduced description is obtained by integrating (3.7) vertically from the buoyancy
surface bm to the sea surface and changing to buoyancy coordinates, (x˜, y˜, b˜, t˜), following
WRY12 (details are in appendix A1). Making the further assumption that S is vertically
homogeneous above bm we obtain
(−ζS)t˜ + (US)x˜ + (V S)y˜ −
$
bz
S
∣∣∣∣
ζ
= − (ζκGMSx˜)x˜ − (ζκGMS y˜)y˜ − FSref − κvSz|ζ , (3.8)
where κGM is the Redi diffusion coefficient (here taken equal to the GM eddy-diffusivity),
U =
∫ 0
ζ
u dz and V =
∫ 0
ζ
v dz are the sum of eulerian plus GM velocities depth-integrated
above bm, S is the salinity depth-averaged above bm, and ζ(x˜, y˜) is the time-averaged depth
of the isopycnal bm. We further assume
S|ζ = S, Sz|ζ = S−ζ . (3.9)
The 2-D model is now exploited to more deeply understand the mechanisms that de-
termine the salinity distribution, using the vertically integrated velocity field, which satisfies
the incompressibility condition in buoyancy coordinates (ζ is assumed to be independent of
time):
Ux˜ + Vy˜ =
$
bz
. (3.10)
3.3.1 Vertically integrated velocities from in the 3-D model
We obtain U and V by integrating the residual velocities in the 3-D W2N geometry
vertically above b = bm. ζ is the associated time-mean depth of the isopycnal bm and $/bz is
obtained from (3.10). Unlike the 3-D salinity computations, here the freshwater flux is zonally
uniform for both narrow and wide sinking, just as in the passive tracer experiments described
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in the previous section. The goal of this 2-D experiment is to diagnose which components of
the velocities are essential to determine the differences in the salinity distribution between
narrow- and wide-sinking. The U, V field in the northern hemisphere is shown in figure 3.10,
and $/bz is shown in figure 3.9.
Despite ignoring the baroclinic terms, the 2-D salinity obtained with (3.8) reproduces
fairly well some aspects of the 3-D computations and in particular the salinity vertically
averaged above bm (compare the bottom left panel of figure 3.6 with panel a of figure 3.11),
indicating that the vertically integrated transport dominates the salinity distribution of
the upper branch of the MOC, especially in the subpolar regions. The agreement is less
satisfactory in the subtropical regions, where the depth of bm is largest: here the vertical
correlation of the baroclinic components dominates the salinity transport (diagnostic not
shown). The resulting salinities are higher at the northern end of the SPG in the narrow
basin for both narrow and wide sinking velocities (red solid and blue dashed lines in the
gray box of figure 3.11, panel a), i.e. the 2-D model confirms the prediction of the passive
tracer 3-D computations that narrow sinking is preferred when the freshwater flux is zonally
symmetric.
Because the 2-D advection/diffusion model (3.8) treats S as a passive scalar, it does
not incorporate the salt feedback controlling the onset of convective adjustment in the sinking
region and the associated large diapycnal velocity $/bz. To demonstrate that the spatial
distribution of $/bz is important, we conduct an experiment where this spatial distribution
is varied.
In the 2-D experiment reported in the left panels of figure 3.11, the term $/bz extends
over the whole width of the basin for narrow sinking, but it is confined to the eastern two-
thirds of the basin for wide sinking (as shown in figure 3.9). An additional experiment is
carried out where $/bz is modified to be zonally uniform in the sinking basin north of 46
◦,
keeping the meridional velocity, V , unchanged. The changes in $/bz are accommodated
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Figure 3.11: Salinity anomaly solution of (3.8) using U, V,$/bz and ζ from the W2N computation a) zonally
averaged and plotted as a function of latitude and longitude for b) narrow sinking and c) wide sinking. d)-f),
as in a)-c), but where U and $/bz are modified such that $/bz is zonally homogenized in the subpolar gyre
of the sinking basin. The depth of the layer, −ζ, is capped so that the minimum depth is 70 m. Contours
are every 0.1 PSU. The grey box in figures a) and d) marks the location of sinking.
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by changing the zonal velocity, U , so that (3.10) is satisfied. The zonal integral of $/bz
is conserved at every latitude in this process, and the velocities outside the SPG of the
sinking basin remain unchanged. With advection by this modified velocity field the sinking
wide basin gets saltier (compare the red dashed lines in panels a and d of figure 3.11),
because the fresh water flowing south in the western boundary sinks rather than being
advected eastward into the SPG. The salinity remains essentially unchanged for narrow
sinking (compare the solid lines in panels a and d of figure 3.11), because $/bz is already
approximately homogenous for narrow sinking. Therefore the preference for narrow sinking is
reduced when the suppression of convective adjustment by freshening, i.e. the salt-advection
feedback, is removed.
In summary, the salinity in the upper branch of the MOC is controlled by the velocity
vertically averaged above the isopycnal bm and by the pattern of strong diapycnal velocity
due to convective adjustment. The associated deep water mass formation is suppressed by
a halocline on the western side of the wide basin. This latter feedback is not captured by
(3.8), which treats salinity as a passive scalar, but the contrast between the two experiments
with the localized versus homogenized $/bz illustrates this effect. Both experiments reveal
that the velocity field in the SPG is responsible for the halocline formation on the western
side of the wide sinking region.
To strengthen our argument that it is the superposition of the SPG velocity plus
the MOC’s western boundary current that controls the formation of the halocline in the
western part of the SPG, we perform two additional experiments with idealized velocities
representing either the gyral circulation alone, or the MOC circulation alone. Neither of
these patterns in isolation leads to the observed differences in SPG salinities.
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3.3.2 2-D advection/diffusion of salinity with idealized velocities
In the following, we show that, in isolation, neither the gyral velocities alone nor the
MOC velocity alone can lead to a halocline in the wide basin SPG.
We first show the salinity distribution with advection by idealized vertically integrated
velocities Ugyre and Vgyre representing the gyres in the 2-D model. The fields Ugyre and Vgyre
are found by solving the 2-D primitive equations in a domain with W2N geometry, uniform
buoyancy, depth 700m and wind forcing, τ . Two ridges, one south of the continent at 0◦E
with height 280m and one south of the continent at 70◦E with height 140m, are included
in order to keep the circumpolar transport comparable to that in the 3-D simulation. The
resulting horizontally non-divergent transport is described by a single streamfunction shown
in figure 3.12, and there is neither a diapycnal velocity, nor a zonally averaged meridional
transport. Figure 3.13 shows the distribution of the resulting tracer solution of (3.8), forced
by the zonally uniform freshwater flux of figure 3.2. In the along-streamlines direction, the
dominant balance is between the isopycnal advection terms and the surface salinity flux.
In the across-streamlines direction, the dominant balance is between the isopycnal diffusion
terms and the surface salinity flux.
Although the gyres in the wide basin have twice the western boundary current trans-
port compared to the narrow basin, the interbasin salinity difference is minimal: the min-
imum salinity in the wide basin’s SPG is 0.07 PSU fresher than the minimum salinity in
the narrow basin’s SPG (bottom panel of figure 3.13) and the zonally averaged salinities
differ very little between basins (top panel of figure 3.13). These differences are too small
to explain the preference for narrow sinking seen in the 3-D model, and a scale analysis in
appendix A2 confirms that the salinity in this configuration is independent of basin width.
We now examine the salinity distribution with a velocity field characterized by sinking
and a western boundary current associated with the MOC without wind-driven gyres. The
velocities U, V and $/bz in (3.8) are defined analytically. They are confined to a western
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Figure 3.12: Streamfunction in Sverdrups associated with Ugyre and Vgyre. Contours are every 5Sv.
boundary current in a single basin fed by upwelling in the periodic channel. In the western
boundary current and most of the channel, the dominant balance in (3.8) is between isopycnal
salinity advection and the surface salinity flux. Elsewhere, velocities are very small, so the
dominant balance is between isopycnal diffusion and the surface salinity flux. The idealized
velocity fields for both narrow- and wide-sinking are shown in figures 3.14 and 3.15 (panels
c and d), with ζ shown in figure 15 (panel b). The resulting zonally averaged salinities
are shown in figure 3.15 (panel a): this configuration illustrates that the main effect of the
MOC’s velocity is to reduce the latitudinal salinity gradients in the sinking basin relative to
the non-sinking basin, without privileging narrow versus wide sinking.
3.4 Conclusions
In a configuration with two basins of different widths connected by a re-entrant chan-
nel, sinking occurs in the narrow basin under zonally uniform forcing. Deep-water formation
in the wide basin can be coerced by reducing the freshwater flux over the north of the wide
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Figure 3.13: Zonally average salinity anomaly (top) and salinity anomaly (bottom) when (3.8) uses the
velocity associated with the streamfunction in figure 3.12 and ζ = −700m with contours every 0.1 PSU.
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Figure 3.14: Magnitude (colors) and direction (arrows) of depth-integrated velocity ( m2 s−1) in the idealized
2-D model for narrow sinking (top) and wide sinking (bottom). Arrows are not plotted if the magnitude
of the depth-integrated velocity is less than 0.01 m2 s−1. Each arrow represents the mean direction over a
3◦ × 3◦ box while the magnitude is on the models grid.
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Figure 3.15: a) Zonally averaged salinity anomaly from the idealized 2-D model using the velocity fields
shown in figure 14, b) the depth of the layer ζ(m), and the diapycnal velocity $ × 106 m s−1 c) for narrow
sinking and d) for wide sinking. In a), the blue solid line and the blue dashed line are on top of each other.
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basin, and then we find that a stronger reduction is needed for larger ratios of basin-widths.
Despite the reduction in freshwater flux for wide-sinking, the salinity difference between the
sinking basin and the non-sinking basin is smaller when sinking occurs in the wide basin.
High salinity in the north of the sinking basin is always reinforced by a large cross-
equatorial overturning cell, which transports salt northward across the equator: this is the
salt-advection positive feedback (Stommel, 1961). However, this feedback is less effective for
wide-sinking. In particular, for zonally uniform salinity flux, we show that the wide sinking
state is unstable. This is because higher salinity (and therefore lower buoyancy) is found
at the surface in the north of the narrow basin, and fresh water is more efficiently advected
southward by the subpolar wind-driven gyre in the wide basin. The temperature-advection
negative feedback also plays a small role. When the width of the narrow basin is reduced
further, keeping the width of the wide basin constant, the salinity difference between the
basins increases, as does the preference for narrow sinking.
A 2-D advection-diffusion model shows that the advection of salinity in the upper
branch of the 3-D overturning is well represented by the velocity vertically integrated above
the isopycnal that divides the upper and lower branch of the MOC. The vertically integrated
velocities show that there is a crucial difference in the sense of circulation on the western side
of the SPG between the wide- and narrow-sinking basins. For narrow sinking the western
boundary current in the SPG is very weak and for wide sinking it is strong and southward,
advecting fresh water from the north, forming a halocline which is absent in the narrow-
sinking basin. This halocline is advected eastward by the southern branch of the SPG,
suppressing deep water mass formation.
We rationalize the difference between narrow and wide sinking by invoking linear
superposition of the western boundary velocities associated with the wind-driven SPG and
with the MOC. The latter is independent of the basin size, while the former is larger for
a wide basin, and it prevails over the MOC in the wide-sinking basin. This is consistent
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with Warren (1983)’s suggestion that the small flow rate between the subtropical gyre and
the SPG in the Pacific leads to lower salinities in the North Pacific when sinking is in the
Atlantic, and with the observations of Ha´tu´n et al. (2005); Ha¨kkinen & Rhines (2004) that
salinity in the North Atlantic increases with decreasing SPG’s strength. We extend Warren’s
idea by showing that even when sinking is induced in the Pacific, the salt-advection feedback
is less effective there because of the stronger Sverdrupian SPG circulation.
We further emphasize the interaction of the gyral velocities with the MOC by con-
trasting the effect of the two velocity components in isolation. Advection by gyres-only
velocities or MOC-only velocities leads to no preference for narrow-sinking.
Our arguments work well in the idealized context of our model, with simple coast-
lines, flat bottom and zonally uniform steady forcing. There is evidence that topographic
steering alters the position of the inter-gyre boundary (Zhang & Vallis, 2007), as does time-
dependence due to well-resolved eddies, even in idealized geometries (Le´vy et al., 2010).
Thus, it is not clear how robust the narrow-sinking preference is in more complex settings.
Models with realistic geometry and forcing find that the transport of the SPG in
the North Atlantic is about 20 Sv (Bryan et al., 1995; Eden & Willebrand, 2001), which
is only slightly larger than the 18 Sv observational estimate of the transport of the MOC
in the North Atlantic (Talley, 2013). The strength of the Pacific SPG western boundary
current in the CCSM4 model (Gent et al., 2011) is resolution dependent, but in CCSM4 T31
(a high-resolution run), the transport of the Pacific SPG is about 30 Sv, which would be
sufficient to overwhelm the 18 Sv MOC transport. It is difficult to compare observations of
the SPG transport between the Atlantic and Pacific, because most long-term observations
are limited to 2000m depth and hence include the upper branch of the MOC. Deep water
formation largely occurs in marginal seas, rather than in the open ocean, as it does in
our model. Despite these caveats, our results indicate that the Atlantic’s narrowness is a
favorable asymmetry for sinking, which adds to the freshwater flux asymmetry.
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3.A The 2-D advection-diffusion equation
In order to simplify the advection-diffusion equation, we integrate (3.7) vertically
from the depth ζ(t˜, x˜, y˜, b˜ = bm) to the surface, where bm is a constant. This gives
∫ 0
ζ
St dz +
∫ 0
ζ
(uS)x dz +
∫ 0
ζ
(vS)y dz − wS|ζ =
∫ 0
ζ
∇ · (K∇S) dz − FSref − κvSz|ζ ,
(3.11)
where the Redi tensor is defined as
K ≡ κGM

1 0 − bx
bz
0 1 − by
bz
− bx
bz
− by
bz
∣∣∣∇hbbz ∣∣∣2
 , (3.12)
and κGM is the Gent-McWilliams diffusion coefficient. Substituting K into (3.11) and ex-
panding the Redi matrix yields
∫ 0
ζ
St dz +
∫ 0
ζ
(uS)x dz +
∫ 0
ζ
(vS)y dz − wS|ζ = Redi
terms
− FSref − κvSz|ζ , (3.13)
where
Redi
terms
=
∫ 0
ζ
[
κGM
(
Sx − bx
bz
Sz
)]
x
+
[
κGM
(
Sy − by
bz
Sz
)]
y
+
[
κGM
(
−bx
bz
Sx − by
bz
Sy +
∣∣∣∣∇hbbz
∣∣∣∣2 Sz
)]
z
dz .
(3.14)
A substantial simplification of (3.13) and (3.14) is obtained by moving from eulerian
coordinates (x, y, z, t) to buoyancy coordinates (x˜, y˜, b˜, t˜), using the rules (21) to (24) in
WRY12. Because ζx = ζy = ζt = 0, the horizontal derivatives can be moved outside the
vertical integral giving
(∫ 0
ζ
S dz
)
t
+
(∫ 0
ζ
uS dz
)
x
+
(∫ 0
ζ
vS dz
)
y
− wS|ζ = Redi
terms
− FSref − κvSz|ζ , (3.15)
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where
Redi
terms
=
(∫ 0
ζ
κGMSx˜ dz
)
x
+
(∫ 0
ζ
κGMSy˜ dz
)
y
+ κGM
(
bx
bz
Sx˜ +
by
bz
Sy˜
)∣∣∣∣
ζ
. (3.16)
Noice that so far there are derivatives with respect to both buoyancy and eulerian coordi-
nates. Changing all derivatives from eulerian coordinates (x, y, z, t) to buoyancy coordinates
(x˜, y˜, b˜, t˜) and using (28) in WRY12, we obtain
(∫ 0
ζ
S dz
)
t˜
+
(∫ 0
ζ
uS dz
)
x˜
+
(∫ 0
ζ
vS dz
)
y˜
+ (ζt˜ + uζx˜ + vζy˜ − w)S|ζ =(∫ 0
ζ
κGMSx˜ dz
)
x˜
+
(∫ 0
ζ
κGMSy˜ dz
)
y˜
− FSref − κvSz|ζ .
(3.17)
We separate velocity and salinity into a vertical average from ζ to the surface, denoted by
overbar, and a departure from this average, denoted by prime, i.e. u = u + u′, v = v + v′
and S = S + S ′ and neglect quadratic terms in u′, v′ or S ′. Using relation (33) in WRY12,
i.e.
w = ζt˜ + uζx˜ + vζy˜ +
$
bz
, (3.18)
where $/bz is the diapycnal term, we finally obtain
(−ζS)
t˜
+
(
US
)
x˜
+
(
V S
)
y˜
− $
bz
S
∣∣∣∣
ζ
= − (ζκGMSx˜)x˜− (ζκGMS y˜)y˜ −FSref − κvSz|ζ . (3.19)
3.B Salinity scaling for advection by gyres-only veloc-
ity
Here we illustrate how the difference in salinity between the SPG and the subtropical
gyre scales with the external parameters, assuming that the gyral velocities are horizontally
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non-divergent. With no diapcynal velocity (3.8) becomes
UgyreSx + VgyreSy ≈ −FSref +∇ · (−ζκGM∇S) , (3.20)
where we have neglected time dependence, diapycnal and Redi diffusion. Integrating over
the area, A, enclosed by the outermost closed streamline of the SPG, we have
∫
A
FSref da = −
∮
C
ζ κGM∇S · n dl , (3.21)
where C is the arclength along the boundaries between gyres and n is a unit vector perpen-
dicular to that boundary. The solid boundaries have no diffusive flux, so the difference in
salinity between the subtropical and subpolar gyre, ∆S, is dominated by the diffusion at the
intergyre boundary on the RHS of (3.21). Thus, ∆S scales as
∆S ∼ FSrefAδ
Lxζ κGM
, (3.22)
where δ is the north-south thickness of the diffusive boundary layer. δ can be determined
by the local advective-diffusive balance along the intergyre boundary:
UgyreSx ≈ −(ζ κGMSy)y , (3.23)
which gives the scaling δ ∼ √ζκGMLx/Ugyre. Using Sverdrup balance and continuity to
determine Ugyre, we finally get
∆S ∼ FSrefLy
√
βρ
ζκGMτyy
, (3.24)
where β ≡ df/dy is the derivative of the Coriolis parameter, ρ is the mean density and τ is
the windstress at the intergyre boundary. Notice that the resulting ∆S is independent of
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the basin width, Lx.
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Chapter 4
Components of upper-ocean salt
transport by the gyres and the
meridional overturning circulation
4.1 Introduction
The global meridional overturning circulation (MOC) is a key component of Earth’s
climate system, transporting heat northward at all latitudes in the Atlantic basin and regu-
lating ocean uptake of CO2. In the current regime, Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW)
is transported northward out of the Southern Ocean in the upper ocean. This AAIW con-
tributes to deep water formation in the North Atlantic, which is enabled by the high salinity
(and density) there. North Atlantic Deep Water then spreads southward across the whole
ocean and upwells in the Southern Ocean and Indo-Pacific, closing the MOC loop by re-
turning to the North Atlantic as intermediate water (Lumpkin & Speer, 2007). The return
flow follows three pathways: the cold route via Drake Passage (Rintoul, 1991), the warm
route via the Indonesian Throughflow (ITF) (Gordon, 1985) and the Tasman leakage (Speich
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et al., 2002). Water from the Tasman leakage and the ITF flows westward south of Africa,
transporting warm salty water into the Atlantic via the Agulhas leakage, and reinforcing
Atlantic sinking (Reid, 1961; Gordon, 1986; Nilsson et al., 2013). A supergyre spans the
Atlantic, Indian and Pacific oceans, with a western boundary current in the Atlantic sector
(Speich et al., 2002; Ridgway & Dunn, 2007). The cold route, the warm route, the Tasman
leakage, the supergyre, and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current all exchange salt between
the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific sectors. The partition of transport between the warm and cold
routes is not well-established, because it is difficult to distinguish the interbasin flow through
the Southern Ocean from the large Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) transport (Rin-
toul, 1991). The goal of this paper is to understand the partition of salt transport among
various components of the interbasin salt exchange.
The MOC transports salt northward in the Atlantic, reinforcing deep water formation
there (Stommel, 1961). In Cessi & Jones (2017) and Jones & Cessi (2017), we investigated
how ocean basin geometry influences the location of deep water formation. As in this pa-
per, we used an ocean-only idealized model in which two narrow continents, running along
meridians, divide the domain into two basins of different widths connected by a re-entrant
channel south of 52.5◦S. At the surface, this model is forced with a zonally uniform wind
stress, temperature relaxation and freshwater flux. The basin where deep water is formed
(the sinking basin) represents the Atlantic and the other basin (the non-sinking basin) repre-
sents the Indo-Pacific. The interbasin transport returns upwelled water from the Indo-Pacific
to the Atlantic. In this idealized model, when both continents end south of the zero wind
stress curl line (which is at about 42◦S), most of the interbasin transport follows the cold
route, flowing into the sinking basin from the west. When both continents are the same
length, there is a preference for narrow-basin sinking despite zonally uniform surface forcing.
This preference is caused by the weaker subpolar gyre in the narrow basin, which allows the
MOC’s upper branch to transport salt northward more efficiently into the region where deep
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water is formed (Jones & Cessi, 2017).
In addition to the preference for narrow-basin sinking, if one continent ends north
of the zero wind stress curl line there is a preference for deep water formation in the basin
with the short eastern boundary. When the shorter continent ends at 21◦S, the effect of
continent length overwhelms the effect of basin width. Most of the interbasin transport
flows westward south of the shorter continent, proceeding northward into the sinking basin
(Cessi & Jones, 2017). The size of this transport is approximately proportional to the width
of the non-sinking basin (Jones & Cessi, 2016; Cessi & Jones, 2017). In the work presented
here, the size of the interbasin transport is changed by varying the width of the non-sinking
basin (which is to the east of the short continent).
This paper seeks to understand the pathway of salt flowing into the north of the
sinking basin. Specifically, we wish to quantify the amount of salt transported by the MOC’s
upper branch versus that transported by the gyres and to understand how this partition
depends on the flow configuration. Our approach compares two idealized geometries of an
ocean-only general circulation model. Using a pseudostreamfunction for the warm-route
interbasin transport flow (described in section 5.2), the domain is broken into a region of
open streamlines and a region of closed streamlines (gyres). In section 4.3, it is shown that
the salt transport per unit width (p.u.w.) along open streamlines in the sinking basin is
larger in the configuration with a larger interbasin transport. The width of the sinking basin
also influences the salinity in the sinking region (section 4.4). A summary of our results is
provided in section 5.5.
4.2 Methods
The numerical model employed is the Massachusetts Institute of Technology GCM
(MITgcm; Marshall et al. (1997b,a)), which integrates the hydrostatic, Boussinesq primitive
equations. The domain is a spherical sector, spanning from −70◦ to 70◦ in latitude and
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Figure 4.1: The barotropic streamfunction in the geometry of a the standard configuration and b the
exchanged configuration. The grey lines indicate solid boundaries. The domain is 140◦ in latitude, 210◦-
periodic in longitude and 4000m deep. The westernmost 20◦ of the domain is repeated to the right of the
figure. In both cases, deep water is formed in the basin to the west of the short continent. c Surface wind
stress in Pa, d the profile of temperature used for temperature relaxation in ◦C and e surface freshwater
flux forcing in ×108 m s−1.
covering 210◦ in longitude, with a horizontal resolution of 1◦. The domain consists of two
idealized basins of different widths, separated by “continents” one grid point wide aligned
along meridians. At the southern edge, a periodic channel of minimum latitudinal width
17.5◦ connects the basins, as shown in figure 4.1a,b. The bottom is flat and 4000 m deep,
except for a sill in the periodic channel, one grid point wide and 1333 m high, located
immediately south of the narrow basin’s western boundary. There are 32 unequally spaced
levels in the vertical, ranging from a minimum spacing of 13.6 m at the top to a maximum
of 286 m at the bottom.
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The equation of state is linear, with the buoyancy described by:
b = g [αTT − βS(S − Sref )] , (4.1)
where αT = 2× 10−4 ◦C−1, βS = 7.4× 10−4, and Sref = 35. Salinity is given on the practical
salinity scale and is therefore presented without units. Temperature is in Celsius.
The model is forced at the surface by zonally-uniform wind stress, τ , freshwater flux,
F , and temperature relaxation to a profile, T ∗, given by
τ = τMax
(
− cos(3piθ/140) + e−θ2/σ2
)
, (4.2)
F = Fs
(
cos(7piθ/8Θ)− 2e−(θ/Θ).2/(2σ2F )
)
− F0 , (4.3)
T ∗ = Teq
(
cos(piθ/140)2 + 0.1e−(θ/2Θ−1)
2
)
, (4.4)
where θ is latitude in degrees, τMax = 0.1 Nm
−2, σ = 10◦, Fs = 2× 10−8 m s−1, σF = 0.128,
Θ = 60◦, and Teq = 25◦C (see figure 4.1c,d,e). The relaxation time-scale for the surface
temperature is 10 days. The freshwater flux is multiplied by the negative reference salinity,
−Sref , in order to obtain the salt flux into the ocean. The constant F0 is chosen so that the
net freshwater flux into the ocean is zero. Thus, the average salinity of the ocean remains
constant at Sref = 35.
Baroclinic eddies are parameterized using the Gent-McWilliams advective form (Gent
& McWilliams, 1990) and the Redi (1982) isopycnal tracer mixing with equal mixing coef-
ficients set to κiso = 500 m
2 s−1. The Gent-McWilliams scheme is implemented using the
boundary value problem framework described by Ferrari et al. (2010). The Redi tensor
changes to horizontal diffusion in regions of weak stratification, as described by Danaba-
soglu & McWilliams (1995). The vertical diffusivity is set to 2× 10−5 m2 s−1 in the interior,
increasing to 10−2 m2 s−1 at the surface over a depth of 20m to model the mixed layer. Each
simulation was run for at least 3000 years, until equilibrium was reached.
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In this paper, we compare two geometries, both with a long continent that extends
from 70◦ to -52.5◦ and a short continent that extends from 70◦ to -21◦. In the “standard”
geometry, the short continent is to the east of the narrow basin and in the ”exchanged”
geometry the short continent is to the east of the wide basin. The exchanged geometry was
initialized with sinking in the basin to the east of the short continent. Nonetheless in both
configurations, sinking occurs in the basin to the west of the short continent, which represents
the Atlantic. The other basin represents the Indo-Pacific. We choose these geometries
because they have the same total MOC transport, but different salinities in the north of the
sinking basin despite longitudinally independent forcing.
As a measure of the overturning circulation, we use the zonally integrated residual
overturning streamfunction (ROC; cf. Wolfe & Cessi 2015), defined as
ψ(y, b˜) ≡ 1
T
∫ T
0
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
v†H
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz dx dt , (4.5)
where v† is the Eulerian plus parameterized eddy velocity in the meridional direction, H is
the total depth, Lx is the width of the basin, T is the averaging timescale (100yrs is chosen
here), and H is the Heaviside function. The ROC streamfunction, ψ, denotes the zonally
integrated transport of water above b = b˜.
The zonally-averaged thickness-weighted salinity anomaly (as described in Young
2012) is defined as
Sˆ(y, b˜) ≡ 1
T
∫ T
0
1
Lx
∫ Lx
0

∫ 0
−H(S − Sref )H
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz∫ 0
−H H
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz
 dx dt . (4.6)
The quantity Sˆ is zonally averaged at constant buoyancy, so it can be contoured in the same
panel as the ROC.
In figure 4.2, ψ (black contours) and Sˆ (filled color contours) are remapped into
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Figure 4.2: The zonally-averaged thickness-weighted salinity, Sˆ, in PSU, (color contours, spacing 0.1PSU)
and the ROC, ψ (black contours, spacing 2Sv), in the sinking basin (left) and the non-sinking basin (right),
of the standard (top) and exchanged (bottom) geometries. ψ and Sˆ are defined in (5.6) and (4.6). Dashed
lines represent negative values of ψ. The vertical black line denotes the end of the continent to the east of
the narrow basin and the vertical grey line denotes the end of the continent to the east of the wide basin.
South of −21◦, the zonal integral of ψ is over the whole width of the domain. The thick blue contour denotes
the zonally-averaged height of the isopycnal bm = 0.0066 m s
−2, which bounds the upper branch of the MOC
from below.
z-coordinates using the zonal-mean isopycnal height, which is defined as
Z(y, b˜) ≡ − 1
T
∫ T
0
1
Lx
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
H
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz dx dt. (4.7)
Because of longitudinal buoyancy gradients, the zonally-averaged remapping (5.7) distorts
the vertical extent of the mixed layer.
The isopycnal bm = 0.0066 m s
−2 (thick blue lines in figure 4.2) divides the upper
and lower branches of the circulation: it passes close to the maximum of the ROC in both
geometries. It is well known that heat and salt transports are defined up to a constant
(Boccaletti et al., 2005). Here we define the advective component of salt transport as v†(S−
Sref). Below the isopycnal bm, the salinity is approximately uniform and equal to Sref (see
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figure 4.2), so with this definition almost all salt transport occurs above bm.
In both geometries, some interbasin transport flows eastward south of the long con-
tinent (the cold route) and some flows westward south of the short continent (the warm
route). It is difficult to separate the components of interbasin exchange flow from the ACC,
because the ACC transport is so much larger than the interbasin transport. Hence, in order
to find the transport of the cold route and the warm route in each geometry, we remove the
rotational component of the flow from the depth integrated velocity above bm. The vertically
integrated velocity is divided into a component associated with velocity potential φ and a
component associated with streamfunction ξ, giving
∫ 0
ζ(bm)
u† dz = Uφ + Uξ
Uφ =
∂φ
∂x
iˆ +
∂φ
∂y
jˆ ,
Uξ =
∂ξ
∂y
iˆ− ∂ξ
∂x
jˆ ,
(4.8)
where u† is the horizontal Eulerian plus parameterized eddy velocity, Uφ is the divergent
component of the depth-integrated horizontal flow and Uξ is the rotational component of
the depth-integrated horizontal flow.
The velocity potential, φ, is plotted in figure 4.3, together with the transport across
various sections, obtained by integrating Uφ in the horizontal. The diapycnal upwelling
across bm, indicated by the symbol , is calculated by taking the divergence of the horizontal
velocity, depth integrated above bm. Integrating Uφ meridionally south of each continent
shows that about 70% of the interbasin transport enters the sinking basin via the warm
route, with the remainder entering via the cold route.
Because the flow above bm = 0.0066 m s
−2 is horizontally divergent, it is not possible
to describe it with a streamfunction. Instead, two pseudostreamfunctions of this flow are
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Figure 4.3: Velocity potential φ (m3/s; color contours) for the Eulerian plus parameterized eddy velocity,
vertically integrated above bm = 0.0066 m s
−2, and the transport of the diapycnal component of the flow
across various sections for the standard case (top) and the exchanged case (bottom).  indicates upwelling
across the isopycnal bm = 0.0066 m s
−2. The westernmost 20◦ of the domain is repeated to the right of the
figure.
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defined as
χi(x, y) = − 1
T
∫ T
0
∫ y
−L
∫ 0
ζ(x,yˆ,bm)
u†(x, yˆ, z, t) dz dyˆ dt , (4.9)
and
χv(x, y) =
1
T
∫ T
0
∫ x
0
∫ 0
ζ(x,yˆ,bm)
v†(xˆ, y, z, t) dz dxˆ dt+ χ0(y) , (4.10)
where ζ(x, y, bm) is the depth of isopycnal bm = 0.0066 m s
−2 and, y = −L is the southern
boundary of the domain. The function χ0 is defined as
χ0(y) =

χi(x = 0, y = yc) for y > yc
χi(x = 0, y) for y < yc
(4.11)
where y = yc is the end of the long continent: this choice of χ0 allows the pseudostreamfunc-
tions to be easily compared. Speich et al. (2001, 2002) use a pseudostreamfunction similar
to χi (integrated above a depth level rather than a density level) to show the pathways of the
warm route, the cold route and the Tasman leakage in realistic-geometry ocean-only models.
Neither pseudostreamfunction describes the two-dimensional transport above bm com-
pletely: in particular, neither pseudostreamfunction shows the cold route. However, each
pseudostreamfunction characterizes some aspects of the flow well: χi more accurately de-
scribes the warm-route interbasin transport (figure 4.4) and χv more accurately describes the
northward transport of the warm-route interbasin flow plus channel upwelling in the sinking
basin (figure 4.5).
4.3 Components of salt transport
The top panel of figure 4.6 shows the salinity anomaly, vertically and zonally averaged
above bm = 0.0066 m s
−2. The “sinking region” is defined as the band of latitudes where the
zonally integrated diapycnal velocity is negative and larger in magnitude than 5 m2 s−1. This
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Figure 4.4: Salinity anomaly, referenced to 35PSU, vertically averaged above surface bm = 0.0066 m s
−2
(color) and contours of pseudostreamfunction χi, as defined in (4.9) (black contours) for the standard geom-
etry (top) and the exchanged geometry (bottom). The thick black contours bound the region of open stream-
lines. These streamlines represent the warm-route interbasin flow. The transport along open streamlines is
12.7 Sv in the standard geometry and 6.4 Sv in the exchanged geometry. The isopycnal bm = 0.0066 m s
−2
outcrops in the white area. The westernmost 20◦ of the domain is repeated to the right of the figure.
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Figure 4.5: Salinity anomaly, referenced to 35PSU, vertically averaged above surface bm = 0.0066 m s
−2
(color) and contours of pseudostreamfunction χv, as defined in (4.10) (black contours) for the standard
geometry (top) and the exchanged geometry (bottom). The thick black contours bound the region of open
streamlines. These streamlines represent the warm-route interbasin transport plus channel upwelling. The
residual transport along open streamlines is 17.3 Sv in the standard geometry and 15 Sv in the exchanged
geometry. The isopycnal bm = 0.0066 m s
−2 outcrops in the white area. The westernmost 20◦ of the domain
is repeated to the right of the figure.
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region lies between 59◦ and 66◦ in the standard geometry and about 2◦ farther south in the
exchanged geometry (see yellow and grey boxes in the top panel of figure 4.6).
In the sinking region, the zonally-averaged salinity anomaly is higher for the standard
geometry (compare the red lines in the yellow and grey boxes in the top panel of figure 4.6),
despite similar ROC transports in the Northern Hemisphere (compare red lines in the bottom
panel of figure 4.6). Between the equator and 50◦, the zonally-averaged salinity anomaly is
higher for the exchanged geometry (compare the red lines in the top panel of figure 4.6).
Here, we will address how the components of salt transport produce the zonally-averaged
salinity distribution.
The difference in salinity between the two configurations can also be observed in the
zonally-averaged thickness-weighted salinity, Sˆ. In the sinking region, the salinity difference
between configurations is very surface intensified (compare color contours north of 50◦ in the
top left and bottom left panels of figure 4.2), and north of 60◦ the ROC streamfunction is
much larger near the surface of the standard case (compare black contours in the top left and
bottom left panels of figure 4.2). South of 50◦ in the sinking basin, the difference appears to
be spread over the whole depth above bm (compare color contours in the top left and bottom
left panels of figure 4.2). However, at least some of the salinity difference at depth is caused
by the deeper subtropical gyre in the sinking basin of the exchanged case, which is simply
due to basin width and does not indicate any differences in the depth-integrated meridional
salt transport p.u.w above bm.
We divide the contours of χi and χv into “open streamlines” and “closed streamlines”,
a partition that is often performed on 2D flows (c.f. Childress & Gilbert 2008, chap. 5).
For χi, “open streamlines” are contours beginning in the non-sinking basin and ending in
the sinking basin: these contours characterize the warm-route interbasin transport above
bm. The residual transport along these streamlines is 12.7 Sv for the standard geometry
and 6.4 Sv for the exchanged geometry. The interbasin transport is smaller for a narrower
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Figure 4.6: Salinity anomaly, referenced to 35PSU, depth and zonally averaged above bm = 0.0066 m s
−2 and
across each basin (top) and the residual transport above bm = 0.0066 m s
−2 in each basin (bottom). South
of −21◦, the zonal integral is taken across all longitudes. The yellow box indicates the sinking region for
the standard geometry and the grey box indicates the sinking region for the exchanged geometry. The black
vertical line denotes the end of the short continent.
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non-sinking basin, because there is less upwelling to feed it (Allison, 2009; Jones & Cessi,
2016). The thick black lines in figure 4.4 bound the region of open streamlines of χi.
For χv, “open streamlines” are contours beginning outside the Northern Hemisphere
of the sinking basin and ending in the north of the sinking basin: these contours characterize
the residual transport of the warm-route interbasin flow plus channel upwelling. The residual
transport along these streamlines is 17.3 Sv for the standard geometry and 15 Sv for the
exchanged geometry. The thick black lines in figure 4.5 bound the region of open streamlines
of χv.
To characterize the salt pathway into the north of the sinking basin, the total merid-
ional salt transport above bm, Gtot, is decomposed into the following components: 1) the
meridional advective transport in the area of open streamlines, Aopen; 2) the meridional dif-
fusive transport in the area of open streamlines, Dopen; 3) the meridional advective transport
in the area of closed streamlines, Aclosed; and 4) the meridional diffusive transport in the area
of closed streamlines Dclosed. In summary we have
Gtot(y) = Aopen(y) +Dopen(y) + Aclosed(y) +Dclosed(y) , (4.12)
where,
Aopen(y) =
∫ χe
χw
1
T
∫ T
0
∫ 0
ζ(bm)
v†(S − Sref ) dz dt dx , (4.13)
Dopen(y) =
∫ χe
χw
1
T
∫ T
0
∫ 0
ζ(bm)
κiso
(
Sy − by
bz
Sz
)
dz dt dx , (4.14)
Aclosed(y) =
∫ xe
xw
1
T
∫ T
0
∫ 0
ζ(bm)
v†(S − Sref ) dz dt dx− Aopen , (4.15)
Dclosed(y) =
∫ xe
xw
1
T
∫ T
0
∫ 0
ζ(bm)
κiso
(
Sy − by
bz
Sz
)
dz dt dx−Dopen , (4.16)
χw,e are the westernmost and easternmost open streamlines, xw,e are the western and eastern
sides of the sinking basin, and κiso is the Redi coefficient.
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The total salt transport p.u.w. above bm, Gtot/Lx (where Lx is the width of the basin),
is more relevant than Gtot for determining the salinity in the north of the sinking basin. The
total salt transport p.u.w. above bm is plotted for each basin of both configurations in figure
4.7a. In the sinking basin the salt transport p.u.w. is larger in the standard geometry than
in the exchanged geometry (compare the red lines north of −21◦ in figure 4.7a). North of
40◦, the difference between configurations widens (compare red lines at 50◦ in figure 4.7a). In
the exchanged case, the lower salt transport p.u.w. reduces the salinity of the sinking region
and increases the salinity at mid-latitudes (compare red lines in the top panel of figure 4.6).
The black line in figure 4.7a represents the total salt transport p.u.w by the whole
water column: in equilibrium this transport is determined by the surface freshwater flux.
Extra northward salt transport in the upper branch of the MOC is balanced by extra south-
ward salt transport in the lower branch, so in the sinking basin the southward salt transport
below bm is larger in the standard geometry (not shown).
In the non-sinking basin the salt transport p.u.w. in the upper branch is independent
of geometry (compare the blue lines in figure 4.7a) and very similar to the salt transport
p.u.w. in the whole water column (the black line in figure 4.7a). This leads to similar
salinities in the non-sinking basin of both geometries (compare blue lines in the top panel
of figure 4.6). Henceforth we will focus on the salt transport in the sinking basin, which is
different between configurations.
Figure 4.7b shows the meridional advective salt transport in the area of open stream-
lines of χi, Aopen/Lx, (black lines) and the meridional salt transport in the area of closed
streamlines of χi, (Aclosed + Dclosed)/Lx (green lines) in the sinking basin, both normalized
by basin width for ease of comparison. Figure 4.7c shows the same salt transports, but for
streamlines of χv. The diffusive component in the area of open streamlines, Dopen, is not
shown because it is negligible. Because the streamlines of χi and χv are depth and time
averaged, salt can be advected across them by the baroclinic component of the flow if the
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Figure 4.7: a Total salt transport, vertically integrated over the whole water column (black line) and vertically
integrated above bm = 0.0066 m s
−2 (red and blue lines), zonally averaged across each basin north of −21◦;
south of −21◦, the zonal integral is taken across all longitudes. b Aopen for χi (black lines) and Aclosed +
Dclosed for streamlines of χi (green lines), in the sinking basin north of −21◦ (normalized by the basin width
for ease of comparison) and in the whole domain south of −21◦ (normalized by the domain width for ease
of comparison). c Aopen for streamlines of χv (black lines) and Aclosed + Dclosed for χv (green lines), in
the sinking basin north of −21◦ (normalized by the basin width for ease of comparison) and in the whole
domain south of −21◦ (normalized by the domain width for ease of comparison). The quantities plotted in
this figure are defined in (4.12) to (4.16).
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velocity and salinity are correlated in the vertical.1 The meridional salt transport in the area
of open streamlines is well-approximated with the meridional salt transport by the vertically
and zonally integrated velocity above bm in the region of open streamlines (see appendix 4.A
for details).
At most latitudes north of −21◦, the salt transport p.u.w. in the area of open stream-
lines, Aopen/Lx, is larger in the standard case than in the exchanged case for both χi and χv
(compare black lines in figure 4.7b,c). This indicates that in the standard configuration the
higher total salt transport p.u.w. is effected by the larger warm-route interbasin transport
(the difference between the red lines in figure 4.7a is similar to the difference between the
black lines in figure 4.7b). The larger salt transport p.u.w. north of −21◦ increases the
vertically and zonally-averaged salinity above bm north of 60
◦ (compare red lines in the top
panel of figure 4.6). Thus, it is likely that strengthening the warm-route transport would
increase the salinity in the north of the sinking basin.
For pseudostreamfunction χv, the salt transport p.u.w. in the area of closed stream-
lines is independent of width (compare green lines in figure 4.7c). This is consistent with
the following scaling from appendix A2 of Jones & Cessi 2017:
∆S ∼ FSrefLy
√
βρ
ζ(bm)κisoτyy
, (4.17)
where ∆S is the difference in salinity between two adjacent gyres, β ≡ df/dy is the derivative
of the Coriolis parameter, ρ is the mean density, Ly is the meridional length scale of the basin,
and τ is the windstress at the intergyre boundary. Notice that ∆S is independent of the
basin width, Lx.
1If the flow were entirely barotropic (i.e. 2-D) above bm, the advective transport across a closed streamline
would be zero.
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4.4 Salt budget between 40◦ and 50◦
The salt transport north of 40◦ is particularly important for setting the salinity of the
sinking region. For the exchanged case, there is a drop in the northward salt transport p.u.w.
in the sinking basin, going from 40◦ to 50◦: this drop is less prominent in the standard case
(compare red lines in figure 4.7a). For pseudostreamfunction χv,
2 the open-streamline salt
transport p.u.w. in the exchanged configuration also shows this drop (compare black lines in
figure 4.7c). The aim of this section is to understand why the salt transport p.u.w decreases
between 40◦ and 50◦ in the exchanged configuration: in this latitude band salt must be lost
from the region of open streamlines more efficiently than in the standard configuration.
The following budget describes the components of the flow into and out of the area
of open streamlines between 40◦ and 50◦ (outlined in green in figure 4.8), depth integrated
above bm. The black dashed lines in figure 4.8 represent the easternmost and westernmost
open streamlines. Assuming the model is in a steady state, conservation of salt in each region
gives
Fno +Dno − Cout + Cin + Aopen(40◦)− Aopen(50◦) = 0 , (4.18)
where Fno is the area-integrated salt transport at the surface, Dno is the area-integrated di-
apycnal salt transport across bm, Cin is the salt transport into the region across the eastern-
most open streamline and Cout is the salt transport out of the region across the westernmost
open streamline. Area integrals are over the region of open streamlines between 40◦ and
50◦. Table 4.1 gives the value of each term in both configurations. All salt transports are
normalized by the basin width at 40◦ for ease of comparison.
In the standard case, the cross-streamline salt transports, Cin and Cout, the area-
integrated surface salt flux, Fno, and the area-integrated diapycnal flux, Dno, are all an
2The results in this section are for pseudostreamfunction χv. Using the pseudostreamfunction χi gives
the same qualitative differences between the standard configuration and the exchanged configuration.
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Table 4.1: Salt transport budget for the open streamline region of streamfunction χv between 40
◦ and 50◦
in the sinking basin. Figure 4.8 shows a schematic of this region. The salt transports are normalized by the
basin width at 40◦, Lx(40◦).
Parameter Standard case ( m2 s−1) Exchanged case ( m2 s−1)
Cout/Lx(40
◦) 0.0090 0.032
Fno/Lx(40◦) −0.013 −0.038
Dno/Lx(40◦) 0.018 −0.022
Cin/Lx(40
◦) 0.044 −0.23
Aopen(40
◦)/Lx(40◦) 0.84 0.61
Aopen(50
◦)/Lx(40◦) 0.80 0.29
no
Aopen(40
 )
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<latexit sha1_base64=" AwvuMPkuEi2s5prRz/fN9NReF88=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8 NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mk4Mep4MVjBaOFNJbNdtMu3e yG3Y1QQn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmRSln2r jut1NZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b36vsH91pmilCfSC5VN8Kaci aob5jhtJsqipOI04dofF34D09UaSbFnZmkNEzwULCYEW ysFLTcx7xHmCLTWr/ecJvuDGiZeCVpQIlOv/7VG0iSJV QYwrHWgeemJsyxMoxwOq31Mk1TTMZ4SANLBU6oDvPZy VN0YpUBiqWyJQyaqb8ncpxoPUki25lgM9KLXiH+5wWZi S/CnIk0M1SQ+aI448hIVPyPBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE 2NTKkLwFl9eJv5Z87Lp3bYa7asyjSocwTGcggfn0IYb6 IAPBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj3lrxSlnDuEPnM8fzX2QdQ==< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" AwvuMPkuEi2s5prRz/fN9NReF88=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8 NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mk4Mep4MVjBaOFNJbNdtMu3e yG3Y1QQn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmRSln2r jut1NZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b36vsH91pmilCfSC5VN8Kaci aob5jhtJsqipOI04dofF34D09UaSbFnZmkNEzwULCYEW ysFLTcx7xHmCLTWr/ecJvuDGiZeCVpQIlOv/7VG0iSJV QYwrHWgeemJsyxMoxwOq31Mk1TTMZ4SANLBU6oDvPZy VN0YpUBiqWyJQyaqb8ncpxoPUki25lgM9KLXiH+5wWZi S/CnIk0M1SQ+aI448hIVPyPBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE 2NTKkLwFl9eJv5Z87Lp3bYa7asyjSocwTGcggfn0IYb6 IAPBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj3lrxSlnDuEPnM8fzX2QdQ==< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" AwvuMPkuEi2s5prRz/fN9NReF88=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8 NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mk4Mep4MVjBaOFNJbNdtMu3e yG3Y1QQn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmRSln2r jut1NZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b36vsH91pmilCfSC5VN8Kaci aob5jhtJsqipOI04dofF34D09UaSbFnZmkNEzwULCYEW ysFLTcx7xHmCLTWr/ecJvuDGiZeCVpQIlOv/7VG0iSJV QYwrHWgeemJsyxMoxwOq31Mk1TTMZ4SANLBU6oDvPZy VN0YpUBiqWyJQyaqb8ncpxoPUki25lgM9KLXiH+5wWZi S/CnIk0M1SQ+aI448hIVPyPBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE 2NTKkLwFl9eJv5Z87Lp3bYa7asyjSocwTGcggfn0IYb6 IAPBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj3lrxSlnDuEPnM8fzX2QdQ==< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" AwvuMPkuEi2s5prRz/fN9NReF88=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8 NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mk4Mep4MVjBaOFNJbNdtMu3e yG3Y1QQn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmRSln2r jut1NZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b36vsH91pmilCfSC5VN8Kaci aob5jhtJsqipOI04dofF34D09UaSbFnZmkNEzwULCYEW ysFLTcx7xHmCLTWr/ecJvuDGiZeCVpQIlOv/7VG0iSJV QYwrHWgeemJsyxMoxwOq31Mk1TTMZ4SANLBU6oDvPZy VN0YpUBiqWyJQyaqb8ncpxoPUki25lgM9KLXiH+5wWZi S/CnIk0M1SQ+aI448hIVPyPBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE 2NTKkLwFl9eJv5Z87Lp3bYa7asyjSocwTGcggfn0IYb6 IAPBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj3lrxSlnDuEPnM8fzX2QdQ==< /latexit>
y
<latexit sha1_base64 ="+qVo4QFvaG8krnjbys9psdXTAW0=">AAAB6H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE8ONU8OKx irGFNpTNdtMu3eyG3Y0QQv+BFw8qXv1J3vw3bt octPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2rjut1NZWV1b36hu1ra2 d3b36vsHj1qmilCfSC5VN8Saciaob5jhtJsoiu OQ0044uSn8zhNVmknxYLKEBjEeCRYxgo2V7rPa oN5wm+4MaJl4JWlAifag/tUfSpLGVBjCsdY9z0 1MkGNlGOF0WuunmiaYTPCI9iwVOKY6yGeXTtGJ VYYoksqWMGim/p7Icax1Foe2M8ZmrBe9QvzP66 UmugxyJpLUUEHmi6KUIyNR8TYaMkWJ4ZklmChm b0VkjBUmxoZThOAtvrxM/LPmVdO7O2+0rss0qn AEx3AKHlxAC26hDT4QiOAZXuHNmTgvzrvzMW+t OOXMIfyB8/kDiDSM3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="+qVo4QFvaG8krnjbys9psdXTAW0=">AAAB6H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE8ONU8OKx irGFNpTNdtMu3eyG3Y0QQv+BFw8qXv1J3vw3bt octPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2rjut1NZWV1b36hu1ra2 d3b36vsHj1qmilCfSC5VN8Saciaob5jhtJsoiu OQ0044uSn8zhNVmknxYLKEBjEeCRYxgo2V7rPa oN5wm+4MaJl4JWlAifag/tUfSpLGVBjCsdY9z0 1MkGNlGOF0WuunmiaYTPCI9iwVOKY6yGeXTtGJ VYYoksqWMGim/p7Icax1Foe2M8ZmrBe9QvzP66 UmugxyJpLUUEHmi6KUIyNR8TYaMkWJ4ZklmChm b0VkjBUmxoZThOAtvrxM/LPmVdO7O2+0rss0qn AEx3AKHlxAC26hDT4QiOAZXuHNmTgvzrvzMW+t OOXMIfyB8/kDiDSM3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="+qVo4QFvaG8krnjbys9psdXTAW0=">AAAB6H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE8ONU8OKx irGFNpTNdtMu3eyG3Y0QQv+BFw8qXv1J3vw3bt octPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2rjut1NZWV1b36hu1ra2 d3b36vsHj1qmilCfSC5VN8Saciaob5jhtJsoiu OQ0044uSn8zhNVmknxYLKEBjEeCRYxgo2V7rPa oN5wm+4MaJl4JWlAifag/tUfSpLGVBjCsdY9z0 1MkGNlGOF0WuunmiaYTPCI9iwVOKY6yGeXTtGJ VYYoksqWMGim/p7Icax1Foe2M8ZmrBe9QvzP66 UmugxyJpLUUEHmi6KUIyNR8TYaMkWJ4ZklmChm b0VkjBUmxoZThOAtvrxM/LPmVdO7O2+0rss0qn AEx3AKHlxAC26hDT4QiOAZXuHNmTgvzrvzMW+t OOXMIfyB8/kDiDSM3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="+qVo4QFvaG8krnjbys9psdXTAW0=">AAAB6H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE8ONU8OKx irGFNpTNdtMu3eyG3Y0QQv+BFw8qXv1J3vw3bt octPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2rjut1NZWV1b36hu1ra2 d3b36vsHj1qmilCfSC5VN8Saciaob5jhtJsoiu OQ0044uSn8zhNVmknxYLKEBjEeCRYxgo2V7rPa oN5wm+4MaJl4JWlAifag/tUfSpLGVBjCsdY9z0 1MkGNlGOF0WuunmiaYTPCI9iwVOKY6yGeXTtGJ VYYoksqWMGim/p7Icax1Foe2M8ZmrBe9QvzP66 UmugxyJpLUUEHmi6KUIyNR8TYaMkWJ4ZklmChm b0VkjBUmxoZThOAtvrxM/LPmVdO7O2+0rss0qn AEx3AKHlxAC26hDT4QiOAZXuHNmTgvzrvzMW+t OOXMIfyB8/kDiDSM3Q==</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64 ="x2S0YW5fRYHbkxsGw52AzHJzEIU=">AAAB6Hi cbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIfpwKXjxWs bbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9B948aDi1Z/kzX/jps1B Wx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e 3srf/YOJUM95ksYx1O6CGS6F4EwVK3k40p1EgeS sYXed+65FrI2J1j+OE+xEdKBEKRtFKd0/lXqXq1 twpyCLxClKFAo1e5avbj1kacYVMUmM6npugn1G Ngkk+KXdTwxPKRnTAO5YqGnHjZ9NLJ+TYKn0Sxt qWQjJVf09kNDJmHAW2M6I4NPNeLv7ndVIML/xMq CRFrthsUZhKgjHJ3yZ9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYM bTh5CN78y4ukeVq7rHm3Z9X6VZFGCQ7hCE7Ag3O oww00oAkMQniGV3hzRs6L8+58zFqXnGLmAP7A+ fwBhrCM3A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="x2S0YW5fRYHbkxsGw52AzHJzEIU=">AAAB6Hi cbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIfpwKXjxWs bbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9B948aDi1Z/kzX/jps1B Wx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e 3srf/YOJUM95ksYx1O6CGS6F4EwVK3k40p1EgeS sYXed+65FrI2J1j+OE+xEdKBEKRtFKd0/lXqXq1 twpyCLxClKFAo1e5avbj1kacYVMUmM6npugn1G Ngkk+KXdTwxPKRnTAO5YqGnHjZ9NLJ+TYKn0Sxt qWQjJVf09kNDJmHAW2M6I4NPNeLv7ndVIML/xMq CRFrthsUZhKgjHJ3yZ9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYM bTh5CN78y4ukeVq7rHm3Z9X6VZFGCQ7hCE7Ag3O oww00oAkMQniGV3hzRs6L8+58zFqXnGLmAP7A+ fwBhrCM3A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="x2S0YW5fRYHbkxsGw52AzHJzEIU=">AAAB6Hi cbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIfpwKXjxWs bbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9B948aDi1Z/kzX/jps1B Wx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e 3srf/YOJUM95ksYx1O6CGS6F4EwVK3k40p1EgeS sYXed+65FrI2J1j+OE+xEdKBEKRtFKd0/lXqXq1 twpyCLxClKFAo1e5avbj1kacYVMUmM6npugn1G Ngkk+KXdTwxPKRnTAO5YqGnHjZ9NLJ+TYKn0Sxt qWQjJVf09kNDJmHAW2M6I4NPNeLv7ndVIML/xMq CRFrthsUZhKgjHJ3yZ9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYM bTh5CN78y4ukeVq7rHm3Z9X6VZFGCQ7hCE7Ag3O oww00oAkMQniGV3hzRs6L8+58zFqXnGLmAP7A+ fwBhrCM3A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="x2S0YW5fRYHbkxsGw52AzHJzEIU=">AAAB6Hi cbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIfpwKXjxWs bbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9B948aDi1Z/kzX/jps1B Wx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e 3srf/YOJUM95ksYx1O6CGS6F4EwVK3k40p1EgeS sYXed+65FrI2J1j+OE+xEdKBEKRtFKd0/lXqXq1 twpyCLxClKFAo1e5avbj1kacYVMUmM6npugn1G Ngkk+KXdTwxPKRnTAO5YqGnHjZ9NLJ+TYKn0Sxt qWQjJVf09kNDJmHAW2M6I4NPNeLv7ndVIML/xMq CRFrthsUZhKgjHJ3yZ9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYM bTh5CN78y4ukeVq7rHm3Z9X6VZFGCQ7hCE7Ag3O oww00oAkMQniGV3hzRs6L8+58zFqXnGLmAP7A+ fwBhrCM3A==</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="qxhORmigq1EqYxYkjvI6OZcf+6Q=">A AAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMFUwttKJvNpl262Q27E6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvygQ36HnfTm VtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51jMo1ZQFVQuluRAwTXLIAOQrWzTQjaSTYYzS+nfmPT0wbruQDTjIWpmQoecIpQSsFfRUrHNQbXtObw10lfkka UKI9qH/1Y0XzlEmkghjT870Mw4Jo5FSwaa2fG5YROiZD1rNUkpSZsJgfO3XPrBK7idK2JLpz9fdEQVJjJmlkO1OCI7PszcT/vF6OyXVYc JnlyCRdLEpy4aJyZ5+7MdeMophYQqjm9laXjogmFG0+NRuCv/zyKulcNH2v6d9fNlo3ZRxVOIFTOAcfrqAFd9CGAChweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox +L1opTzhzDHzifP+tejr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qxhORmigq1EqYxYkjvI6OZcf+6Q=">A AAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMFUwttKJvNpl262Q27E6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvygQ36HnfTm VtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51jMo1ZQFVQuluRAwTXLIAOQrWzTQjaSTYYzS+nfmPT0wbruQDTjIWpmQoecIpQSsFfRUrHNQbXtObw10lfkka UKI9qH/1Y0XzlEmkghjT870Mw4Jo5FSwaa2fG5YROiZD1rNUkpSZsJgfO3XPrBK7idK2JLpz9fdEQVJjJmlkO1OCI7PszcT/vF6OyXVYc JnlyCRdLEpy4aJyZ5+7MdeMophYQqjm9laXjogmFG0+NRuCv/zyKulcNH2v6d9fNlo3ZRxVOIFTOAcfrqAFd9CGAChweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox +L1opTzhzDHzifP+tejr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qxhORmigq1EqYxYkjvI6OZcf+6Q=">A AAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMFUwttKJvNpl262Q27E6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvygQ36HnfTm VtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51jMo1ZQFVQuluRAwTXLIAOQrWzTQjaSTYYzS+nfmPT0wbruQDTjIWpmQoecIpQSsFfRUrHNQbXtObw10lfkka UKI9qH/1Y0XzlEmkghjT870Mw4Jo5FSwaa2fG5YROiZD1rNUkpSZsJgfO3XPrBK7idK2JLpz9fdEQVJjJmlkO1OCI7PszcT/vF6OyXVYc JnlyCRdLEpy4aJyZ5+7MdeMophYQqjm9laXjogmFG0+NRuCv/zyKulcNH2v6d9fNlo3ZRxVOIFTOAcfrqAFd9CGAChweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox +L1opTzhzDHzifP+tejr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qxhORmigq1EqYxYkjvI6OZcf+6Q=">A AAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMFUwttKJvNpl262Q27E6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvygQ36HnfTm VtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51jMo1ZQFVQuluRAwTXLIAOQrWzTQjaSTYYzS+nfmPT0wbruQDTjIWpmQoecIpQSsFfRUrHNQbXtObw10lfkka UKI9qH/1Y0XzlEmkghjT870Mw4Jo5FSwaa2fG5YROiZD1rNUkpSZsJgfO3XPrBK7idK2JLpz9fdEQVJjJmlkO1OCI7PszcT/vF6OyXVYc JnlyCRdLEpy4aJyZ5+7MdeMophYQqjm9laXjogmFG0+NRuCv/zyKulcNH2v6d9fNlo3ZRxVOIFTOAcfrqAFd9CGAChweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox +L1opTzhzDHzifP+tejr4=</latexit>
⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">A AAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7 a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKC VKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5 kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r 2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">A AAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7 a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKC VKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5 kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r 2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">A AAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7 a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKC VKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5 kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r 2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">A AAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7 a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKC VKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5 kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r 2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit>
Dno
<latexit sha1_base64="j94IXYlgNTNkbg3rWr5SqNA3c6Q=">AAAB+XicbVDLS gMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFXbisYB/QDkMmzbShmWRIMoUy9E/cuFDErX/izr8x085CqwcCh3Pu5Z6cKOVMG8/7cipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6Be3jU0TJThLaJ5FL1Iqw pZ4K2DTOc9lJFcRJx2o0mt4XfnVKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLFS6LqDBJsxwTy/m4e5kPPQrXsNbwH0l/glqUOJVuh+DoaSZAkVhnCsdd/3UhPkWBlGOJ3XBpmmKSYTPKJ9 SwVOqA7yRfI5OrPKEMVS2ScMWqg/N3KcaD1LIjtZ5NSrXiH+5/UzE18HORNpZqggy0NxxpGRqKgBDZmixPCZJZgoZrMiMsYKE2PLqtkS/NUv/yWdi4bvNfyHy3rzpqyjC idwCufgwxU04R5a0AYCU3iCF3h1cufZeXPel6MVp9w5hl9wPr4BFyqT8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j94IXYlgNTNkbg3rWr5SqNA3c6Q=">AAAB+XicbVDLS gMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFXbisYB/QDkMmzbShmWRIMoUy9E/cuFDErX/izr8x085CqwcCh3Pu5Z6cKOVMG8/7cipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6Be3jU0TJThLaJ5FL1Iqw pZ4K2DTOc9lJFcRJx2o0mt4XfnVKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLFS6LqDBJsxwTy/m4e5kPPQrXsNbwH0l/glqUOJVuh+DoaSZAkVhnCsdd/3UhPkWBlGOJ3XBpmmKSYTPKJ9 SwVOqA7yRfI5OrPKEMVS2ScMWqg/N3KcaD1LIjtZ5NSrXiH+5/UzE18HORNpZqggy0NxxpGRqKgBDZmixPCZJZgoZrMiMsYKE2PLqtkS/NUv/yWdi4bvNfyHy3rzpqyjC idwCufgwxU04R5a0AYCU3iCF3h1cufZeXPel6MVp9w5hl9wPr4BFyqT8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j94IXYlgNTNkbg3rWr5SqNA3c6Q=">AAAB+XicbVDLS gMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFXbisYB/QDkMmzbShmWRIMoUy9E/cuFDErX/izr8x085CqwcCh3Pu5Z6cKOVMG8/7cipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6Be3jU0TJThLaJ5FL1Iqw pZ4K2DTOc9lJFcRJx2o0mt4XfnVKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLFS6LqDBJsxwTy/m4e5kPPQrXsNbwH0l/glqUOJVuh+DoaSZAkVhnCsdd/3UhPkWBlGOJ3XBpmmKSYTPKJ9 SwVOqA7yRfI5OrPKEMVS2ScMWqg/N3KcaD1LIjtZ5NSrXiH+5/UzE18HORNpZqggy0NxxpGRqKgBDZmixPCZJZgoZrMiMsYKE2PLqtkS/NUv/yWdi4bvNfyHy3rzpqyjC idwCufgwxU04R5a0AYCU3iCF3h1cufZeXPel6MVp9w5hl9wPr4BFyqT8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j94IXYlgNTNkbg3rWr5SqNA3c6Q=">AAAB+XicbVDLS gMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFXbisYB/QDkMmzbShmWRIMoUy9E/cuFDErX/izr8x085CqwcCh3Pu5Z6cKOVMG8/7cipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6Be3jU0TJThLaJ5FL1Iqw pZ4K2DTOc9lJFcRJx2o0mt4XfnVKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLFS6LqDBJsxwTy/m4e5kPPQrXsNbwH0l/glqUOJVuh+DoaSZAkVhnCsdd/3UhPkWBlGOJ3XBpmmKSYTPKJ9 SwVOqA7yRfI5OrPKEMVS2ScMWqg/N3KcaD1LIjtZ5NSrXiH+5/UzE18HORNpZqggy0NxxpGRqKgBDZmixPCZJZgoZrMiMsYKE2PLqtkS/NUv/yWdi4bvNfyHy3rzpqyjC idwCufgwxU04R5a0AYCU3iCF3h1cufZeXPel6MVp9w5hl9wPr4BFyqT8Q==</latexit>
Fno
<latexit sha1_base64="iXdnPdVLu23mV2i/XfLiNit7amQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgM xFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFQVxWsA9ohyGTZtrQTDIkmUIZ+iduXCji1j9x59+YaWeh1QOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9OZW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0Hb hhlOe6miOIk47UaT28LvTqnSTIpHM0tpkOCRYDEj2FgpdN1Bgs2YYJ7fzcNcyHno1r2GtwD6S/yS1KFEK3Q/B0NJsoQKQzjWuu97qQlyrAwjnM5rg0zTFJMJHtG+pQInVAf5 IvkcnVlliGKp7BMGLdSfGzlOtJ4lkZ0scupVrxD/8/qZia+DnIk0M1SQ5aE448hIVNSAhkxRYvjMEkwUs1kRGWOFibFl1WwJ/uqX/5LORcP3Gv7DZb15U9ZRhRM4hXPw4Qqac A8taAOBKTzBC7w6ufPsvDnvy9GKU+4cwy84H98aPpPz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iXdnPdVLu23mV2i/XfLiNit7amQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgM xFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFQVxWsA9ohyGTZtrQTDIkmUIZ+iduXCji1j9x59+YaWeh1QOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9OZW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0Hb hhlOe6miOIk47UaT28LvTqnSTIpHM0tpkOCRYDEj2FgpdN1Bgs2YYJ7fzcNcyHno1r2GtwD6S/yS1KFEK3Q/B0NJsoQKQzjWuu97qQlyrAwjnM5rg0zTFJMJHtG+pQInVAf5 IvkcnVlliGKp7BMGLdSfGzlOtJ4lkZ0scupVrxD/8/qZia+DnIk0M1SQ5aE448hIVNSAhkxRYvjMEkwUs1kRGWOFibFl1WwJ/uqX/5LORcP3Gv7DZb15U9ZRhRM4hXPw4Qqac A8taAOBKTzBC7w6ufPsvDnvy9GKU+4cwy84H98aPpPz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iXdnPdVLu23mV2i/XfLiNit7amQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgM xFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFQVxWsA9ohyGTZtrQTDIkmUIZ+iduXCji1j9x59+YaWeh1QOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9OZW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0Hb hhlOe6miOIk47UaT28LvTqnSTIpHM0tpkOCRYDEj2FgpdN1Bgs2YYJ7fzcNcyHno1r2GtwD6S/yS1KFEK3Q/B0NJsoQKQzjWuu97qQlyrAwjnM5rg0zTFJMJHtG+pQInVAf5 IvkcnVlliGKp7BMGLdSfGzlOtJ4lkZ0scupVrxD/8/qZia+DnIk0M1SQ5aE448hIVNSAhkxRYvjMEkwUs1kRGWOFibFl1WwJ/uqX/5LORcP3Gv7DZb15U9ZRhRM4hXPw4Qqac A8taAOBKTzBC7w6ufPsvDnvy9GKU+4cwy84H98aPpPz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iXdnPdVLu23mV2i/XfLiNit7amQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgM xFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFQVxWsA9ohyGTZtrQTDIkmUIZ+iduXCji1j9x59+YaWeh1QOBwzn3ck9OlHKmjed9OZW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkpQttEcql6EdaUM0Hb hhlOe6miOIk47UaT28LvTqnSTIpHM0tpkOCRYDEj2FgpdN1Bgs2YYJ7fzcNcyHno1r2GtwD6S/yS1KFEK3Q/B0NJsoQKQzjWuu97qQlyrAwjnM5rg0zTFJMJHtG+pQInVAf5 IvkcnVlliGKp7BMGLdSfGzlOtJ4lkZ0scupVrxD/8/qZia+DnIk0M1SQ5aE448hIVNSAhkxRYvjMEkwUs1kRGWOFibFl1WwJ/uqX/5LORcP3Gv7DZb15U9ZRhRM4hXPw4Qqac A8taAOBKTzBC7w6ufPsvDnvy9GKU+4cwy84H98aPpPz</latexit>
Aopen(50
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="0tb+YEXhlLVXy5oeXtk67DpxuiU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3 wSLUTUlE0WXVjcsK9gFtDJPpbTt0MhNmJkINwV9x40IRt/6HO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J4wZVdp1v62FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr297ZbSiRSAJ1IpiQrRArYJRDXVPNoBVLwFHIoBkOr8d+8wGkooLf6VEMfoT7nPY owdpIgb1/GaQiBp6Vz9z7tEOoJNlxYJfcijuBM0+8nJRQjlpgf3W6giQRcE0YVqrtubH2Uyw1JQyyYidREGMyxH1oG8pxBMpPJ9dnzpFRuk5PSFNcOxP190SKI6VGUWg6I6wHatYbi/957UT3LvyU8jjRwMl0US 9hjhbOOAqnSyUQzUaGYCKpudUhAywx0SawognBm315njROKp5b8W5PS9WrPI4COkCHqIw8dI6q6AbVUB0R9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2Llj5zB76A+vzB8fIlMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0tb+YEXhlLVXy5oeXtk67DpxuiU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3 wSLUTUlE0WXVjcsK9gFtDJPpbTt0MhNmJkINwV9x40IRt/6HO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J4wZVdp1v62FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr297ZbSiRSAJ1IpiQrRArYJRDXVPNoBVLwFHIoBkOr8d+8wGkooLf6VEMfoT7nPY owdpIgb1/GaQiBp6Vz9z7tEOoJNlxYJfcijuBM0+8nJRQjlpgf3W6giQRcE0YVqrtubH2Uyw1JQyyYidREGMyxH1oG8pxBMpPJ9dnzpFRuk5PSFNcOxP190SKI6VGUWg6I6wHatYbi/957UT3LvyU8jjRwMl0US 9hjhbOOAqnSyUQzUaGYCKpudUhAywx0SawognBm315njROKp5b8W5PS9WrPI4COkCHqIw8dI6q6AbVUB0R9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2Llj5zB76A+vzB8fIlMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0tb+YEXhlLVXy5oeXtk67DpxuiU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3 wSLUTUlE0WXVjcsK9gFtDJPpbTt0MhNmJkINwV9x40IRt/6HO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J4wZVdp1v62FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr297ZbSiRSAJ1IpiQrRArYJRDXVPNoBVLwFHIoBkOr8d+8wGkooLf6VEMfoT7nPY owdpIgb1/GaQiBp6Vz9z7tEOoJNlxYJfcijuBM0+8nJRQjlpgf3W6giQRcE0YVqrtubH2Uyw1JQyyYidREGMyxH1oG8pxBMpPJ9dnzpFRuk5PSFNcOxP190SKI6VGUWg6I6wHatYbi/957UT3LvyU8jjRwMl0US 9hjhbOOAqnSyUQzUaGYCKpudUhAywx0SawognBm315njROKp5b8W5PS9WrPI4COkCHqIw8dI6q6AbVUB0R9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2Llj5zB76A+vzB8fIlMY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0tb+YEXhlLVXy5oeXtk67DpxuiU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3 wSLUTUlE0WXVjcsK9gFtDJPpbTt0MhNmJkINwV9x40IRt/6HO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J4wZVdp1v62FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr297ZbSiRSAJ1IpiQrRArYJRDXVPNoBVLwFHIoBkOr8d+8wGkooLf6VEMfoT7nPY owdpIgb1/GaQiBp6Vz9z7tEOoJNlxYJfcijuBM0+8nJRQjlpgf3W6giQRcE0YVqrtubH2Uyw1JQyyYidREGMyxH1oG8pxBMpPJ9dnzpFRuk5PSFNcOxP190SKI6VGUWg6I6wHatYbi/957UT3LvyU8jjRwMl0US 9hjhbOOAqnSyUQzUaGYCKpudUhAywx0SawognBm315njROKp5b8W5PS9WrPI4COkCHqIw8dI6q6AbVUB0R9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2Llj5zB76A+vzB8fIlMY=</latexit>
Cin
<latexit sha1_base64="wlFMb/5fjVlIL04E/UvrI2ux+WQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgM xFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkRdFnsxmUF+4B2KJk0bWMzyZDcEcrQf3DjQhG3/o87/8a0nYW2HggczrmX3HOiRAqLvv/tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+Om1alhvMG01KYdUculULyBA iVvJ4bTOJK8FY1rM7/1xI0VWj3gJOFhTIdKDASj6KRmrZcJNe2Vyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un3N0pgrZJJa2wn8BMOMGhRM8mmxm1qeUDamQ95xVNGY2zCbXzsl507pk4E27i kkc/X3RkZjaydx5CZjiiO77M3E/7xOioOb0OVJUuSKLT4apJKgJrPopC8MZygnjlBmhLuVsBE1lKErqOhKCJYjr5LmZSXwK8H9Vbl6m9dRgFM4gwsI4BqqcAd1aACDR3iGV3jz tPfivXsfi9E1L985gT/wPn8Aod2PJw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wlFMb/5fjVlIL04E/UvrI2ux+WQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgM xFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkRdFnsxmUF+4B2KJk0bWMzyZDcEcrQf3DjQhG3/o87/8a0nYW2HggczrmX3HOiRAqLvv/tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+Om1alhvMG01KYdUculULyBA iVvJ4bTOJK8FY1rM7/1xI0VWj3gJOFhTIdKDASj6KRmrZcJNe2Vyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un3N0pgrZJJa2wn8BMOMGhRM8mmxm1qeUDamQ95xVNGY2zCbXzsl507pk4E27i kkc/X3RkZjaydx5CZjiiO77M3E/7xOioOb0OVJUuSKLT4apJKgJrPopC8MZygnjlBmhLuVsBE1lKErqOhKCJYjr5LmZSXwK8H9Vbl6m9dRgFM4gwsI4BqqcAd1aACDR3iGV3jz tPfivXsfi9E1L985gT/wPn8Aod2PJw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wlFMb/5fjVlIL04E/UvrI2ux+WQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgM xFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkRdFnsxmUF+4B2KJk0bWMzyZDcEcrQf3DjQhG3/o87/8a0nYW2HggczrmX3HOiRAqLvv/tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+Om1alhvMG01KYdUculULyBA iVvJ4bTOJK8FY1rM7/1xI0VWj3gJOFhTIdKDASj6KRmrZcJNe2Vyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un3N0pgrZJJa2wn8BMOMGhRM8mmxm1qeUDamQ95xVNGY2zCbXzsl507pk4E27i kkc/X3RkZjaydx5CZjiiO77M3E/7xOioOb0OVJUuSKLT4apJKgJrPopC8MZygnjlBmhLuVsBE1lKErqOhKCJYjr5LmZSXwK8H9Vbl6m9dRgFM4gwsI4BqqcAd1aACDR3iGV3jz tPfivXsfi9E1L985gT/wPn8Aod2PJw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wlFMb/5fjVlIL04E/UvrI2ux+WQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgM xFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkRdFnsxmUF+4B2KJk0bWMzyZDcEcrQf3DjQhG3/o87/8a0nYW2HggczrmX3HOiRAqLvv/tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+Om1alhvMG01KYdUculULyBA iVvJ4bTOJK8FY1rM7/1xI0VWj3gJOFhTIdKDASj6KRmrZcJNe2Vyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un3N0pgrZJJa2wn8BMOMGhRM8mmxm1qeUDamQ95xVNGY2zCbXzsl507pk4E27i kkc/X3RkZjaydx5CZjiiO77M3E/7xOioOb0OVJUuSKLT4apJKgJrPopC8MZygnjlBmhLuVsBE1lKErqOhKCJYjr5LmZSXwK8H9Vbl6m9dRgFM4gwsI4BqqcAd1aACDR3iGV3jz tPfivXsfi9E1L985gT/wPn8Aod2PJw==</latexit>
Cout
<latexit sha1_base64="+C8iiqqT7XrV krON66dWjDYaQuE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMdgLh4jmAckS 5idTJIhszPLTK8QlnyEFw+KePV7vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEhh0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3 tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0axptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmI4jSPJ29GkPvfbT9xYodUjThMexn SkxFAwik5q1/uZTnHWL1f8qr8AWSdBTiqQo9Evf/UGmqUxV8gktbYb+AmGGTUomOSzU i+1PKFsQke866iiMbdhtjh3Ri6cMiBDbVwpJAv190RGY2unceQ6Y4pju+rNxf+8borD 2zATKkmRK7ZcNEwlQU3mv5OBMJyhnDpCmRHuVsLG1FCGLqGSCyFYfXmdtK6qgV8NHq4 rtbs8jiKcwTlcQgA3UIN7aEATGEzgGV7hzUu8F+/d+1i2Frx85hT+wPv8AYzmj7I=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+C8iiqqT7XrV krON66dWjDYaQuE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMdgLh4jmAckS 5idTJIhszPLTK8QlnyEFw+KePV7vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEhh0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3 tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0axptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmI4jSPJ29GkPvfbT9xYodUjThMexn SkxFAwik5q1/uZTnHWL1f8qr8AWSdBTiqQo9Evf/UGmqUxV8gktbYb+AmGGTUomOSzU i+1PKFsQke866iiMbdhtjh3Ri6cMiBDbVwpJAv190RGY2unceQ6Y4pju+rNxf+8borD 2zATKkmRK7ZcNEwlQU3mv5OBMJyhnDpCmRHuVsLG1FCGLqGSCyFYfXmdtK6qgV8NHq4 rtbs8jiKcwTlcQgA3UIN7aEATGEzgGV7hzUu8F+/d+1i2Frx85hT+wPv8AYzmj7I=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+C8iiqqT7XrV krON66dWjDYaQuE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMdgLh4jmAckS 5idTJIhszPLTK8QlnyEFw+KePV7vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEhh0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3 tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0axptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmI4jSPJ29GkPvfbT9xYodUjThMexn SkxFAwik5q1/uZTnHWL1f8qr8AWSdBTiqQo9Evf/UGmqUxV8gktbYb+AmGGTUomOSzU i+1PKFsQke866iiMbdhtjh3Ri6cMiBDbVwpJAv190RGY2unceQ6Y4pju+rNxf+8borD 2zATKkmRK7ZcNEwlQU3mv5OBMJyhnDpCmRHuVsLG1FCGLqGSCyFYfXmdtK6qgV8NHq4 rtbs8jiKcwTlcQgA3UIN7aEATGEzgGV7hzUu8F+/d+1i2Frx85hT+wPv8AYzmj7I=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+C8iiqqT7XrV krON66dWjDYaQuE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMdgLh4jmAckS 5idTJIhszPLTK8QlnyEFw+KePV7vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEhh0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3 tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0axptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmI4jSPJ29GkPvfbT9xYodUjThMexn SkxFAwik5q1/uZTnHWL1f8qr8AWSdBTiqQo9Evf/UGmqUxV8gktbYb+AmGGTUomOSzU i+1PKFsQke866iiMbdhtjh3Ri6cMiBDbVwpJAv190RGY2unceQ6Y4pju+rNxf+8borD 2zATKkmRK7ZcNEwlQU3mv5OBMJyhnDpCmRHuVsLG1FCGLqGSCyFYfXmdtK6qgV8NHq4 rtbs8jiKcwTlcQgA3UIN7aEATGEzgGV7hzUu8F+/d+1i2Frx85hT+wPv8AYzmj7I=</ latexit>
50 
<latexit sha1_base64="XmddCq0EG kKGbH83mEQCxS9I/3o=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WP Ri8cK9gPbWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAT XxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKB rWB0M/VbT6g0j+W9GSfoR3QgecgZNVZ6uHAfsy7jik165YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy 1Hvlr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcBJqZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Qu1ns4sn5MQq fRLGypY0ZKb+nshopPU4CmxnRM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFKDks0XhakgJibT9 0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqSSDcFbfHmZNM+qnlv17s4rtes8jiIcwTGcg geXUINbqEMDGEh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWgpPPHMIfOJ8/LpmQlg==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="XmddCq0EG kKGbH83mEQCxS9I/3o=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WP Ri8cK9gPbWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAT XxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKB rWB0M/VbT6g0j+W9GSfoR3QgecgZNVZ6uHAfsy7jik165YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy 1Hvlr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcBJqZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Qu1ns4sn5MQq fRLGypY0ZKb+nshopPU4CmxnRM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFKDks0XhakgJibT9 0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqSSDcFbfHmZNM+qnlv17s4rtes8jiIcwTGcg geXUINbqEMDGEh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWgpPPHMIfOJ8/LpmQlg==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="XmddCq0EG kKGbH83mEQCxS9I/3o=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WP Ri8cK9gPbWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAT XxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKB rWB0M/VbT6g0j+W9GSfoR3QgecgZNVZ6uHAfsy7jik165YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy 1Hvlr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcBJqZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Qu1ns4sn5MQq fRLGypY0ZKb+nshopPU4CmxnRM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFKDks0XhakgJibT9 0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqSSDcFbfHmZNM+qnlv17s4rtes8jiIcwTGcg geXUINbqEMDGEh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWgpPPHMIfOJ8/LpmQlg==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="XmddCq0EG kKGbH83mEQCxS9I/3o=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WP Ri8cK9gPbWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAT XxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKB rWB0M/VbT6g0j+W9GSfoR3QgecgZNVZ6uHAfsy7jik165YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy 1Hvlr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcBJqZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Qu1ns4sn5MQq fRLGypY0ZKb+nshopPU4CmxnRM1QL3pT8T+vk5rwys+4TFKDks0XhakgJibT9 0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqSSDcFbfHmZNM+qnlv17s4rtes8jiIcwTGcg geXUINbqEMDGEh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWgpPPHMIfOJ8/LpmQlg==</latexit >
Figure 4.8: Schematic of salt transport into the region of open streamlines between 40◦ and 50◦. The solid
grey lines represent the boundaries of the domain and the black dotted lines represent the easternmost and
westernmost open streamlines. Cin is the horizontal cross-streamline salt transport above the isopycnal bm
into the region of open streamlines (the area bounded by green lines) from the south. Fno is the salt transport
into the region of open streamlines at the surface and Dno is the diapycnal salt transport across bm into the
region of open streamlines. Cout is the horizontal cross-streamline salt transport above the isopycnal bm out
of the region of open streamlines into the north. Aopen is the meridional salt transport in the region of open
streamlines.
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order of magnitude smaller than the along-streamline salt transport as measured by Aopen.
Therefore the advective salt transports at 40◦ and 50◦ are very similar (solid black line in
figure 4.7c). In the exchanged case, the salt transport across the easternmost open streamline,
Cin, is more negative, and Aopen(50
◦) ≈ Aopen(40◦)+Cin. The meridional salt transport along
open streamlines in the exchanged case is smaller at 50◦ (dashed black line in figure 4.7c),
because some salt is transported southward into the subtropical gyre.
The salt transport across the easternmost open streamline, Cin, is dominated by
southward advection of salt in the Ekman layer. In the exchanged case, the easternmost
open streamline turns eastward at a lower latitude than in the standard case (compare the
thick black contour marked 40.8 in the top panel of figure 4.5 with the thick black contour
marked 48.3 in the bottom panel of figure 4.5). The subpolar gyre western boundary current,
which is stronger in a wider basin (Jones & Cessi, 2017), forces the open streamlines to turn
away from the boundary earlier in the exchanged case. Between 40◦ and 50◦, the Ekman
transport is southward, perpendicular to the easternmost open streamline in the exchanged
configuration (thick black contour marked -48.3 in the bottom panel of figure 4.5), but not
in the standard configuration (thick black contour marked -40.8 in the top panel of figure
4.5). Thus, between 40◦ and 50◦, the southward cross-streamline Ekman transport of salt is
smaller in the standard configuration.
The normalized cross-streamline salt transport, Cin/Lx(40
◦), freshens the open-streamline
flow between 40◦ and 50◦ in the sinking basin of the exchanged configuration, reducing the
northward along-streamline salt transport. This intensifies the gradients of zonally-averaged
salinity above bm (as shown by the red dashed line in the top panel of figure 4.6). North of
60◦, the fresher surface in the sinking basin of the exchanged case pushes the ROC stream-
function below about 200m depth (black contours in the bottom left panel of figure 4.2).
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4.5 Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we study the transport of salt in an idealized global ocean model
consisting of two basins of different widths connected by a re-entrant channel. We compare
two versions of this model, one with the short continent to the east of the narrow basin
(the “standard” geometry) and one with the short continent to the east of the wide basin
(the “exchanged” geometry). Deep water is formed in the basin to the west of the short
continent in both configurations. 70% of the interbasin transport flows westward south of
the short continent (through the warm route) and it has twice the strength in the standard
geometry than in the exchanged geometry. We define two different pseudostreamfunctions:
one in which the open streamlines represent the warm-route interbasin transport and one in
which the open streamlines represent the warm-route interbasin transport plus the channel
upwelling. The cold route is not represented in either of these peseudostreamfunctions. We
divide the salt transport entering the sinking basin above a mid-depth isopycnal, into the
salt transport by flow along open streamlines and the salt transport in the area of closed
streamlines. This method gives an approximation of the net salt transport between basins.
The salt transport between basins is otherwise difficult to obtain, because it is difficult to
separate the interbasin exchange flow (which is order 5Sv) from the ACC (which is order
40Sv above bm).
In the sinking basin, the northward salt transport per unit width is larger in the
standard configuration than in the exchanged configuration. The warm-route interbasin
transport carries salt northward more efficiently in the standard configuration, leading to
higher salinity in the north of the sinking basin. In the exchanged configuration, the wider
sinking basin leads to a larger salt transport out of the region of open streamlines at about
40◦, consistent with Jones & Cessi (2017). This salt transport out of the region of open
streamlines also reduces salinity in the north of the sinking basin in the exchanged case.
This study suggests that the total salt transport from the Indo-Pacific to the Atlantic
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is primarily effected by the interbasin exchange associated with the ITF and the Tasman
leakage, rather than by the gyral flow. Increasing the interbasin transport is likely effec-
tive at raising the salinity of the North Atlantic. Higher salinity could act to stabilize the
MOC, which is enabled by high surface densities in the North Atlantic. The strength of
the Agulhas leakage, which is fed by the ITF and Tasman leakage, responds to upstream
conditions (van Sebille et al., 2009) and to changes in the Southern Hemisphere Westerlies
(Gordon, 1986; Biastoch et al., 2009). If variations in the strength of the Agulhas leakage
are associated with variations in salt (and heat) transport, they may drive MOC variability.
In particular, climate models predict that Southern Hemisphere Westerlies will move south-
ward and intensify over the next century, leading to an increase in the Agulhas leakage on
decadal timescales (Biastoch & Bo¨ning, 2013), and to larger northward salt transport by the
warm-route.
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4.A Salt advection by the velocity, vertically integrated
above bm and zonally integrated in the area of open
streamlines
In this paper, we assume that the vertically and zonally averaged salt transport in
the area of open streamlines, Aopen, is a approximately equal to the vertically and zonally
averaged salt transport by the vertically and zonally integrated along-streamline flow. This
is equivalent to assuming that the salt transport by the vertically and zonally integrated
flow above bm in the area of open streamlines is much larger than the salt transport by the
baroclinic component of the flow above bm, or by zonal variations of the depth-averaged
velocity in this area. In order to confirm our assumption, we decompose Aopen into: 1) the
salt advection by the vertically and zonally averaged meridional velocity above bm between
open streamlines, and 2) a residual due to correlations between salinity and velocity in the
vertical and zonal directions. This gives
Aopen(y) = Xopen(y)Sopen(y) + A
(res)
open (y) , (4.19)
=
[∫ χe
χw
∫ 0
ζ(bm)
v† dz dx
][∫ χe
χw
∫ 0
ζ(bm)
(S − Sref ) dz dx∫ χe
χw
∫ 0
ζ(bm)
dz dx
]
+ A(res)open , (4.20)
where Xopen is the meridional residual transport along open streamlines above bm, Sopen is
the zonally and vertically averaged salinity in the area of open streamlines above bm and
A
(res)
open is the remaining meridional salt transport in the area of open streamlines above bm.
The salt transport, XopenSopen, normalized by the basin width, is shown in figure 4.9.
North of −21◦, most of the salt advection p.u.w. in the region of open streamlines, Aopen, is
explained by the vertically and zonally-averaged meridional velocity above bm and between
open streamlines XopenSopen (compare black and pink lines in figure 4.9). The salt transport
in the region of open streamlines, Aopen, is well-approximated with the meridional advection
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by the vertically and zonally integrated velocity in that region.
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Figure 4.9: Aopen (black lines) and XopenSopen (pink lines), in the sinking basin north of −21◦ (normalized
by the basin width for ease of comparison) and in the whole domain south of −21◦ (normalized by the domain
width for ease of comparison) for streamlines χi (top) and streamlines χv (bottom). The black vertical line
denotes the end of the short continent.
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Chapter 5
Connecting the two cells of the
meridional overturning circulation
5.1 Introduction
In the zonal average, the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) appears as two
separate cells: a mid-depth cell and an abyssal cell. The upper branch of the mid-depth cell
transports Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) northward in the upper ocean, which is
eventually transported into the North Atlantic, where it sinks to form North Atlantic Deep
Water (NADW). NADW then flows southward and upwells in the Southern Ocean. From
there, it flows northward as AAIW again, closing the mid-depth cell. In the abyssal cell,
Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) water is formed in the far south, flows northward in the
abyss and diapycnally upwells to about 2000m in the interior of the basins. This water
returns southward, upwelling along isopycnals once it enters the Southern Ocean. After it
arrives near the surface, it closes the abyssal cell by sinking again. A schematic of these cells
is shown in the left panel of figure 1.1. Observations indicate that the cells overlap in the
deep Atlantic with some mixing between AABW and NADW there (e.g. Lumpkin & Speer
2007; Marshall & Speer 2012; Talley 2013).
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Figure 5.1: The mid-depth cell (green line) and abyssal cell (blue line) in the zonal average (left). A schematic
of the continuous loop (right), in which deep water is formed in the North Atlantic, flows southward and
upwells in the Southern Ocean, where it feeds AABW formation (green line). This AABW then enters the
Indo-Pacific and upwells across isopycnals (blue line) before returning to the Atlantic. The vertical dashed
line indicates the latitude of the southern tip of Africa. Adapted from Thompson et al. (2016)
Warren (1990) suggested that a portion of the NADW that upwells in the Southern
Ocean flows southward to form AABW, and that an equal amount of AABW upwells in the
Indo-Pacific and returns to the Atlantic as intermediate water (as shown in the right panel
of figure 5.1). This paradigm has become more popular recently (Lumpkin & Speer, 2007;
Talley, 2013; Thompson et al., 2016; Ferrari et al., 2017). In particular, Ferrari et al. (2017)
find that NADW is recycled through the abyss in an idealized two-basin model. From the
zonally averaged plots of the residual overturning circulation commonly used to characterize
the MOC, it is difficult to estimate the relative transport of the mid-depth cell, the abyssal
cell and the continuous loop. Here, our goal is to understand the pathway of the circulation
and to examine how the transport is partitioned between these three routes in a simplified
model of the world ocean.
Thompson et al. (2016) formulated a four-layer conceptual model of the global MOC
in a domain with two basins connected by a re-entrant channel. This model predicts that
more NADW is recycled through the abyss in some parameter regimes. Specifically, the
circulation is two-cell-like when two conditions are met: 1) the diapycnal diffusivity is reduced
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above 2000m and 2) more than 10Sv of deep water is formed in the north of the narrow
basin. The MOC is thought to have been in this two-cell configuration during the Last
Glacial Maximum (Ferrari et al., 2014), whereas observations suggest that most NADW is
recycled through the abyss before returning to the North Atlantic.
AABW generally forms in areas with a high sea-ice concentration, which likely reduces
heat, salt and gas exchange with the atmosphere. Hence, water that is recycled through the
abyssal Pacific may retain some of the properties it acquired at the surface of the North
Atlantic. Water that simply recirculates in the abyssal cell loses such properties. Tracer
observations show that about 25% of the water in the abyssal Pacific was last ventilated in
the North Atlantic (Gebbie et al., 2010), but it is unclear what pathway this water follows
between the two basins.
In this work, we investigate the pathways of the overturning. In particular we examine
how much water takes the continuous path versus the two-cell loop in an idealized-geometry
primitive-equation model. The idealized model is described in section 5.2. In section 5.3, a
budget of the residual transport in this model indicates that about 40% of deep water formed
in the narrow basin follows the continuous path. In section 5.4, transit-time of buoyancy
through the continuous path is found using an adjoint tracer experiment. Summary and
discussion are given in section 5.5.
5.2 Methods
The numerical model employed is the Massachusetts Institute of Technology GCM
(MITgcm; Marshall et al. (1997b,a)), which integrates the hydrostatic, Boussinesq primitive
equations. The domain is a spherical sector, spanning from −70◦ to 70◦ in latitude and
covering 210◦ in longitude, with a horizontal resolution of 1◦. The domain consists of two
idealized basins of different widths, separated by “continents” one grid point wide aligned
along meridians: one continent extends from −52.5◦ to 70◦ and one extends from −35◦ to
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70◦. At the southern edge, a periodic channel of minimum latitudinal width 17.5◦ connects
the basins, as shown in figure 5.2a. The bottom is flat and 4000 m deep, except for a sill
in the periodic channel, one grid point wide and 1333 m high, located immediately south of
the narrow basin’s western boundary. There are 32 unequally spaced levels in the vertical,
ranging from a minimum spacing of 13.6 m at the top to a maximum of 286 m at the bottom.
The equation of state is linear, with the buoyancy described by:
b = g [αTT − βS(S − Sref )] , (5.1)
where αT = 2× 10−4 ◦C−1, βS = 7.4× 10−4, and Sref = 35. Salinity is given on the practical
salinity scale and is therefore presented without units.
The model is forced at the surface by zonally-uniform wind stress, τ , and freshwater
flux, F , given by
τ = τMax
(
− cos(3piθ/140) + e−θ2/σ2 + e−(θ+47)2/(2σ2)
)
, (5.2)
F = Fs
(
cos(7piθ/8Θ)− 2e−(θ/Θ).2/(2σ2F )
)
− F0 , (5.3)
where θ is latitude in degrees, τMax = 0.1 Nm
−2, σ = 10◦, Fs = 2× 10−8 m s−1, σF = 0.128,
and Θ = 60◦ (see figure 5.2b,c). The freshwater flux is multiplied by the negative reference
salinity, −Sref , in order to obtain the salt flux into the ocean. The constant F0 is chosen so
that the net freshwater flux into the ocean is zero.
North of −68◦, the model surface is relaxed to a profile, T ∗, given by
T ∗ = Teq
(
cos(piθ/140)1.8 + 0.2e−(θ/2Θ−1)
2
)
, (5.4)
where Teq = 25
◦C (see figure 5.2d) (temperature is in Celsius). The relaxation time-scale
for the surface temperature is 10 days. South of −68◦ surface heat flux out of the ocean is
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Figure 5.2: a The barotropic streamfunction. The grey lines indicate solid boundaries. The domain is 140◦
in latitude, 210◦-periodic in longitude and 4000m deep. The westernmost 20◦ of the domain is repeated to
the right of the figure. b Surface wind stress in Pa, c surface freshwater flux forcing in ×108 m s−1 and d
the profile of temperature used for temperature relaxation in ◦C.
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prescribed at a rate of 100 W/m2. This is a crude representation of the heat flux out of the
ocean under sea ice, as described by Ferrari et al. (2014).
Baroclinic eddies are parameterized using the Gent-McWilliams advective form (Gent
& McWilliams, 1990) and the Redi (1982) isopycnal tracer mixing with equal mixing coeffi-
cients set to κGM = 500 m
2 s−1. The Gent-McWilliams scheme (GM henceforth) is imple-
mented using the boundary value problem framework described by Ferrari et al. (2010). The
Redi tensor is changed to horizontal diffusion in regions of weak stratification, as described
by Danabasoglu & McWilliams (1995). The vertical diffusivity is given by
κv = 2× 10−5 + 2× 10−4
[
1− tanh ( z+2000
200
)]
2
+ 10−2
[
1 + tanh
(
z+30
30
)]
2
; (5.5)
i.e. 2 × 10−5 m2 s−1 in the interior, increasing to 10−2 m2 s−1 at the surface to model the
mixed layer and increasing to 2 × 10−4 m2 s−1 below 2000m. The simulation was run for at
least 5000 years, until equilibrium was reached.
As a measure of the overturning circulation, we use the zonally integrated residual
overturning streamfunction (ROC; cf. Wolfe & Cessi 2015), defined as
ψ(y, b˜) ≡ 1
T0
∫ T0
0
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
v†H
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz dx dt , (5.6)
where v† is the Eulerian plus parameterized eddy velocity in the meridional direction, H is
the total depth, Lx is the width of the basin, T0 is the averaging timescale (100yrs is chosen
here), and H is the Heaviside function. The ROC streamfunction, ψ, denotes the zonally
integrated transport of water above b = b˜.
In figure 5.3, the ROC streamfunction (filled color contours) is remapped into z-
coordinates using the zonal-mean isopycnal height, which is defined as
Z(y, b˜) ≡ − 1
T0
∫ T0
0
1
Lx
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
H
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz dx dt. (5.7)
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Figure 5.3: The ROC, ψ, in Sverdrups (color contours, spacing 2Sv), and b]×103 m s−2, the buoyancy of the
surface whose average depth is Z (black contours) in the sinking basin (left) and the non-sinking basin (right)
using Prather (1986)’s SOM scheme (top) and the 3rd order DST scheme (bottom). The vertical black line
denotes the end of the long continent and the vertical grey line denotes the end of the short continent. South
of −35◦ (the latitude of the short continent), the zonal integral of ψ is over the whole width of the domain.
The thick black contours denote the isopycnals ba, bb, and bc, which bound the four portions of the MOC.
In z-coordinates, it is useful to define the modified buoyancy b](y, z) (figure 5.3, black con-
tours), where Z [y, b](y, z)] = z.
Because of longitudinal buoyancy gradients, the zonally-averaged remapping (5.7)
distorts the vertical extent of the mixed layer. Values of b] higher than 40× 10−3 m s−2 are
not plotted because the contours would be too close together.
The top panels of figure 5.3 show ψ, calculated using Prather (1986)’s Second Order
Moments (SOM) advection scheme. This scheme has very little implicit diffusion, but no
adjoint for it is currently available in the MITgcm. Therefore, we also used the 3rd order
Direct Space Time (DST) advection scheme (e.g. Hundsdorfer et al. 1995): ψ for this
scheme is shown in the bottom panels of figure 5.3. ψ is very similar in the two advection
schemes, but there is slightly more overturning with the 3rd order DST scheme, because of
the increased numerical mixing. For the SOM scheme, 17.4Sv of deep water (i.e. NADW)
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is formed in the north of the narrow basin (the maximum of ψ in the mid-depth cell in the
top-left panel of figure 5.3 is 17.4Sv) and for the 3rd order DST scheme, 17.8Sv of deep water
is formed in the north of the narrow basin (the maximum of ψ in the mid-depth cell in the
bottom-left panel of figure 5.3 is 17.8Sv).
For diagnostic purposes, in both simulations, the domain is divided into four density
classes: 1) above ba, 2) between bb and ba, 3) between bc and bb, and 4) below bc. Class 1
represents the upper branch of the mid-depth cell, class 2 the lower branch of the mid-depth
cell, class 3 the upper branch of the abyssal cell and class 4 the lower branch of the abyssal
cell. For SOM, ba = 0.0104 m s
−2, bb = 0.0056 m s−2 and bc = 0.005 m s−2, whereas for 3rd
order DST ba = 0.0104 m s
−2, bb = 0.0058 m s−2 and bc = 0.005 m s−2.
5.3 Pathway of the residual overturning circulation
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show budgets of the residual velocity in our idealized model with
the SOM advection scheme and with the 3rd order DST scheme respectively. In addition to
the four density classes described above, the ocean is divided in the north-south direction at
35◦S, and in the east-west direction at each continental boundary. We find the net residual
transport across all sections connecting the domain’s subdivisions. Through a Helmholtz
decomposition of the flow into a velocity potential and a streamfunction, we find that the
former is associated with the net transport forced by the cross-isopycnal divergence. The
cross-isopycnal transport is calculated from the divergence of the horizontal residual trans-
port above each isopycnal.
In both panels of figures 5.4 and 5.5, the green arrows show the continuous loop, and
the red arrows show the remaining residual transport. We identify which flow is part of the
continuous loop as follows.
The transport of the continuous loop passes from density class 2 to density class 3 on
its way to the abyss and from density class 3 to density class 2 on its way back to the surface.
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<latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB 7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgakjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuu ljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuKmW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS 65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FUzySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nRG1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfF E/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2JBqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/ wKlv4/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB 7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgakjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuu ljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuKmW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS 65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FUzySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nRG1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfF E/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2JBqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/ wKlv4/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB 7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgakjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuu ljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuKmW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS 65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FUzySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nRG1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfF E/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2JBqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/ wKlv4/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB 7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgakjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuu ljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuKmW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS 65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FUzySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nRG1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfF E/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2JBqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/ wKlv4/D</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit>
ba=0.0104
bb=0.0056
bc=0.005
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
12.4
0.3
⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit>
⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit >
2.8
 
<latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit>
2.2
2.8
 
<latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRR Tnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4 GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4c zrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldcrG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGG CSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26v WkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etWPbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbF LpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7N AselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/UzwS0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJt S6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8g mfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/AQtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRR Tnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4 GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4c zrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldcrG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGG CSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26v WkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etWPbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbF LpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7N AselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/UzwS0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJt S6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8g mfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/AQtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRR Tnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4 GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4c zrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldcrG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGG CSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26v WkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etWPbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbF LpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7N AselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/UzwS0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJt S6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8g mfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/AQtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRR Tnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4 GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4c zrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldcrG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGG CSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26v WkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etWPbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbF LpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7N AselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/UzwS0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJt S6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8g mfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/AQtBjtQ=</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit>
2.8
⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit>
3.5
 
<latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5u i1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8Ug WIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDE BwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc +MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2 EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXSTejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258 bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNG Yc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiihOEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2 H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyT eqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLzmxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5u i1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8Ug WIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDE BwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc +MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2 EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXSTejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258 bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNG Yc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiihOEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2 H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyT eqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLzmxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5u i1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8Ug WIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDE BwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc +MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2 EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXSTejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258 bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNG Yc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiihOEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2 H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyT eqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLzmxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5u i1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8Ug WIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDE BwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc +MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2 EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXSTejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258 bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNG Yc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiihOEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2 H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyT eqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLzmxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit >
⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy/Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAAC AXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYeGDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srp WXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc+VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYvwgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFo kTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRkqNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZ ohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMsn1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTXJMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRi lHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit>
⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ 3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvg akjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO 59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2 XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuK mW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FU zySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nR G1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfFE/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2J BqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4 BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/wKlv4/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ 3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvg akjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO 59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2 XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuK mW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FU zySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nR G1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfFE/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2J BqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4 BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/wKlv4/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ 3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvg akjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO 59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2 XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuK mW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FU zySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nR G1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfFE/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2J BqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4 BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/wKlv4/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ 3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvg akjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO 59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2 XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuK mW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FU zySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nR G1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfFE/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2J BqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4 BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/wKlv4/D</latexit>
2.8
 
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Figure 5.4: Budget of the residual circulation in Sverdrups from the simulation that uses Prather (1986)’s
SOM scheme. The dashed line is at −35◦. Numbers in blue circles indicate the density class of each layer. All
other numbers indicate the residual transport between regions. Numbers with a light blue background denote
the residual transport out of a sector in the zonal direction (⊗) and numbers with an orange background
denote the residual transport into a sector in the zonal direction (). The green arrows show the residual
transport of the continuous loop and the red arrows show all remaining transport. The arrows in the purple
rectangle denote the sinking in the north of the narrow basin, some of which upwells before it reaches −35◦.
The arrow in the purple triangle denotes upwelling from density class 2 to density class 3 in the wide basin.
The arrow in the purple circle denotes upwelling from density class 2 to density class 3 in the narrow sector
of the channel.
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4.2⌦<latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit >
 
<latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5u i1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8Ug WIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDE BwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc +MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2 EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXSTejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258 bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNG Yc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiihOEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2 H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyT eqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLzmxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5u i1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8Ug WIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDE BwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc +MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2 EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXSTejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258 bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNG Yc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiihOEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2 H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyT eqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLzmxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5u i1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8Ug WIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDE BwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc +MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2 EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXSTejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258 bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNG Yc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiihOEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2 H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyT eqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLzmxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5u i1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8Ug WIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDE BwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc +MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2 EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXSTejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258 bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNG Yc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiihOEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2 H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyT eqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLzmxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit >
4.6
⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit >
4.6
5
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 
<latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit> 4.2
0.7
5 
<latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRRTnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB 7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4czrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldc rG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGGCSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26vWkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etW PbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbFLpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7NAselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/Uzw S0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJtS6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8gmfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/A QtBjtQ=</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sujk5ui1yRcEhHHzaD6DK7Y+dU0=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RQUbm8UgWIU7EbQM2lhGMImQhLC3N0mW7N0eu3NiOK/wr9hYKGLr37Dz37i5pNDEBwOP92Z2dp4fS2HQdb+dwtLyyup acb20sbm1vVPe3WsalWgODa6k0nc+MyBFBA0UKOEu1sBCX0LLH11N/NY9aCNUdIvjGLohG0SiLzhDK/XKBx2EB8zfSTUEWdpRgcKsV664VTcHXST ejFTIDPVe+asTKJ6EECGXzJi258bYTZlGwSVkpU5iIGZ8xAbQtjRiIZhumu/N6LFVAtpX2laENFd/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0895E/M9rJ9i/6KYiih OEiE8X9RNJUdFJGDQQGjjKsSWMa2H/SvmQacbRRlayIXjzJy+S5mnVc6vezVmldjmLo0gOyRE5IR45JzVyTeqkQTh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58TFsLz mxmn/yB8/kDdlGXBA==</latexit>⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3w+1iy /Z1+eXMl22UGYRh0cabr4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAI rkoigi6LblxWsK3QhDKZ3LRDJw9mbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xmmahbYe GDicc++cmeOngiu07W+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex2VZJJBmyUikXc +VSB4DG3kKOAulUAjX0DXH11N/e49SMWT+BbHKXgRHcQ85IyilvrmgYv wgMU9uYRgkrsJ8gjUpG/W7YZdwFokTknqpESrb365QcKyCGJkgirVc+ wUvZxK5EzApOZmClLKRnQAPU1jqlO8vEieWMdaCawwkfrEaBXq742cRk qNI19PRhSHat6biv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGwWFGbCwsSa1mEFXAJDMdaEMs n1Wy02pJIy1KXVdAnO/JcXSee04dgN5+as3rws66iSQ3JETohDzkmTX JMWaRNGHskzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PRilHu7JM/MD5/ACAXl/M=</latexit >
0.7
⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB 7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgakjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuu ljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuKmW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS 65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FUzySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nRG1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfF E/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2JBqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/ wKlv4/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB 7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgakjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuu ljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuKmW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS 65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FUzySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nRG1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfF E/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2JBqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/ wKlv4/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB 7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgakjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuu ljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuKmW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS 65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FUzySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nRG1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfF E/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2JBqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/ wKlv4/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRiZxZ3k9OWhMWxfqTrsFeFAKYs=">AAAB 7nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgakjE567oxmUF+4B2KJk0bUMzmSHJCGXoR7hxoYhbv8edf2PaDqLVAxcO59zLvfeEiRTGYvzpFZaWV1bXiuu ljc2t7Z3y7l7DxKlmvM5iGetWSA2XQvG6FVbyVqI5jULJm+HoZuo3H7g2Ilb3dpzwIKIDJfqCUeukZie2IuKmW65gH8+AsH+GydU5Qd8KyUkFctS 65Y9OL2ZpxJVlkhrTJjixQUa1FUzySamTGp5QNqID3nZUUbckyGbnTtCRU3qoH2tXyqKZ+nMio5Ex4yh0nRG1Q7PoTcX/vHZq+5dBJlSSWq7YfF E/lcjGaPo76gnNmZVjRyjTwt2K2JBqyqxLqORCIIsv/yWNE59gn9ydVqrXeRxFOIBDOAYCF1CFW6hBHRiM4BGe4cVLvCfv1Xubtxa8fGYffsF7/ wKlv4/D</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRR Tnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4 GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4c zrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldcrG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGG CSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26v WkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etWPbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbF LpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7N AselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/UzwS0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJt S6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8g mfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/AQtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRR Tnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4 GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4c zrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldcrG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGG CSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26v WkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etWPbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbF LpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7N AselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/UzwS0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJt S6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8g mfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/AQtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRR Tnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4 GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4c zrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldcrG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGG CSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26v WkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etWPbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbF LpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7N AselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/UzwS0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJt S6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8g mfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/AQtBjtQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DcdrRR Tnn9K3O7Bcyxoln8aq1vY=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4 GhLxuSu6cVnBaQvtUDKZtA3NJEOSEcrQb3DjQhG3fpA7/8a0HUSrBy4c zrmXe++JUsGNRejTKy0tr6yuldcrG5tb2zvV3b2mUZmmLKBKKN2OiGG CSxZYbgVrp5qRJBKsFY1upn7rgWnDlby345SFCRlI3ueUWCcFXRUr26v WkI9mgMg/Q/jqHMNvBRekBgo0etWPbqxoljBpqSDGdDBKbZgTbTkVbF LpZoalhI7IgHUclSRhJsxnx07gkVNi2FfalbRwpv6cyElizDiJXGdC7N AselPxP6+T2f5lmHOZZpZJOl/UzwS0Ck4/hzHXjFoxdoRQzd2tkA6JJt S6fCouBLz48l/SPPEx8vHdaa1+XcRRBgfgEBwDDC5AHdyCBggABRw8g mfw4knvyXv13uatJa+Y2Qe/4L1/AQtBjtQ=</latexit>
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2
Figure 5.5: [Budget of the residual circulation in Sverdrups from the simulation that uses the 3rd order DST
scheme. The dashed line is at −35◦. Numbers in blue circles indicate the density class of each layer. All other
numbers indicate the residual transport between regions. Numbers with a light blue background denote the
residual transport out of a sector in the zonal direction (⊗) and numbers with an orange background denote
the residual transport into a sector in the zonal direction (). The green arrows show the residual transport
of the continuous loop and the red arrows show all remaining transport. The arrows in the purple rectangle
denote the sinking in the north of the narrow basin, some of which upwells before it reaches −35◦. The
arrow in the purple triangle denotes upwelling from density class 2 to density class 3 in the wide basin. The
arrow in the purple circle denotes upwelling from density class 2 to density class 3 in the narrow sector of
the channel.
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For both advection schemes, 0.3Sv upwells from density class 3 to density class 2 north of
−35◦ in the narrow basin (top panels of figures 5.4 and 5.5). This transport does not reach
the surface, but returns to the abyss via the wide sector of the channel: it is not part of
the continuous loop. Hence, for both advection schemes the maximum possible transport of
the continuous loop is 5Sv (5Sv is the sum of the transport in the purple triangle plus the
transport in the purple circle in each of figures 5.4 and 5.5).
The flow from density class 3 to density class 2 in the wide basin (purple triangles in
the bottom panels of figures 5.4 and 5.5) follows the continuous loop: this transport has all
passed through the abyss and continues upwelling into density class 1. Similarly, the flow
from density class 3 to density class 2 in the narrow sector (purple circles in the top panels
of figures 5.4 and 5.5) originates in the abyss, whether it enters density class 3 via diapycnal
upwelling in the narrow basin or via northward Ekman transport in the narrow sector of
the channel. If the flow from density class 3 to density class 2 in the narrow sector crosses
isopycnal bb near the surface, then it likely continues into density class 1, in which case it is
considered to be part of the continuous loop.
To determine the location of the diapycnal transports across ba, bb and bc, we examine
the zonally integrated diapycnal velocity (figures 5.6 and 5.7). For each isopycnal ba, bb and bc,
we mark the zonally averaged latitude of the outcrop and of the 200m depth isocontour. 200m
is chosen because it is the averaged mixed-layer depth south of −52◦. In the narrow sector
of the channel, over 3Sv of positive diapycnal transport across bb and bc occurs poleward
of the mixed-layer latitude. The shallow location of this transport suggests that in the
narrow sector of the channel, the cross isopycnal transport from density class 4 to density
class 3 contributes to the cross isopycnal transport from density class 3 to density class 2
(the transports in the purple circles in figures 5.4 and 5.5). At least some of the latter
appears to continue northward into density class 1, so here it is considered to be part of
the continuous loop. Hence, we estimate that the continuous-loop transport is 5Sv for both
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Figure 5.6: The zonally integrated diapycnal velocity in the narrow sector (top) and in the wide sector
(bottom). The vertical black dashed line indicates the end of the short continent and the vertical black
solid line marks −68◦. The blue vertical line marks the outcrop of each buoyancy surface, zonally averaged
over the appropriate sector. Similarly, the red vertical line indicates the zonally averaged latitude (over each
sector) where the isopycnal depth is 200m, i.e. the approximate depth of the mixed layer in the channel.
The numbers in the blue circles indicate the density class above and below each isopycnal. This figure is for
the SOM advection scheme.
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Figure 5.7: The zonally integrated diapycnal velocity in the narrow sector (top) and in the wide sector
(bottom). The vertical black dashed line indicates the end of the short continent and the vertical black
solid line marks −68◦. The blue vertical line marks the outcrop of each buoyancy surface, zonally averaged
over the appropriate sector. Similarly, the red vertical line indicates the zonally averaged latitude (over each
sector) where the isopycnal depth is 200m, i.e. the approximate depth of the mixed layer in the channel.
The numbers in the blue circles indicate the density class above and below each isopycnal. This figure is for
the 3rd order DST advection scheme.
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advection schemes: this is an upper bound on the continuous-loop transport.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show that most abyssal water formation occurs at depth (most
downward diapycnal transport across bc is equatorward of the mixed layer in the bottom
panels of figures 5.6 and 5.7). Under 1Sv of abyssal water is formed in the mixed layer
(downward diapycnal transport across bc poleward of the mixed-layer latitude in the bot-
tom panels of figures 5.6 and 5.7). Lumpkin & Speer (2007) hypothesize that entrainment
increases the density of lower deep water in the channel, contributing to bottom water for-
mation. Entrainment is likely augmented by the higher vertical diffusivity at depth: this
explains the large amount of abyssal water formation below 2000m (see large downward
transport below 2000m at about −50◦ in all panels of figure 5.3).
For the SOM scheme, a total of 17.4Sv sinks in the north of the narrow basin (the sum
of the two arrows in the purple rectangle in the top panel of figure 5.4). 5Sv of this upwells
in the narrow basin, so it cannot participate in the global overturning. 12.7Sv leaves the
narrow basin in density class 2 (this represents NADW leaving the Atlantic), and 5Sv of this
12.7Sv is part of the continuous loop. Flow out of the narrow basin in density class 3 is not
included in the downward branch of the continuous loop, because it returns upwelled abyssal
water southward (see density class 3 in the top panel of figure 5.4). 9.7Sv of abyssal water is
formed in the channel (this represents AABW formation). 5Sv follows the continuous loop
from density class 1 of the narrow basin into density class 4 before returning to the surface
(green arrows in figure 5.4).
For the 3rd order DST scheme, a total of 17.8Sv sinks in the north of the narrow basin
(the sum of the two arrows in the purple rectangle in the top panel of figure 5.5). 4.9Sv of
this upwells in the narrow basin, so it cannot participate in the global overturning. 13.2Sv
leaves the narrow basin in density class 2 (this represents NADW leaving the Atlantic) and
5Sv of this 13.2Sv follows the continuous loop. Again, flow out of the narrow basin in density
class 3 is not included in the downward branch of the continuous loop, because it returns
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upwelled abyssal water southward (see density class 3 in the top panel of figure 5.5). 11.2Sv
of abyssal water is formed in the channel (this represents AABW formation). 5Sv follows the
continuous loop from density class 1 of the narrow basin into density class 4 before returning
to the surface (green arrows in figure 5.5). Although more deep and abyssal water is formed
with the 3rd order DST advection scheme, the transport of the continuous loop is similar
for both advection schemes.
For both advection schemes, about 40% of the 13Sv of deep water leaving the nar-
row basin follows the continuous loop from density class 1 of the narrow basin to density
class 4 and back again. This contrasts with Lumpkin & Speer (2007) and Talley (2013)’s
observations, which suggest that more than 70% of the 18Sv leaving the Atlantic basin at
32◦S follow the continuous loop. The transports in our model are likely to be smaller than
observed transports because our channel has a smaller longitudinal extent than the South-
ern Ocean. It is not clear how this difference affects the fraction of deep water following the
continuous loop.
5.4 The pathway of a passive tracer
The residual budget shows the strength of the continuous loop in our model, but
it does not give the timescale associated with this route. Here, we use the adjoint model
of the MITgcm to find the transit time of buoyancy through the downward branch of the
continuous loop. We examine the sensitivity of the passive tracer concentration in a tagged
region to tracer distributions at previous times. This is analogous to running the model
backwards in time to discover where the tracer in the tagged region came from (Vukic´evic´ &
Hess, 2000). Henceforth the sensitivity to tracer concentration at previous times is referred
to as the adjoint tracer concentration.
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The advection-diffusion equation for a passive tracer is
(∂t + u
†∂x + v†∂y + w†∂z)C =∇ · (K∇C) + (κvCz)z + ξ , (5.8)
where C is the tracer concentration, ξ is the mixing by the convection scheme, K is the Redi
tensor given by
K ≡ κGM

1 0 − bx
bz
0 1 − by
bz
− bx
bz
− by
bz
∣∣∣∇hbbz ∣∣∣2
 , (5.9)
and κGM is the Gent-McWilliams diffusion coefficient. The advection-diffusion equation for
the adjoint tracer is (c.f. Todd et al. 2012)
−(∂t + u†∂x + v†∂y + w†∂z)A =∇ · (K∇C) + (κvCz)z + ξ , (5.10)
where A is the adjoint tracer concentration. The cross-isopycnal Redi transport is small.
Hence, the transport of tracer, C, approximates the transport of buoyancy.
The tagged region, where the adjoint tracer is located at year 0, is situated in density
classes 3 and 4, north of −35◦ in the wide basin (hatched region in figures 5.8 and 5.9).
This roughly represents the location of AABW in the deep Indo-Pacific. At year 0, the
concentration of adjoint tracer in the tagged region is 1 arbitrary tracer unit per unit volume
(1ATU/m3). There is a no-flux condition at the surface, so the volume-integral of the adjoint
tracer concentration over the whole domain is constant.
The zonally-integrated thickness-weighted adjoint tracer concentration (c.f. Young
2012) is defined as
∫ Lx
0
Aˆ(y, b˜, t) dx ≡
∫ Lx
0
∫ 0
−H
AH
[
b(x, y, z, t)− b˜
]
dz dx . (5.11)
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Figure 5.8 shows the transit time of
∫ Lx
0
Aˆ dx. The transit time is defined as the first time
when the zonal integral of Aˆ exceeds 50% of its equilibrium value, i.e. its value when the
tracer is spread uniformly across the whole domain (c.f. Holzer 1999). We choose this
definition of transit time because it does not require a long timeseries, and our adjoint run
is only 500yrs long. This definition of transit time gives reasonable results even if
∫ Lx
0
Aˆ dx
is still rising in some locations.
Figure 5.8 shows the transit time of
∫ Lx
0
Aˆ dx, which is the timescale for adjoint tracer
to reach a given latitude and depth. This transit time is equal to the forward-run timescale
for buoyancy to travel from that latitude and depth into the tagged region.
The transit time of adjoint tracer from density classes 3 and 4 of the wide basin to
density class 1 in the north of the narrow basin is 250yrs (top panel of figure 5.8). In other
words, 250yrs is the timescale of the continuous loop’s downward branch. Hence, 500yrs (the
length of our run) is long enough to characterize the downward branch of the continuous
loop. Very little adjoint tracer reaches density class 1 of the wide basin in our 500yr run, so
our timeseries is not long enough to characterize the continuous loop’s upward branch.
The adjoint tracer is transported from density class 3 to density class 2 of the wide
basin on a timescale of less than 50 yrs (bottom panel of figure 5.8 north of −35◦), without
passing through the upper ocean of the channel (transit time is greater than 100yrs in the
bottom panel of figure 5.8 south of −60◦ and above -800m). In density class 2, the adjoint
tracer travels from the wide basin to the equator of the narrow basin on a timescale of about
200yrs (subtract the minimum transit time in density class 2 of the wide basin from the
minimum transit time in density class 2 at the equator of the narrow basin in figure 5.8).
The transit times in figure 5.8 indicate that in a forward run, some downward trans-
port of tracer from density class 2 to density class 3 does not pass near the surface of the
channel. This route from density class 2 to density class 3 may be provided by the diapycnal
transport north of the mixed layer, as shown in the bottom panel of figure 5.7 (isopycnal bb).
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Figure 5.8: Transit time (yrs, color contours every 50yrs), defined as the first time when the zonal integral
of Aˆ exceeds 50% of its equilibrium value (c.f. Holzer 1999) for the narrow basin (top) and for the wide
basin (bottom). The black contours represent the dividing isopycnals ba = 0.0104 m s
−2, bb = 0.0058 m s−2
and bc = 0.005 m s
−2. The hatching indicates the location of the adjoint tracer at year 0. This adjoint
experiment is only 500yrs long, so the transit time is capped at 500yrs.
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The timescale for isopycnal flow between basins in density class 2 is about 200yrs.
Figure 5.9 shows the adjoint tracer concentration vertically integrated in each density
class, normalized by
∫ 0m
−4000m 1 ATU/m
3 dz = 4000ATU/m2, for a selection of times. High
adjoint tracer concentration at a given point in figure 5.9 indicates that in a forward run,
that point contributes to the tracer concentration of the tagged region. Regions with low
adjoint tracer concentrations in figure 5.9 do not affect the tracer concentration in the tagged
region when the model is run forwards.
The route of the adjoint tracer is the reverse of the route that buoyancy follows
in a forward run. The adjoint tracer upwells from density class 3 to density class 2 near
the equator of the wide basin, proceeding southward along the western boundary of the
wide basin (figure 5.9b). It enters the narrow basin by passing westward south of the short
continent (figure 5.9f,j), follows the narrow basin’s western boundary northward and then
upwells into density class 1 in the north of the narrow basin (figure 5.9m).
Thus in a forward run, buoyancy near the surface of the narrow basin sinks into
density class 2 near the northern edge of the narrow basin, proceeding southward along the
narrow basin’s western boundary and then eastward south of the short continent into the
wide basin. It then travels northward in a western boundary current, sinking into the abyss
near the equator.
At -500yrs, 10.6% of the adjoint tracer is in density class 1, and 7.9% of the adjoint
tracer is in density class 2 of the narrow basin north of −35◦. The ROC budget suggests
that all the adjoint tracer in density class 1 arrived there via the continuous loop. Hence,
about 18.5% of the volume of the tagged region enters density classes 1 and 2 of the narrow
basin via the continuous loop on a timescale of 500yrs. The transport of NADW into the
abyss of the wide basin is approximately 0.185V/500yrs = 2.5Sv, where V is the volume of
the tagged region. 2.5Sv compares well with the continuous loop transport into the abyss of
the wide basin found in the ROC budget (3Sv).
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Figure 5.9: Adjoint tracer concentration, vertically integrated a across density class 1 at year -10, b across
density class 2 at year -10, c across density class 3 at year -10, d across density class 4 at year -10, e across
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-500, n across density class 2 at year -500, o across density class 3 at year -500 and p across density class
4 at year -500. Normalized by
∫ 0m
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3 dz, so units are %. At year 0, the adjoint tracer is in
density classes 3 and 4 of the wide basin, as indicated by the hatching. The westernmost 20◦ of the domain
is repeated to the right of the figure.
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5.5 Summary and Discussion
We use a budget of the residual circulation to estimate how much residual transport
follows the continuous pathway versus the two-cell loops in an idealized-geometry primitive-
equation model. A schematic of these pathways is shown in figure 1.1. The residual budget
indicates that in our two-basin ocean-only model, 12.7Sv sinks in the narrow basin and
travels southward into the channel. Of this 12.7Sv, only about 40% proceeds along the
continuous loop. This is compatible with Thompson et al. (2016), who predict that when
the vertical diffusivity above 2000m is reduced, as it is in our model, the continuous loop
is small compared with the total rate of deep-water formation. However, our estimate is
smaller than Lumpkin & Speer (2007) and Talley (2013)’s observations, which suggest that
more than 70% of the 18Sv leaving the Atlantic basin at 32◦S follow the continuous loop.
Below 500m in the channel of our model, significant amounts of deep water are converted into
bottom water. This deep water may be entrained by bottom water formed at the surface,
as suggested by Lumpkin & Speer (2007).
Our channel has a smaller longitudinal extent than the Southern Ocean, so the trans-
ports of the cells and the continuous pathway in our model are smaller than the observed
transports. It is not clear how this affects the fraction of deep water that follows the contin-
uous pathway.
For a buoyancy-like tracer, the adjoint MITgcm is used to find the sensitivity of tracer
concentration in the abyss to tracer concentration throughout the domain at previous times.
The adjoint tracer concentration in the upper ocean suggests that about 2.5Sv follows the
continuous pathway through the abyss of the wide basin. This estimate is close to the 3Sv
found by the ROC budget.
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